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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
Ghulam Memon
Doctor of Philosophy
Department of Computer and Information Science
December 2013
Title: On P2P Networks and P2P-Based Content Discovery on the Internet
The Internet has evolved into a medium centered around content: people watch
videos on YouTube, share their pictures via Flickr, and use Facebook to keep in touch
with their friends. Yet, the only globally deployed service to discover content - i.e.,
Domain Name System (DNS) - does not discover content at all; it merely translates
domain names into locations. The lack of persistent naming, in particular, makes
content discovery, instead of domain discovery, challenging. Content Distribution
Networks (CDNs), which augment DNSs with location-awareness, also suffer from the
same problem of lack of persistent content names. Recently, several infrastructure-
level solutions to this problem have emerged, but their fundamental limitation is
that they fail to preserve the autonomy of network participants. Specifically, the
storage requirements for resolution within each participant may not be proportional
to their capacity. Furthermore, these solutions cannot be incrementally deployed. To
the best of our knowledge, content discovery services based on peer-to-peer (P2P)
networks are the only ones that support persistent content names. These services
also come with the built-in advantage of scalability and deployability. However, P2P
networks have been deployed in the real-world only recently, and their real-world
characteristics are not well-understood. It is important to understand these real-
iv
world characteristics in order to improve the performance and propose new designs
by identifying the weaknesses of existing designs. In this dissertation, we first propose
a novel, lightweight technique for capturing P2P traffic. Using our captured data,
we characterize several aspects of P2P networks and draw conclusions about their
weaknesses. Next, we create a botnet to demonstrate the lethality of the weaknesses
of P2P networks. Finally, we address the weaknesses of P2P systems to design a
P2P-based content discovery service, which resolves the drawbacks of existing content
discovery systems and can operate at Internet-scale.
This dissertation includes both previously published/unpublished and co-
authored material.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Peer to Peer (P2P) networks represent the most popular form of distributed
resource sharing. The key concept behind P2P networks is that several users (peers),
distributed globally, share various resources amongst themselves without the presence
of a central management authority. Examples of the resources are files, CPU cycles
and network bandwidth. The most common use of P2P networks is to share files.
P2P systems1 represent a significant paradigm shift in the way distributed
systems are designed. The most interesting aspect of P2P systems is their built-
in scalability - i.e., each peer contributes its own set of resources. This property is in
sharp contrast with traditional distributed systems, which rely on designated nodes
for resources. Furthermore, the P2P approach relieves the nodes in the distributed
system from relying on a central point of failure. Since the P2P approach of designing
distributed systems is relatively new compared to the centralized approach, our
knowledge and understanding is still growing. Thus, it is important to study the
deployed instances of P2P systems, and then improve the design of P2P systems
based on our accumulated knowledge.
Today’s deployed P2P systems focus on content discovery, and for good reason.
Content discovery is an important problem, because today’s Internet is primarily used
for consuming content. However, to the best of our knowledge, P2P networks have not
been used for an Internet-scale content discovery service. Specifically, P2P networks
serve tens of millions of files [1] only, whereas the Internet consists of at least 1 trillion
web pages [2]. In this dissertation, we demonstrate that current P2P networks exhibit
1In this dissertation, we use the term P2P networks and P2P systems interchangeably.
1
fundamental weaknesses, and if those weaknesses are addressed, then a P2P network
can be an ideal candidate for designing an Internet scale content discovery service.
1.1. Thesis Statement
Peer-to-peer systems suffer from fundamental weaknesses, which if addressed,
can make P2P systems useful in the design of an Internet scale content discovery
service.
1.2. Understanding Peer-to-Peer Networks
P2P networks are broadly divided into unstructured and structured networks.
Unstructured networks were the first generation of P2P networks, which naively relied
on flooding for communication. However, the research community found flooding to
be an unsuitable means of communication, because the discovery of a resource is not
always guaranteed. In order for flooding to be sustainable, unstructured P2P networks
impose a hop count limit beyond which flooding will not continue. If the desired
resource exists beyond the hop limit of flooding, then it will never be discovered.
Unstructured networks are fairly well-studied by the research community [3–6].
Structured P2P networks constitute the second iteration of P2P networks, in which
the peers adhere to a geometrical structure (e.g., circle [7] or tree [8]), and the
resource discovery is always guaranteed. The structure that these networks create
is completely separate from the underlying network, and is created in the form of
an overlay. All structured networks guarantee that any query for a resource will be
resolved in O(log2n) hops, where n is the total number of nodes in the network. In
this dissertation we focus on structured P2P networks, and in the remainder of the
dissertation we use P2P networks and structured P2P interchangeably.
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The deployment of structured P2P networks is relatively new, and needs careful
monitoring to understand their properties. Better understanding of existing systems
not only allows us to improve their performance, but also sheds light on the design
of future systems. While extensive simulation experiments, analysis and small scale
deployments [9, 10] have been conducted in the past, few studies have been done on
existing systems with large numbers of peers. As a result, the real-world properties
of large-scale structured P2P networks are not well understood.
Accurate measurement of P2P networks is a challenging task. The sheer size of
the problem is daunting: an appropriate portion of peers need to be monitored in
order to collect sufficient data to draw any meaningful results. An instrumented peer
can be deployed to collect the measurement data. However, deploying a large number
of monitoring peers requires a significant amount of computing resources and network
bandwidth, because monitoring peers need to participate in the network in order to
monitor it. The addition of a large number of monitoring peers may drastically
alter the P2P network, potentially making the measurement results biased or even
invalid [11].
We present a P2P network-monitoring technique, called Montra, that can
monitor thousands of peers using modest resources, without significantly disturbing
the P2P network’s normal operation. We implement Montra in the form of a highly
parallel, scalable Python-based client. We rigorously evaluate our implementation
of Montra using an actual deployment over real-world P2P networks. We found
that our implementation of Montra can accurately monitor around 32,000 peers
using a moderately configured PC (an Intel Core 2 Duo with 1GB RAM) with 90%
accuracy. While the program runs on a single machine, it spawns multiple threads
to use multiple cores available on the machine. In addition, we conduct a detailed
3
characterization study of collected data, in order to understand the weaknesses that
hinder the use of P2P networks for an Internet-scale content discovery service.
1.3. Content Discovery
Although originally designed for connecting machines, the Internet has evolved
into a medium devoted to the production and consumption of content: users search
for information over Google, watch videos on YouTube, and share their pictures via
Flickr. Before proceeding further, it is important to define that for this dissertation
what we mean by content. For our purposes, content is any collection of bytes that
has a well-structured name. For example, a web page, a web-based video or image
are all examples of content because all these objects have well-structured names in
the form of URLs. Content delivery is a mechanism used to make content available
to Internet users. The original Internet infrastructure possesses no native support
for content delivery; this fundamental limitation has motivated several incremental
as well as clean-slate solutions.
Content delivery consists of content dissemination and content discovery.
Content dissemination is a mechanism that strategically decides where in the network
to store one or more copies of some content. Content discovery refers to a mechanism
that maps content, identified by a name or unique identifier, to its “best” location or
IP address.
While there has been significant work in the area of content dissemination [12–
15], we believe that the problem of content discovery is still far from being completely
solved. Domain Name System (DNS) [16] is the only globally deployed content
discovery system. But, DNS was not designed to discover content; it was designed
to translate hostnames into IP addresses. Because of this fundamental design choice,
4
DNS suffers from limitations as a content discovery service. This dissertation proposes
a new design for an Internet-scale content discovery service, based on P2P networks.
1.3.1. Requirements
We believe that the key requirement for a content discovery system is the ability
to support persistent content names. Persistent content names are only bound to the
content, and are independent of location, content ownership or domain names. As a
result, even if content moves from one owner to another (e.g., different organizations)
or is replicated to a different location, the name does not change. Thus, persistent
names naturally support content mobility and content replication. Persistence in
content names allows a content discovery service to treat content, and not domains,
as first-class citizens. Furthermore, a content discovery system must be secure so that
its infrastructure cannot be attacked and compromised. A content discovery system
must also respect the autonomy of participating entities. In addition, a content
discovery system must be flexible enough to integrate existing location-aware content
dissemination systems. Finally, the content discovery system must be deployable over
today’s Internet.
1.3.2. A New Content Discovery Service
As a part of this work, we design a new content discovery system, called Compass,
which fulfills all the requirements mentioned in Section 1.3.1.. The Compass content
discovery system consists of content discovery agents (CDAs), which resolve content
identifiers into their locations (i.e., IP addresses). Compass provides the following
advantages, which are missing in other content discovery systems:
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– Persistent Names: Lack of persistent names is the key drawback in some of
the existing content discovery systems. Compass, however, supports arbitrary
names that are not bound to any domain or provider.
– Secure: In order to prevent untrusted CDAs from being part of the system,
Compass does not allow arbitrary CDAs to join. A newly joining CDA can
only be part of Compass if an existing CDA authorizes the participation. Even
if an existing CDA admits a malicious CDA, the newly joining malicious CDA
can still be held accountable if it causes any damage to the Compass system.
– Scalable: Compass is scalable because it respects the autonomy of its CDAs,
and does not dictate which resolution information they must store.
– Deployable: In terms of deployment, Compass CDAs are similar to today’s DNS
resolvers, and can be incrementally deployed over today’s Internet.
– Location Awareness: Compass is capable of incorporating existing location
awareness mechanisms.
1.4. Contributions
In this dissertation, we make the following specific contributions:
– Design of a new technique to monitor structured P2P networks, and
characterization of captured traffic.
– Design of a new botnet to demonstrate the weaknesses of P2P systems.
– Requirements for the design of a new content discovery system
– Design and evaluation of a new content discovery system, which addresses the
problems of existing content discovery systems.
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1.5. Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter II,
we provide detailed background on the operation of structured P2P networks. In
Chapter III, we present a new technique for monitoring structured P2P networks,
in order to understand their weaknesses. In Chapter IV, we present a new botnet
design, in order to demonstrate the weaknesses of P2P systems. In Chapter V, we
discuss our philosophy behind Compass design, its low-level design and security. In
Chapter VI, we present implementation details of Compass, its evaluation and path
to its deployment. We conclude the dissertation in Chapter VII.
1.6. Co-Authorship Acknowledgments
Portions of the text in this dissertation are based on published and unpublished
co-authored material. Chapter III includes text from [17, 18]. Chapter IV includes
text from [19]. Chapter V, and Chapter VI includes text from [20, 21].
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CHAPTER II
PEER-TO-PEER NETWORKS
In this chapter we provide an overview of peer-to-peer (P2P) networks,
specifically, structured P2P networks.
2.1. Overview
P2P networks are divided into 2 major types: structured and unstructured. In
structured networks, a distributed algorithm ensures that all the peers adhere to a
particular structure (e.g., circle [7] or tree [8]). The presence of a structure ensures
that 2 peers can contact each other and share resources by simply following the path
dictated by the structure. As a result, if a resource exists in the network then it
will be found. The most popular form of structured networks is Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs) [22–26]. In an unstructured network, on the other hand, no such
structure exists. Peers join the network by simply contacting random peers. Peers
search for resources by flooding the network. In order for flooding to be sustainable,
unstructured networks impose a hop count limit, beyond flooding does not proceed.
As a result, even if a given resource exists in the network, there is no guarantee that it
will be found because it may reside beyond the scope of flooding. The most popular
example of unstructured networks is Gnutella [27].
In addition to lack of guarantee that a resource will be found, flooding
in unstructured networks also have performance implications [28]. While both
structured and unstructured P2P networks are efficient in finding popular content
objects. However, structured networks are twice as effective in finding unpopular
objects, when compared against unstructured networks. This effect is primarily
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because in structured networks, each peer knows what is the next appropriate hop
to which each packet should be forwarded. In unstructured networks, however, peers
blindly flood the network. Since queries for a particular object stop after going
through certain number of hops, if an object is unpopular, it is not necessarily reached.
Furthermore, even for popular objects, the query resolution time in unstructured
networks is almost twice as high as structured networks. This effect too is because
of flooding, as peers do not know where to send the packet, and blindly flood the
network. Finally, in structured networks, the query load that a peer observes depends
upon its position in the content id space. On the other hand, in unstructured
networks, the query load depends upon a peer’s degree - i.e., the larger the degree
the more traffic a peer will see because of flooding. Given the ill-effects of flooding,
structured networks were created precisely to avoid flooding when issuing queries.
Since structured networks are more technologically-advanced, and also unstructured
networks have been studied fairly extensively [3–6], in this dissertation, we focus on
structured networks - specifically DHTs.
2.2. Distributed Hash Tables
In this section we first give a brief background on DHTs, and then discuss the
operational details of the most-widely adopted DHT, Kademlia, and its real-world
implementation, Kad.
Structured Routing approaches came to light with the advent of Distributed
Hash Tables (DHTs). A DHT, as the name indicates, stores < key, value > pairs in
a distributed fashion. In other words, a DHT is a single hash table, and each node
in the DHT stores a portion of the hash table. In order to assign ownership of keys
to a particular node, each node is assigned a unique ID that belongs to the same n
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bit (commonly used values of n are 128 and 160) ID space as keys. The owner node
for a key y is determined by finding a node x that is closest to y in the ID space.
DHTs use different notions of closeness, such as numeric difference [7], longest prefix
matching [29, 30] and XOR distance [8]. In a real-world deployment, DHTs cannot
function by storing a given key on a single node, because that node might depart
permanently and the value of the key will be lost. In order to avoid this scenario,
DHTs store each key-value pair on m (common values of m are 10 and 20) closest
possible nodes to the key, instead of just one node.
The usage of a structure implies adhering to a specific geometry for peer
connections. DHTs use such geometries as Ring [7], Hypercube [31] and Tree [29],
[30]. DHTs use the geometry to dictate a unique path from one peer to another.
It is because of this uniqueness that DHTs can always find a value for a given key,
as opposed to an unstructured approach. All the DHTs introduced so far guarantee
that every key lookup will be resolved in O(log2N) hops or less, where N is the total
number of nodes in the network.
Pr PdPi Pj
FIGURE 2.1. Iterative Routing Process in DHTs.
DHTs use iterative routing to find a peer whose ID is closest to a key K. The
iterative routing process of DHTs is demonstrated in Figure 2.1.. It shows three
different types of peers:
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1. Peer Pr, which starts the iterative routing process.
2. Peer Pd, which is the closest peer to K.
3. Peers Pi and Pj , which are intermediate peers that route requests from peer Pr
towards peer Pd.
Peer Pr initiates the routing process by consulting its own routing table and finds
a peer Pi that is closest to the key K. Peer Pr sends a request for K to the peer
Pi, as shown in Figure 2.1.. Peer Pi consults its own routing table, finds the closest
possible peers to K, and informs the peer Pr about the newly discovered peers that
are closer to K. This process continues until the peer Pr finds the peer Pd, which is
the closest possible peer to K.
The innovation in the field of DHTs occurred in two separate rounds. In the
first round, four independent works of DHTs were introduced almost simultaneously:
Chord [7], CAN [31], Pastry [29] and Tapestry [30]. All the four DHTs provide the
same guarantee that a query can be resolved in O(log2N) or lesser hops. However,
these DHTs differ from each other in their geometry, and closeness metrics: Chord
structures its peers into a ring and uses numeric difference as closeness metric, CAN
uses a hypercube structure and cartesian distance as closeness metric, Pastry and
Tapestry uses a tree structure and longest prefix match as closeness metric. A later
study by Gummadi et al. [32] compared all different geometries and found that the
ring structure has advantage over other geometries in terms of resilience.
The second round of DHT innovation advanced the first round by addressing
requirements of a real-world deployment. Specifically, these DHTs incorporate
replication of keys over multiple nodes, and fault tolerance by contacting multiple
nodes at each hop, instead of just one. The DHTs introduced in the second round
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are OpenDHT [33], Accordion [34] and Kademlia [8]. From all the DHTs introduced
so far, Kademlia is the only that has been used in real-world applications. In the
remainder of this chapter we focus on explaining the details of the Kademlia DHT,
because in later chapters we use various deployments of Kademlia to further our
understanding of P2P systems.
2.2.1. Kademlia
Kademlia [26] is the most widely-adopted DHT, because it improves on some
of the weaknesses of earlier DHTs [22–25], and in the process makes DHTs a more
practical and usable approach.
Kademlia belongs to the class of prefix matching DHTs, just like Pastry [23] and
Tapestry [24]. In general, prefix matching naturally maps to a tree structure (e.g., IP
addresses). Because of this inherent mapping, Kademlia’s routing tables collectively
form a binary tree which is similar to Pastry and Tapestry. But unlike Pastry and
Tapestry, Kademlia uses one uniform routing algorithm and distance metric from
start to end of the search operation, hence adding simplicity to the design. Kademlia
uses XOR metric to calculate distance between 2 IDs in ID space, which is simply a
form of longest prefix matching.
The practicality of Kademlia comes from its ample use of redundancy. The
basic idea is that instead of making one and only one peer responsible for a given
key, Kademlia allows a given key-value pair to be stored at multiple nodes. This
pro-active approach allows Kademlia to handle churn effectively.
Kademlia comes with built-in fault tolerance, which is achieved by using k-
buckets, where k is the number of entries in the bucket. Each k-bucket corresponds
to a single row in the routing table of other DHTs. Unlike earlier prefix matching
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DHTs, instead of maintaining 1 contact for every prefix in the routing table, Kademlia
maintains k contacts. Increasing k increases redundancy in Kademlia and hence
improves lookup performance at the expense of more bandwidth usage.
Kademlia uses parallel lookups to perform routing, i.e., instead of picking 1 next
hop contact at each hop, Kademlia picks α contacts. The provision of parallel lookups
prevents request originators from a timeout if the next hop peer is not available. The
value of α varies for different implementations of Kademlia. Choosing a high value
for α results in larger bandwidth consumption and lower latency. On the other hand,
a smaller value of α denotes a relatively higher latency threshold. In case of Kad
(described next), the value of α is 3.
2.2.1.1. Kad
Kad is the real-world implementation of Kademlia, which is employed by eMule
file-sharing software [35]. Kad uses 128 bit ID space for peers and keys. Since Kad
is used for file-sharing, it uses two different types of keys: file-ID and keyword-ID.
File-ID is the cryptographic hash of the entire file that is being shared. The value for
file-ID is the pair (IP address, TCP port number) of the peer that is sharing the file.
Each file is also associated with several keywords. Keyword-ID is the cryptographic
hash of a given keyword, and its value is file metadata (e.g., file name, file type, file
size). In the remainder of this section, we refer to keywords and files as content, and
file-ID and keyword-ID as content-ID.
Kad uses different kinds of messages to perform its regular operation. Kad allows
a publisher to publish content and a consumer to search specific content. A publish
operation includes a lookup phase and a storage phase. A search operation includes
a lookup phase and a retrieval phase.
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Lookup Phase: The lookup phase is common between publish and search
operations. This phase is aimed at finding 10 closest possible alive nodes to the target
content-ID. This phase uses REQUEST messages, which carry the target content-ID
and requested number of contacts x. Whenever a peer receives a REQUEST message,
it checks its own routing table to find x closest contacts to the target content-ID. The
peer then embeds these contacts in a RESPONSE message and sends the message to
the peer that sent the REQUEST message.
Once 10 alive nodes are found, Kad clients send either SEARCH or PUBLISH
message for keyword or file, to these nodes. The four different types of requests are
described below:
– PUBLISH FILE (PuF) for publishing a file, where the key field of the message
is the hash of the file, and the value field of the message is the publisher’s IP
address and TCP port number.
– PUBLISH KEYWORD (PuK) for publishing a keyword, where the key field
of the message is the keyword’s hash, and the value field is the meta-data of
those files that include the keyword in their names. The meta-data for each file
includes their name, hash, size and type.
– SEARCH FILE (SeF) for searching a file, where the key field of the message is
the hash of the file. A response to this message carries the IP address and TCP
port number of the file’s publisher.
– SEARCH KEYWORD (SeK) for searching the files associated with a keyword,
where the key field of the message is the hash of the keyword. The response to
this message carries the meta-data of relevant files, including their hash. For
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each desired file, a consumer then can use the retrieved file hash to issue an SeF
request to get the file.
The reason that a Kad client stores content at multiple nodes by sending multiple
PUBLISH messages is to ensure availability by replication of content. Also, it sends
multiple SEARCH messages to retrieve maximum possible results.
In addition to search and publish operations, a Kad client must also maintain
its routing table. A client’s routing table is maintained by adding newly discovered
alive peers and discarding dead peers. In order to check if a newly discovered peer is
alive or an existing peer is dead, a Kad client uses heartbeat messages, called HELLO
messages. The client sends a HELLO REQ message to check if a peer is alive. If it
receives a HELLO RES message then it knows that the peer is alive. Otherwise the
peer is considered dead. Both HELLO REQ and HELLO RES messages carry the
node ID of the peer that sends the message.
2.2.1.2. Azureus
Azureus is a popular BitTorrent client. Azureus was the first client to support
trackerless swarms by using the Kademlia DHT. In this section we describe how
Azureus supports its trackerless operation by using the Kademliad DHT.
Azureus uses a DHT to ensure that Azureus clients can find swarm peers in the
absence of a tracker1. Since DHTs use key value pairs, the Azureus DHT generates the
key by hashing the info torrent hash, found in the .torrent files. The info torrent hash
is used by a given peer when communicating with the tracker and other peers. The
DHT uses a hash of this info hash in order to preserve anonymity of peers downloading
1BitTorrent uses a centralized node, called tracker, which coordinates the discovery of file blocks
among peers
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the file. Peer IDs are assigned based on a peer’s external (non-NAT2) IP address and
port combination. The ip port string is constructed as “< ip >:< port >”. The
peer’s ID is the SHA1 [37] hash of ip:port string. A peer finds is external address by
contacting different peers. Each peer reports its perceived IP address to every peer
contacted. The target peers compare the reported IP address and the transport-level
IP address. If the addresses do not match then the receiving peer reports the correct
IP address to the packet sender. From that point the sender uses that IP address as
its perceived IP address.
Since a peer’s ID relies on its IP and port combination, it must always use same
combination during one session. As a result, peers send repeated keep-alive messages
to keep the outgoing port on the NAT box open.
The Azureus DHT supports 2 operations:
– Put: The peer puts the information about its IP address and TCP port in the
DHT. This information will be used by other peers for contacting this peer and
for downloading files.
– Get: A peer uses the Get request to retrieve TCP information for the peers of a
given swarm. The returned information contains the IP address and TCP port
of swarm members.
The Put and Get operations are equivalent to publish and search operations in
Kad. Just like Kad, put and get operations are preceded by a lookup operation. The
goal of the lookup operation is to find n closest peers to a given ID. Azureus set n=20,
ensuring greater redundancy, whereas Kad sets n=10.
2NAT stands for Network Address Translation [36]
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Unlike kad, put and get operations are not user-driven. The operations are
automatically repeated every 30 seconds. The operations are always back-to-back i.e.
each peer first performs a put and then a get.
The lookup operation, which precedes the put and get operations, starts with a
FindValue request. A FindValue request inquires a peer whether it possesses a given
value. If the peer does not possess the value, it responds with FindNode response that
contains other nodes to be inquired (i.e., next hops). If during the lookup operation, a
peer receives FindNode response, it repeats the process and sends FindValue request
to the peers contained in FindNode response.
Both put and get operations end when either desired number of contacts have
been reached or timeout has occurred. Put operation is more exhaustive and finishes
only when values are published at 20 contacts. On the other hand, the get operation
ends when 30 peers in a swarm are found.
2.3. Recap
In this chapter we provided an overview of P2P networks, with emphasis on
DHTs.
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CHAPTER III
MONTRA: LARGE-SCALE DHT TRAFFIC MONITOR
3.1. Overview
Text from this chapter was published in the Proceedings of International
Workshop on Peer-to-Peer Systems, in April 2009 [17], and Elsevier Computer
Networks, Special Issue on Measurement-based Optimization of P2P Networking and
Applications, in February 2012 [18], Prof. Reza Rejaie, Dr. Yang Guo, Dr. Daniel
Stutzbach and I were the primary contributors for this work.
Almost a decade ago, Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) were presented as
an elegant approach to design structured Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks [7, 31].
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are increasingly incorporated into large-scale Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) systems such as eMule [38] and Azureus [39]. As in any other large scale
and distributed system, it is very valuable to capture a representative view of system
traffic without disrupting its basic operations. Capturing system traffic enables one
to identify design flaws, detect performance bottlenecks and determine how users use
(or possibly abuse) the system in practice. For example, one may monitor traffic in
a DHT to ensure that popular files are properly distributed across the ID space or to
check whether botnets command and control messages are not embedded into DHT
messages (i.e., a public DHT is not used as the command and control channel of a
botnet). Better understanding of existing systems not only allows us to improve their
performance, but also sheds light on the design of future DHT systems.
Capturing a representative view of traffic for a large-scale DHT is nevertheless
challenging. A common approach is to add instrumented peers that passively
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participate in the DHT and log exchanged messages [40, 41]. Deploying a small
number of monitoring peers may not provide a representative and sufficiently detailed
view of DHT traffic. Alternatively, inserting a large number of instrumented peers
artificially increases the number of peers [42], which may disrupt the normal operation
of the targeted DHT and may lead to biased measurement results.
We present a new technique for scalable monitoring of DHT traffic, called Montra.
The key idea in Montra is to make monitors minimally visible. This minimizes the
disruption of monitors on the system and significantly reduces the required resources
for each monitor. We implement Montra in the form of a highly parallel, scalable,
python based client and validate it over Kad and Azureus DHTs. We show that
our implementation of Montra can concurrently monitor around 32,000 peers using
a moderately configured PC (an Intel Core 2 Duo with 1 GB RAM), while dropping
0.009% percent of packets.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: We review other DHT
monitoring techniques in Section 3.2.; we describe the design of Montra and related
issues in Section 3.3.; validation of Montra is described in Section 3.4.; we present
characterization of traffic in our target DHTs using Montra in Section 3.5., and we
identify the weaknesses of P2P systems in Section 3.6..
3.2. Related Work
Over the past several years, the area of P2P measurement and characterization
has attracted a lot of attention and focus. However, only in the past few years have
DHTs been widely-deployed, and, hence, there have been only a few measurement
studies of DHTs. Falkner et al. [40] and Qiao and Bustamante [41] are the studies
that we are aware of that focus on observing the traffic in DHTs. Both studies use
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deployment of passive instrumented peers to collect traffic samples. Falkner et al. use
258 peers (250 from PlanetLab and 8 at the University of Washington) while Qiao
and Bustamante use 4 geographically distributed sites to collect traffic samples. Both
the studies focus on different DHTs from our study, which focuses on Kad.
Falkner et al. focus on the Azureus DHT. Azureus is a popular BitTorrent client
and employs a Kademlia-based DHT to allow peers downloading the same content
to locate one another without requiring a rendezvous point (“tracker”) to be known
a priori, similar to Kad’s File Publish and File Search operations. Their study [40]
focuses on core DHT characteristics such as the session length of peers, policies for
including new peers in the DHT, and the availability of content.
Qiao and Bustamante [41] focus on the Kademlia-based Overnet DHT, which
is also used for file sharing and provided the inspiration for Kad. Their study
characterizes those DHT features that are related to finding files, such as the success
and failure of queries and the overhead of query traffic. Qiao and Bustamante also
evaluate the existence of keyword based hot-spots and conclude that while such hot-
spots do exist, they do not affect the peers.
Montra bears some similarities to Mistral [42], developed by Steiner et al. as an
attack to disrupt a DHT through the strategic position of malicious peers. While the
two have radically different goals, both rely on crawling the DHT and using protocol
features to add monitors to the routing tables of existing peers. However, Montra
makes use of MVMs to monitor the network without causing disruption and gracefully
cope with churn. Mistral, on the other hand, is designed to cause disruption.
Other researchers have focused on non-traffic measurement studies of DHTs. For
example, Steiner et al. developed Blizzard [11], which is a crawler for Kad. The data
collected from Blizzard is used to analyze such peer properties as population, session
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time, and change in ID as well as IP addresses. Stutzbach et al. [43], explored
lookup performance in Kad by studying several variations of the Kademlia lookup
algorithm over the real Kad network and introduced a Kad variation of their P2P
crawler, Cruiser [44].
Earlier traffic monitoring studies targeted unstructured P2P systems. These
studies can be divided into two classes: application level and network level.
Application level studies employ a few instrumented peers and characterize the traffic
observed by those peers. Examples of such studies include: [45], [46], and [47].
Network Level studies, on the other hand, monitor and characterize P2P traffic by
observing traffic passing through a router at an ISP. For example, Gummadi et al.
[48] monitor Gnutella and Napster traffic entering and exiting a campus network by
placing a traffic monitor at the edge of the campus network, Sen and Wang [49]
monitor traffic at a backbone ISP, and Karagiannis et al. [50] monitor two different
OC48 (2.5Gbps) links of a tier 1 ISP.
Montra is the first tool for efficiently monitoring a large number of peers while
minimally disrupting the existing DHT network. Using Montra, we monitored the
destination traffic to approximately 32,000 peers simultaneously, more than two orders
of magnitude greater than the 258 instrumented peers employed by Falkner et al.
[40].
3.3. Methodology
A common approach for capturing traffic in a DHT is to randomly place a few
instrumented peers within the network. Each instrumented peer passively monitors
and logs traffic. Using a small number of monitors may not provide a representative
view of traffic. Alternatively, inserting a large number of monitors may be infeasible
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due to the required computational resources. More importantly, such a brute force
technique artificially increases the number of peers, and could disturb the traffic
pattern [42].
To resolve this conundrum, we notice that traffic can be classified into two
categories:
– Destination traffic: A lookup request received by peer Pi is destination traffic
if Pi’s ID is the closest to the target ID in the message using DHT’s closeness
metric (e.g., XOR distance in Kad).
– Routing traffic: Any request that is not destination traffic, is routed toward its
destination by peer Pi and is considered as routing traffic for peer Pi.
The rate of destination traffic at peer Pi depends on the popularity of the content
that is mapped to Pi’s assigned ID space, i.e., destination traffic is primarily user-
driven. However, the rate of routing traffic at each peer is determined by that peer’s
connectivity and overall content popularity. We focus on measuring destination traffic
because it represents user behavior and more importantly, because it is much more
tractable. In the rest of this section, first, we first describe how to monitor the
destination traffic at a single Kad peer. We then discuss how to minimize the visibility
of monitors in order to avoid any disruption in the target DHT. Next, we describe
how Montra handles peer churn. After that, we comment on applicability of Montra
to other DHTs. Finally, we describe an extension to Montra for obtaining content
metadata from Kad.
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3.3.1. Monitoring a Single Kad Peer
Suppose peer Pt is an arbitrary target peer in Kad. Let At be the portion of
Kad address space assigned to Pt. Typically Pt is the closest node to the identifiers
in At. Let Pm be the monitoring peer of target peer Pt. When peer Pt receives a
request message from a request originator, Pr, it responds with the set of peers from
its routing table that are closest to the requested ID. Pm captures this destination
traffic in the following three steps as shown in Figure 3.1.:
1. At the start of the monitoring process, the monitor Pm introduces itself in the
DHT in following 2 steps:
(a) Pm places itself next to the target peer Pt in the ID space by setting its
ID as ID(Pm) = ID(Pt) XOR 1
(b) Pm adds itself to the target peer’s routing table by exchanging Hello
messages to become visible to the target peer. 1
2. When Pt receives a request from the peer Pr, with a destination in At, Pt
replies with Pm’s address because according to Pt’s routing table, Pm is one of
the closest peers to the requested ID.
3. When Pr learns about Pm, it sends the same request to Pm. Thus, Pm receives a
copy of requests destined for At. Pr sends a request to Pm because it is looking
for several alive peers close to the target ID, in order to publish content at or
retrieve search results from multiple peers.
1Further details on the required message exchange between the target and monitor peer can be
found in [1].
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FIGURE 3.1. Message exchanges for adding a monitor
and capturing destination traffic
3.3.2. Minimally Visible Monitors
As mentioned earlier, large number of monitors, while necessary to collect a
complete view of the system, may change and/or disrupt the system. We solve this
problem by introducing Minimally Visible Monitors (or MVMs). The basic idea is to
minimize the visibility of each monitor, Pm, by maintaining its presence only at its
target peer, Pt. Pm only responds to the messages issued by Pt and silently ignores
messages from all other peers. Peers that may learn about MVM, from Pt, consider
Pm as departed peer and do not add it to their routing tables. As a result, an
MVM neither routes traffic nor stores content. Since MVMs are essentially invisible,
placing a large number of MVMs does not cause disruption and/or change the system.
Furthermore, the lightweight nature of MVMs helps in deploying large number of
monitors while using minimal resources.
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3.3.3. Identifying Destination Traffic
In addition to receiving the majority of destination traffic, Pm may also receive a
small fraction of Pt’s routing traffic. This occurs when Pm is one of the top c contacts
in Pt’s routing table for some routing requests. For example, this scenario may occur
at one hop before a request reaches its destination. A single MVM cannot distinguish
between routing traffic and destination traffic. It has no information whether any
other peer closer to the target ID received the same message. In order to accurately
distinguish destination traffic from routing traffic, we monitor peers in a continuous
region of the ID space. The continuous ID space is called the monitoring zone. A
zone is specified by x high order bits of the ID (or prefix) that is common among all
peers in that zone. For example, 0xa4 is a prefix for an 8 bit zone (x = 8). Any
requests for an ID that has the same zone prefix and enters the monitored zone has
a destination in that zone. Therefore, by monitoring all the peers in the entire zone,
we capture all destination traffic for the zone. Although a request may be observed
by multiple MVMs in a zone, during the post processing phase the closest MVM that
received the request is considered its actual destination.
3.3.4. Coping with Churn
To accurately monitor the destination traffic at all peers within a given zone
in the presence of churn, it is important to quickly identify newly arriving peers
and attach a monitor to them. Interestingly, we do not need to remove MVMs for
departing peers. Since each MVM is only visible to its target peer, an MVM does not
receive any traffic after its target peer departs. Using Stutzbach et al.’s [44] high speed
crawler, we crawl the target zone back-to-back in order to ensure timely discovery of
new and departing peers. Then, we attach a new monitor to each new peer and place
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the monitors of departed peers into the pool of idle monitors for efficient resource
management. Note that we only attach monitors to those peers that are not behind
NAT boxes. Peers behind NAT boxes do not participate in routing lookup messages.
3.3.5. Generality of Montra
While this work focuses on monitoring Kad, we believe that our proposed
technique can be adapted to other real-world DHTs (e.g., Azureus [39] 2, Mojito [51]
3). Real-world DHTs must ensure the availability of content in the presence of churn.
A common technique to achieve this is to lookup multiple peers close to the target ID
for both searching and publishing content, as described in Section 2.2.1.1.. Montra
leverages the need to “lookup multiple nodes” to capture each lookup message. Note
that actual publish and search messages are not observed by an MVM since they are
sent directly to the target peer. However, the lookup message often contains some
information (e.g., number of requested contacts in Kad lookup) that reveals whether
it is associated with a publish or search message.
3.3.6. Extracting Content Metadata in Kad
While monitoring Kad, the following information can be extracted from the
captured Request messages: (i) the type of request (publish or search), (ii) the
requested content ID, and (iii) the ID of the destination peer. From this information,
however, we are unable to determine whether a request (search or publish) is for a
keyword or a file. Neither can we learn about the characteristics of requested files
(e.g., size).
2Azureus uses an implementation of Kademlia to operate in trackerless mode.
3Mojito is an implementation of Kademlia and is used by Limewire.
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We extend our measurement technique to collect more information as shown in
Figure 3.2.. When an MVM receives a Request message from the request originator
during the lookup phase, it may send a response to the originator. The response does
not carry any next hop contacts, but it informs the request originator that the MVM
is alive and can receive a request during the second phase. As a result, the MVM
receives the (search or publish) requests during the Search/Publish phase that carry
the following additional information about the files or keywords being requested: (i)
the type of content (file or keyword) being requested/published, and (ii) the size of
the file when the requested content is a file.
FIGURE 3.2. Extended Technique
This extension, shown with dotted lines in Figure 3.2., results in a slight
disruption to regular operation of the system. More specifically, content that is
published at the 10 closest peers, is instead published at 9 closest peers. In addition,
sending Response to a Request message increases the visibility of the MVM. To
minimize the side effects of this extension, MVMs respond to requests for a given
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content ID only once, in order to obtain the above additional information. MVMs do
not respond to any further request for the previously observed content ID.
This extension is specific to Kad. We believe Montra, in its original form, can
be used to capture traffic from any real-world DHT. However, we also envision such
DHT-specific extensions to Montra to extract more fine-grained information from
different DHTs.
3.3.6.1. Extracting Content Metadata in Azureus
In Azureus, the most challenging aspect is placing MVMs sufficiently close to
the target peers. Peer IDs in Azureus are based on a combination of IP address and
port number. To cope with this problem, we use a pool of 115 IP addresses from
the 128.223.8/24 subnet of the Computer Science Department at the University of
Oregon. Each IP address can use a UDP port from the range (1025, 65535). This
combination of IP addresses and port numbers yields more than 7 million Azureus
peer IDs, providing adequate flexibility to place an MVM near any of the 300,000
peers in Azureus.
Finally, we note that Montra cannot capture get requests from the Azureus DHT.
A get request combines lookup and retrieval phase, and terminates after finding 8
other peers participating in the same swarm, as described in Section 3.5.. Thus, with
high probability, a get request may terminate before reaching the closest possible peer
to the swarm ID, i.e., the true destination. Montra cannot capture those requests that
do not reach their true destination. In the rest of the chapter, all references to Azureus
requests refer to put requests.
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3.3.7. Monitoring Overhead
The messages that are sent to individual MVMs increase the overall traffic
associated with the target DHT. These extra messages can be viewed as monitoring
overhead. We can estimate the percentage of this overhead as a function of DHT’s
relevant properties. Suppose that the average distance (i.e., the number of rounds
of routing) between two peers in a DHT is d and the level of redundancy in routing
messages (i.e., the number of routing messages sent in each round) is r. Therefore, the
total number of routing messages to identify proper destinations during the lookup
phase is on average r*d. Ideally, out of these messages only one is sent to an MVM.
Thus, the monitoring overhead is 1
r∗d
. This simple model enables us to assess the
basic overhead of Montra for a given DHT. For example, in Kad, the level of routing
redundancy is r = 3, and the average number of hops between two peers is d>3.2
[43]. This suggests that the basic overhead of Montra for Kad is 10.41%.
In practice, multiple MVMs close to the destination ID may receive the same
routing messages during the lookup phase. This in turn increases the overhead of
Montra but the effect is DHT specific. We quantify this effect by examining the
distribution of the number of duplicate messages among the MVMs in a single 6-bit
zone in Kad and repeat this analysis for ten 6-bit zones. Figure 3.3. presents all
ten distribution of number of duplicate messages received by MVM in each zone by
showing the minimum and maximum y values (for each x value). In essence, the
derived CDF for each targeted zone is between the min and max lines in Figure 3.3..
The min and max lines are very close to each other in Figure 3.3.. This suggests
that the distribution of the number of duplicate messages per zone is very stable
(i.e., it is zone independent). Figure 3.3. shows that for 90% of lookup events, 3 or
less MVMs receive routing messages, while the average number MVMs that receive
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routing messages is 2.17. This implies the actual overhead of Montra for Kad is
10.41% * 2.17 or 22.6%. The extended version of Montra for Kad has slightly more
overhead since it exchanges additional messages with other peers. However, since
these additional messages are sent only once per content ID, this overhead is not
significant. The examination of MVM logs revealed that this addition is only 13%.
In conclusion, the monitoring strategy in Montra increases the DHT traffic. The
actual amount of increase depends on the details of the targeted DHT. It is important
to note that this overhead is not likely to increase with the size of the DHT since
both the value of d and the number of duplicate messages are likely to increase.
This suggests that the total overhead is likely to be independent of peer population.
Furthermore, we are not aware of any other DHT traffic monitoring approaches that
are capable of monitoring the traffic in large scale DHTs without disrupting the
system or causing a significantly larger overhead than our approach.
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3.4. Validation of Montra
In this section, we quantify the percentage of traffic that Montra can capture.
First, we deploy MVMs in a randomly selected zone in a DHT. Next, we run an
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FIGURE 3.4. Montra Validations
instrumented peer with a randomly selected ID outside the monitored zone. The
instrumented peer sends a large number of lookup requests towards random IDs
within the monitored zone. Finally, we calculate the percentage of issued requests
that are successfully captured by Montra. In addition to evaluating the accuracy, we
also want to identify the largest possible zone that Montra can accurately monitor.
Therefore, we explore accuracy as a function of zone size.
The validation results for the Kad and Azureus DHTs are shown in Figures 3.4.a
and 3.4.b, respectively. Both figures show the zone prefix length on the x-axis and
the percentage of successfully captured requests on the y-axis. The zone size doubles
each time the zone prefix decreases by one bit. The top and bottom lines of each box
reflect the 95% confidence interval and the middle line is the mean.
Figure 3.4.a reveals that Montra captures almost 95% of destination traffic in
Kad when the prefix length is 6 bits or larger. However, as the prefix length falls below
6 bits, Montra’s accuracy drops significantly. For longer prefix lengths, Montra does
not capture 100% traffic because stale peers exist in the routing table of alive peers.
Stale peers are those departed peers whose departure has not been detected and are
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FIGURE 3.5. Crawl Times
thus not removed. Stale peers prevent the lookup traffic from reaching the closest
possible destination. If the traffic does not reach its true destination, then Montra
cannot capture it. For larger zones, Montra’s accuracy is affected significantly because
of the large crawl time to discover all peers. As the prefix length decreases, it takes
longer to crawl the ID space, as shown in Figure 3.5.a. Longer crawling times lead to
longer delays in discovering new peers and attaching monitors to them which in turn
reduces accuracy. Based on these results, we monitor 6-bit zones.
Figure 3.4.b indicates that Montra intercepts almost all Azureus destination
traffic regardless of zone size. Unlike Kad, neither the effect of stale peers nor crawl
time is evident. Given the trend of crawl time shown in Figure 3.5., we believe the
effect of crawl time would become visible if we evaluated Montra for larger Azureus
zones. However, we were unable to test Montra over Azureus prefixes shorter than 3
bits due to the volume of incoming traffic (around 50 Mbps).
The effect of churn is absent in Azureus because of the lack of timeouts. Azureus
peers allow the requests to reach the true destination, and thus route around any
stale entries in the path. If a request reaches its true destination, then Montra can
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capture it. In summary, these results reveal that monitoring 3-bit zones in Azureus
is the most appropriate given our bandwidth limitations.
3.5. Characterization of Traffic
In this section, we first describe the collected data sets then present different
characteristics of Kad and Azureus DHTs.
3.5.1. Data Sets
The granularity of Montra (described in Section 3.4.) allows us to monitor 1
64
of
Kad (32,000 peers) and 1
8
of Azureus (37,000 peers) ID space at any point of time. In
a series of observations, we monitored each of the 64 Kad zones and 8 Azureus zones.
Each set of observations is 6 hours in length. To ensure robustness to any time-of-day
effects, the observations began at different times of the day (3pm, 9pm, 3am, or 9am)
chosen at random.4 The Kad dataset covers May 2007 through October 2008 while
the Azureus dataset covers June 2009. In this section, we leverage these datasets to
examine several characteristics of traffic in the Kad and Azureus DHTs
3.5.2. Characteristics
Plotting the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF), or its complement
(CCDF) for every dataset on one graph to compare them is impractical due to the
large number of datasets. In order to present the data succinctly, we plot the minimum
and maximum y values (for each x value) across all distributions, resulting in two lines
per graph that succinctly capture the data. The CDF and CCDF for each dataset
falls somewhere between the minimum and maximum lines. In general, we found that
4All times in this chapter are in Pacific Time.
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FIGURE 3.6. Kad Search Rates: a. Keywords, b. Files
the minimum and maximum lines are relatively close together, demonstrating little
variation between zones.
3.5.2.1. Message Rates
To begin our study, we examine the rates at which different content IDs are
requested. As discussed in Section II, there are two basic types of messages monitored
by Montra: (i) search and (ii) publish. Montra cannot capture search requests
from the Azureus DHT. A get request combines lookup and retrieval phase, and
terminates after finding 8 other peers participating in the same swarm. Thus, with
high probability, a get request may terminate before reaching the closest possible peer
to the swarm ID, i.e., the true destination. Montra cannot capture those requests that
do not reach their true destination.
Figure 3.7. shows the distributions of publish requests over the set of IDs, as
CCDFs in log-log scale. Kad and Azureus both send automatic publish messages at
4-hour intervals, allowing us to estimate the number of peers publishing each piece of
content. Given the observed request rate and the known re-publish interval (based on
source code inspection of the eMule client), we can compute an estimate of the number
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FIGURE 3.7. Publish Request Rates
of Kad nodes in the system who possess the resource. For example, some popular files
are published at the rate of 30 requests per minute. Since each source sends a Publish
File message once every four hours, this rate is equivalent to approximately 72,00
concurrent Kad nodes who possess a file copy. The number of peers are presented
as a second x-axis along the top of each graph.5 Figure 3.7.a shows that 10% of
published keyword IDs have a request rate of more than 0.1 per minute, while 0.1%
have a rate of more than 30 per minute. For all three types, the distribution is heavily
skewed, with the vast majority of messages targeting a tiny fraction of the observed
content IDs. In other words, a tiny fraction of content is widely popular, while the
majority of content is found on only a few peers. This heavily skewed distribution is
consistent with observations of other file-sharing systems [52].
Figure 3.6. shows the distribution of search requests over the set of IDs, as
CCDFs in log-log scale. Comparison of Figures 3.7. and 3.6. shows the rate of
publish requests is much higher than the rate of search requests. For example, some
keywords have a publish request rate greater than 100 requests per minute, while
the highest observed keyword search request rate is less than 2 requests per minute.
5Departure and arrival of peers will cause some error in these values, but they are a useful
first-order approximation.
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Publish requests are automatically generated, while search requests are manually
generated. Thus, the majority of request messages are generated by Kad nodes for
the purpose of protocol maintenance. The traffic generated by direct user activity
only accounts for a small percentage of total traffic.
3.5.2.2. Relation Between Published & Searched Content
A DHT, in essence, provides a distributed rendezvous mechanism for content
contributors (publishers) and consumers (searchers). Publish requests for a given
content demonstrate its availability, whereas search requests represent the demand.
This section examines the balance between availability and demand for individual
content. If a file is excessively published but never searched, then that file has lost
its popularity and is now easily available in the system. On the other hand, if a file
is searched by a large population but is never published then that file has gained
popularity recently and is not available in the system yet. This section examines the
balance between availability and demand for content.
We explore this balance using the formula ( P
S+P
) for each content ID, where
P is No. of Publish Requests and S is No. of Search Requests observed during a
measurement window. In order to find true availability of a given content we discard
duplicate publish requests from the same publisher. We use IP, port combination
to identify content publishers. Duplicate search requests, unlike duplicate publish
requests, show true demand. Therefore, we do not discard search requests.
Figure 3.8.a and 3.8.b show the CDF of ( P
S+P
) per content ID for files and keywords,
respectively. Interestingly, Figure 3.8.a reveals that 15% of files are searched but never
published ( P
S+P
= 0). Most likely, these files became recently popular and thus are not
widely-available in the system. Figure 3.8.a also show that 60% of files are published
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but never searched during our measurement window ( P
S+P
= 1). These files are very
well-spread in the system and therefore are rarely searched. Figure 3.8.b shows that
95% of keywords are published but never searched during our measurement window
( P
S+P
= 1). This shows that a very small fraction of keywords is actually used for
search and a lot of resources are wasted on publishing additional keywords.
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3.5.2.3. Radius of Hot IDs
We define hot IDs as extremely popular content IDs. The skewed distributions
shown in Figure 3.7. and 3.6. demonstrate that hot IDs exist. The largest impact of
a given hot ID is observed by its destination peer, which will receive several orders of
magnitude more traffic than a typical peer. However, peers close to the destination
are also affected because they route the traffic. We define the radius of a hot ID region
as the distance between the destination peer and the farthest peer that observes a
dramatically increased request rate. In this subsection we empirically characterize
the radius of hot ID regions in Kad.
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We examine the radii of the four most popularly published keywords from four
different zones. We choose publish keyword requests since they are the largest source
of DHT traffic in Kad. We measure the radius by placing 7 instrumented Kad clients
at varying distances from each hot ID. An instrumented client is a regular Kad client
modified to log all incoming request messages. The key idea is to place enough
instrumented clients at varying distances such that we can observe the variation in
traffic rate. We place the first instrumented client at a distance of 106 bits. This
client has 22 high order bits in common with the hot ID (106 + 22 = 128), which in
most cases is sufficient to make it the closest peer to the ID. We place the remaining
6 clients at increasing distances of 107 bits, 108 bits and so on. Figure 3.9. shows
the radii for four measured hot IDs. The graph legend shows the 6-bit zone prefixes
from which the hot IDs are chosen. The figure shows that the traffic declines steeply
as a peer moves further from the hot ID, from 250–500 messages per minute down to
5–50 messages/minute. The sharp decrease is because of the exponential increase in
number of peers that can route the traffic towards the destination.
We were not able to conduct this analysis for the Azureus DHT because of
the lack of peer IDs that can be varied bit by bit. The pool of 7 million peer IDs,
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mentioned in Section 2.2.1.2., is enough to monitor the destination traffic of individual
peers. However, it is an extremely small percentage of total Azureus peer IDs. Thus,
we cannot select the peer IDs with enough precision.
3.5.2.4. Swarm Participation per Peer
Next, we explore the number of swarms in which each Azureus peer participates.
Figure 3.10. shows the CCDF of the number of swarms per peer on a log-log scale.
The x-axis shows the number of swarms and the y-axis shows the percentage of
peers. We identify a peer using its IP address, instead of IP:port combination, so
that anomalous peers using a large number of ports cannot bias the results. The
data shows that most peers participate in a small number of swarms, while a tiny
percentage of peers participate in a large number of swarms. For example, 50% of
peers participate in six or fewer swarms, while 0.001% of peers participate in 1,000
or more swarms.
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This analysis cannot be performed for Kad because NAT peers use “buddies” for
publishing files. If several Kad peers publishing the same file choose the same buddy
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then the population of the file will be underestimated. On the other hand, Azureus
peers avoid the effect of NAT, as mentioned in Section 2.2.1.1..
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FIGURE 3.11. Change in popularity for top 100 Kad files
3.5.2.5. Evolution of Availability & Popularity of Individual Files
In order to understand how content availability and popularity evolve over time,
we study the temporal property of content request rates for the Kad and Azureus
DHTs. For both the DHTs we monitor a given zone for 6 hours every 2 days for
30 days. We refer to each 6-hour dataset as a snapshot. For each snapshot, we can
leverage the publish rate of individual keywords or files to determine their availability.
Similarly, we can use the rate of search keyword or search file messages to determine
their popularity (i.e., demand) at any point of time. If we consider the first snapshot
as a reference, comparing later snapshots with the reference reveals any change in
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the availability or popularity of available files over time as well as any new files that
might have become available.
Figure 3.11.a and3.11.b show the distribution of change in availability of
individual keywords and files while Figure 3.11.c and Figure 3.11.d show the change
in popularity of top-100 keywords and files, respectively. Each figure depicts the
corresponding changes over three intervals 2, 15 and 30 days. The negative values on
x-axis show a decrease in availability and vice versa. Figure 3.11.a and Figure 3.11.b
reveal that the availability of content gradually decreases over time. For example,
after 2, 15 and 30 days 40%, 80% and 95% of keywords become less available,
respectively. The publish rate for a few keywords drops by approximately 250 requests
per minute after 1 month that suggests these keywords lose roughly 300,000 publishing
peers. A majority of keywords lose 10 to 50 requests per minute (14,400 to 72,000
publishers) after 1 month. The evolution of popularity for top-100 keywords and files
in Figure 3.11.c and 3.11.d exhibit a similar decreasing trend with time but with the
varied pace.
We have conducted the same analysis for Azureus. Figure 3.13.a and 3.13.b show
the change in the availability of top 100 and top 1000 files in Azureus. Similar to Kad,
these results exhibit a gradual decline in the availability of files in Azureus. However,
the availability of files in Azureus drops slower than Kad. More specifically, after 30
days the availability of almost all files in Kad drops while such a drop is seen for only
80% of files in Azureus. Furthermore, the examination of top 1000 files in Azureus
confirms that top 100 files exhibit a significantly larger change in their availability
than in Kad.
To examine the evolution of content availability and popularity over a larger
population of files, Figure 3.12. presents the same analysis (as in Figure 3.11.) for
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top 1000 files and keywords. This figure show very little change in availability and
popularity of top-1000 files and keywords even after 30 days. This suggests that most
of the fluctuation in availability and popularity is associated with the top 100 files
and keywords.
3.5.2.6. Churn in Aggregate Available Content
In this subsection, we focus on the change in aggregate available content in the
DHT over time. We compare any snapshot with the first one (as a reference) to
determine what fraction of files have been added or removed from the system. The
results for Kad and Azureus DHTs are shown in Figure 3.14., normalized by the total
number of files in the reference.
Two qualities are notable about these results. First, in each system the number
of newly arrived files balances the number of departing files. Thus, the overall number
of files available remains roughly the same even though the selection of files varies
dramatically. Second, almost all files that were still present after 2 days were also
present after 30 days (resulting in the nearly horizontal lines). Rather than seeing a
gradual decay of the original set of files, a large number of files departed during the
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first 2 days but few files departed thereafter. Presumably, this effect is caused by the
skewed number of peers sharing each file, shown in Figures 3.7.b and 3.7.c. The many
files shared by just a few peers become unavailable quickly, while the files shared by
many peers remain available.
Figure 3.15. depicts CCDF of the publish rate for files that depart or arrive in
each DHT in log-log scale within a particular window of time to provide a micro-level
view of file churn. Figure 3.15.a and 3.15.b show that the publish rate for a majority
of departing files is low over different windows of time. This implies that files even
with extremely low availability can remain in the system for more than 30 days. For
example 5-10% of departing published files have the original request rate of 0.01 or
less. This result explains why highly available content does not suddenly disappear
from the DHT. Figure 3.15.c and 3.15.d indicate that the distribution of publish rate
for newly arriving files is very skewed over all time intervals in both the DHTs. A
majority of files have a very low publish rate but a small fraction of files reach a very
high availability even within a couple of days. For example, roughly 1% of newly
arriving files in Kad reach the highest publish rate of 10 requests per minutes (as
shown in Figure 3.7.b) even within 2 days.
3.5.2.7. File size
Figure 3.16. shows the envelope of distribution of files sizes for all the published
and searched files. The closeness of the min and max lines shows that these
distributions are consistent across different zones. Figure 3.16. shows that 55%
of searched files are larger than 100 MB. Figure 3.16. also shows that almost 50%
of published files are less than or equal to 10 MB. In other words, while many small
files are available, users more often request to download large files. Presumably, the
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FIGURE 3.15. Dist. of Publish Rate for Departing and Arriving Files
in Kad and Azureus
greater availability of small files is because they can be downloaded more quickly,
enabling them to spread more rapidly through the system in response to demand.
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FIGURE 3.16. Distribution of Size of Published and Searched Files
We could not conduct this analysis for Azureus DHT because the Azureus
protocol messages do not carry file metadata information.
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Publish Files Publish Keywords Search Files Search Keywords
Italy 22.687 25.343 12.836 17.637
Spain 21.306 21.025 10.594 10.522
France 12.502 13.532 9.838 9.247
Brazil 5.586 7.115 4.591 3.838
China 4.449 3.126 30.105 19.699
Other 33.470 29.859 32.036 39.057
(a) Kad
Publish Files
US 25.52
France 8.59
Canada 8.33
Great Britain 6.39
Spain 5.11
Other 46.06
(b) Azureus
TABLE 3.1. Percentage of DHT Traffic Originating from Top 5 Countries.
3.5.2.8. Geographical Characteristics
In this subsection, we briefly explore the geographical characteristics of Kad and
Azureus traffic. For this analysis, we use 24-hour traffic traces in order to avoid
the time-of-day effect. In order to understand the geographical characteristics of
captured traffic, we classify the requests by type and country of origin. The results
are summarized in Table 3.1. for Kad and Azureus. Table 3.1.a reveals that Italy
is the biggest contributor of content (files as well as keywords) to Kad while China
is the biggest consumer of content. Almost one third of request (of different type)
are originating from other countries. Table 3.1.b presents the breakdown of Azureus
traffic across different countries which looks different from Kad. US is the main
contributor of traffic in Azureus. Spain and France are among the top 5 contributors
but with a much smaller share than Kad. Furthermore, the contribution of traffic
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across different countries is less skewed in Azureus since almost half of the traffic is
originating from other countries compare to 66% in Kad.
Ideally, when a peer downloads a file, it automatically publishes the file back.
Thus, one expects that the contribution and consumption of each country is relatively
balanced and it is proportional with the population of peers in that country. However,
our results in Table 3.1. do not support this hypothesis. To explore this issue more
closely, we quantify the normalized contribution and consumption with the following
ratio:
% of Total Traffic Generated by the Country
% of Peers Located in the Country
Figure 3.17.a depicts the normalized contribution and consumption of top five
countries. The normalized value of one indicates the perfect balance between traffic
and population for each country. Figure 3.17.a reveals that Italy, Spain, France and
Brazil publish proportionally more content and consume less content than fraction
of their population whereas China is the exact opposite. Closer examination of
our results led to two reasons for the excess consumption by Chinese peers. First,
Figure 3.17.a revealed that the contribution-deficit by Chinese peers is very close to
the contribution surplus by Italian. This must be due to the fact that Chinese users
behind NAT boxes use Italian peers as buddies. Thus in reality, neither Chinese peers
are under-contributing nor Italian peers are over-contributing. Second, we identified
a single peer in China who searches significantly more often than normal users. When
we eliminate this particular peer from the analysis, then the normalized consumption
and contribution of China in Figure 3.17.a becomes very close to 1. Figure 3.17.b
depicts the normalized consumption and contribution of top 5 countries in Azureus.
. This figure shows that US, Canada and Spain contribute more while France and
Great Britain contribute less content than their fair share. However, unlike Kad, lower
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FIGURE 3.17. Traffic to Population Ratios
contribution in Azureus is not an anomaly. Rather it simply shows while lot of peers
from France and Great Britain are connected to the DHT, not all are involved in file
exchange. Content under-contribution is an anomaly only when it is complimented
by content over-consumption.
3.5.2.9. Scale of the Study
The large-scale nature of this study allows us to monitor every single peer in
every single zone of the DHT. Naturally, such extensive reach in DHTs is hard to
achieve by deploying a few monitors. The scale of our study allows us to understand
how different characteristics (e.g., traffic rate) vary across different zones of the DHT.
Furthermore, our study helps us in discovering all content-IDs, including both popular
and unpopular ones, and we can easily find where popular content is located and how
well it is distributed across the DHT.
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3.6. Weaknesses of Peer-to-Peer Systems
Our characterization study shows that structured P2P networks suffer from the
following weaknesses:
– Heterogeneity: By their very nature, P2P networks allow heterogeneous hosts
to participate in the network: a node in a P2P network can be a single desktop
machine, or an entire data center. However, P2P networks treat each node
as equal, and are not particularly careful about the bandwidth and storage
requirements of a node - i.e., a desktop machine may receive lot more traffic
than the entire data center. Section 3.5.2.1. demonstrates that there are certain
nodes across DHTs that receive orders of magnitude more traffic than other
nodes in the network.
– Churn: P2P networks exploit the self-organization property to accommodate
churn - i.e., nodes may disappear without prior notice, and may never come
back. Section 3.5.2.1. and Section 3.5.2.2. reveal that in their attempt to
accommodate churn, P2P networks generate lot of extra traffic, and still fail to
serve all the requests.
Current P2P networks are required to accommodate churn because they assume
that regular end hosts will participate in the network. However, real-world
network services (e.g., DNS, email) assume servers that are online 24/7, and
failures are transient. Thus, if a P2P network is to be used for Internet-scale
content discovery, then the design must assume transient failures instead of
churn.
– Stretch: The structure of P2P networks dictate where the discovery information
for a particular content item must be stored, and the discovery process uses
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this structure to resolve a content name into its location. However, the
structure of P2P networks is completely disconnected from the underlying
network structure, which implies that a content name resolution query may
incur high latency, even if the resolution information is only one hop [53] away
in the P2P network.
– Membership Management: P2P networks do not control who may or may not
join the network. As a result, an entity may inject large number of controlled
nodes to cause significant damage to the network, or exploit the network for
malicious purposes. Our work on Montra demonstrates that this weakness can
be used to monitor traffic, and pollute name to location mappings. Furthermore,
our work on Tsunami (described in the next chapter) demonstrates that the
same property can be used to create a botnet inside a P2P network.
3.7. Recap
In this chapter we presented Montra, which is a lightweight, scalable technique for
capturing DHT traffic. Montra deploys large number of minimally visible monitors,
and can capture destination traffic with 90% accuracy. We also characterized the
captured traffic, and drew conclusions about weaknesses of structured P2P systems,
which hinder the use of structured P2P networks for Internet-scale content discovery.
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CHAPTER IV
TSUNAMI: A PARASITIC, INDESTRUCTIBLE
PEER-TO-PEER BOTNET
4.1. Overview
Text from this chapter was published in Peer-to-Peer Networking and
Applications, in February 2013 [19]. My advisor Prof. Jun Li, Prof. Reza Rejaie
and I were the primary contributors for this work. In this chapter we present the
design and evaluation of a new botnet, called Tsunami, in order to demonstrate the
lethality of lack of membership management in P2P systems.
Botnets—i.e., networks of compromised computers called bots—are one of the
most challenging network security problems of today’s Internet. Their threat is clear:
a botmaster can use a command and control (C&C) channel to direct thousands
or even millions of bots to launch large-scale security attacks (e.g., DDoS, spam
campaign).
The most critical component of botnets is their C&C channel. While botnets
have employed several different types of C&C channels, all C&C channels so far rely
on a central server or bootstrap nodes to operate, and such “bottleneck” nodes can
be the weakest points of a botnet. For example, a centralized botnet (e.g., an IRC
botnet [54] or a HTTP botnet [54]) can stop functioning if its central server is located
and shut down, and a peer-to-peer botnet (e.g., Nugache [55], Phatbot [56]) will not
be able to recruit new bots if its bootstrap nodes are captured. Although there have
been various forms of botnets, such as a hybrid botnet (e.g., Storm [57], Alureon [58])
that combines the centralized botnet and the peer-to-peer botnet, or a botnet that
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creates many redundant central servers (e.g., Conficker [59]) or bootstrap nodes (e.g.,
Nugache), they still rely on certain types of bottleneck nodes.
We introduce a new type of botnet in this dissertation, called Tsunami, which
does not have a central server or bootstrap nodes, or any types of bottleneck nodes,
and every bot is equal to each other. If bots are not assigned special roles (e.g.,
botmasters), then elimination of particular class of bots cannot destroy the botnet.
Without bottlenecks to target, the only way to bring down such a botnet is to remove
all the bots, which can become a vast amount of work if such a botnet consists of a
very large number of bots. Moreover, this hard-to-destroy feature holds true even if
one may identify the bots on this botnet or discover its C&C traffic.
Instead of building dedicated C&C channels for communication, Tsunami acts
as a parasite, and exploits a widely deployed, benign distributed system as its host.
It sprinkles its bots randomly across the benign host system, and uses the built-in
communication channels of the host system for its own C&C. For this research, we
choose Kad to be the host system for Tsunami.
While a centralized botnet may also piggyback on other communication
platforms, such as the IRC botnet or the HTTP botnet, this new botnet is more
advanced by avoiding the need of a central server as required by a centralized botnet.
It will still have a botmaster, of course, but unlike the botmaster in a centralized
botnet and many P2P botnets, the botmaster here does not need to be always online.
It can simply inject its command and run away.
This new botnet is also more dangerous than today’s peer-to-peer botnets, which
all have their own dedicated network. Not only does the new botnet avoid the need
of the bootstrap nodes as required by these peer-to-peer botnets, it also avoids the
need of building its own dedicated C&C channels.
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We study how Tsunami can accomplish a C&C channel without points of failure
by running on top of Kad as a parasitic botnet. It is a parasitic botnet because it
consumes resources (e.g., bandwidth), and may not contribute anything back to the
network. Specifically, we explore how Tsunami can use Kad to issue its commands to
millions of bots, receive responses from them, and conduct surreptitious but damaging
functions as needed. Also, using Kad as the host system, we can study the security
of Kad, including how a P2P network such as Kad can be exploited and become an
involuntary host of a botnet.
We further evaluate Tsunami to show that when 5% of Kad nodes are Tsunami
bots, a command can reach virtually all of them in less than six minutes. Even when
Tsunami bots experience churn (bots arrive and depart all the time), with 8% Kad
nodes that are bots, a Tsunami botmaster can still reach 80% bots in 3–4 minutes.
In addition to designing the botnet, we also study how to defend against
Tsunami. Since capturing and destroying Tsunami bots is extremely hard and costly,
we study how we may capture the Tsunami traffic, mislead the bots, and thus disrupt
their C&C communication.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first summarize the related
work in Section 4.2.. Then, we describe the design of Tsunami in Section 4.3. and two
examples of launching attacks via Tsunami in Section 4.4.. We evaluate Tsunami’s
performance in Section 4.5., and describe our current implementation of Tsunami in
Section 4.6.. Section 4.7. discuses our defense strategies against Tsunami.
4.2. Existing Botnet Construction Techniques
Most existing botnets can be disrupted because botmasters and bots maintain
explicit or implicit knowledge about each other. In this section we classify existing
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botnets and highlight generic disruption techniques against these threats. We divide
existing botnets in following 3 classes:
4.2.1. Centralized C&C
These botnets use a centralized botmaster. The bots maintain permanent or
periodic TCP connections with the botmaster in order to receive new commands.
Two examples of such botnets are Mybot and Gobot [54]. This design, while very
efficient, makes it hard for the botmaster to hide its identity. If a single binary that
carries the location of the C&C server(s) is captured then the C&C servers can be
located and shutdown. Even if the binary does not possess the location of the C&C
servers, a bot’s traffic pattern may reveal the location of the C&C servers.
4.2.2. Hybrid C&C
These botnets use a mixture of centralized and decentralized design. The basic
idea is to find the centralized C&C servers through a decentralized mechanism (e.g.,
P2P networks). Since this design includes a central component, all the measures
used to defend against centralized botnets can be used to defend against hybrid
botnets. Still this design is an improvement over the centralized botnet design. Such
a mechanism is absent in the centralized botnet design. To the best of our knowledge,
Storm [57] is the only botnet that employs a decentralized design. Storm uses a
public DHT as a rendezvous mechanism for the bots to discover the location of the
centralized botmaster. The rendezvous location is determined by the bots by using
an algorithm. Using the same algorithm the defenders may find the location of the
centralized server and destroy it.
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4.2.3. Peer to Peer (P2P) C&C
Botmasters have recently started using P2P networks to avoid any central points
of disruption. Bots implicitly maintain information about each other, which is a side-
effect of network maintenance. Most P2P botnets set up private networks. This
is not a clever approach because the bootstrap nodes for the private networks may
create well-known disruption points. Examples of such a design are Nugache [55] and
Phatbot [56]. Nugache uses a fixed set of 22 bootstrap nodes. If the bootstrap nodes
can be captured and destroyed then no new peers can join the network. Phatbot
uses Gnutella cache servers for bootstrapping. Capturing the pre-determined cache
servers can seriously disrupt the network. Finally, Sinit [60] is the only malicious
network that uses a public DHT. However, Sinit does not form a botnet. Instead, it
is used for distributing a Trojan horse. Sinit can be disrupted by introducing a large
number of sybils in the target DHT.
4.3. Design
As we discussed earlier, the goal of Tsunami is a C&C channel without points
of failure, and it accomplishes this goal by being a parasite of the Kad system and
leveraging the built-in communication capabilities of Kad. We describe how Tsunami
can achieve these capabilities in this section.
4.3.1. Tsunami Objective Refined
Every Tsunami bot embeds itself in Kad as a peer node, and does not even
necessarily know any other Tsunami bots. Nevertheless, a Tsunami botmaster must
be able to send commands to Tsunami bots, and perhaps also receive responses from
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the bots. Of course, Tsunami would prefer good performance such as reaching its
bots quickly. Albeit not required, Tsunami bots can also try to stay unnoticeable.
A Tsunami botmaster does not know which peers in Kad are Tsunami bots.
In order to reach them, the botmaster can send a message to every peer in Kad.
However, as Kad uses a 128-bit ID space to represent peers, doing so implies 2128
messages. This is not only resource intensive, but will also make the botmaster
appear anomalous and get captured.
This problem can be resolved by realizing that a 128-bit ID space can never be
fully populated. In fact, Kad uses a large ID space to avoid collisions between the IDs
of different peers. We know from our earlier measurement study on Kad [61] that in
practice, only the top 22 bits of a peer’s ID are used to locate peers. In other words,
as long as the top 22 bits are common between a lookup ID and a peer ID, the desired
peer will be found. Thus, instead of sending 2128 messages, the refined objective of
Tsunami is for the botmaster to send 222 messages instead to broadcast its command.
Note that 222 is the total number of messages that needs to be sent; individual bots
only send a small fraction of these messages, as explained in Section 4.3.3.
Our measurement study on Kad [61] shows that the number of bits required to
locate peers is directly proportional to peer population; as peer population increases,
more bits are required to locate peers. Thus, Tsunami must adjust the number of
messages as the peer population changes, and also must cope with reduced number of
command-carrying bits. While we do not provide a technical mechanism to address
this problem, we note that only when peer population doubles, one bit needs to be
added to the lookup bits (i.e., instead of 222 messages, 223 messages need to be sent).
The botmaster may periodically crawl the Kad DHT, and as the peer population
doubles, it may increase the number of messages.
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4.3.2. Tsunami Command
The Tsunami botmaster issues commands using Kad lookup messages. In
particular, the target ID in such Kad lookup messages is divided into the following
two parts (Figure 4.1.):
– Lookup Bits: The top 22 bits are used to find Tsunami bots. As we discussed
in Section 4.3.1., using the top 22 bits is sufficient for finding bots.
– Command Bits: The lower 106 bits are used to carry a Tsunami command. For
example, it can encode multiple 32-bit IP addresses as the victims of a DDoS
attack. The reader may observe that Kad may counter this communication
mechanism by always using zeros for lower order 106 bits. However, recall from
Section 2.2.1.1. that in Kad each file and keyword is uniquely identified by a
128 bit ID. Decreasing the number of bits by using zeros for lower order bits
will lead to collisions.
FIGURE 4.1. Tsunami command format.
Upon the receipt of a Kad lookup message that carries a Tsunami command, a
benign peer will simply process it as a normal lookup message, while a Tsunami bot
must be able to recognize it, obtain the command, and act upon the command. To
meet this condition, the command bits can carry a command signature.
The botmaster can further encrypt the command bits, such as by using the
private key of the botmaster, and a bot can decrypt the command and verify the
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command is indeed from the botmaster. This will require every bot to have the
decryption key, such as the public key of the botmaster, when distributing the binary
code of the botnet.
4.3.3. Sending Commands to Tsunami Bots Embedded in Kad
We now describe how a Tsunami command can reach Tsunami bots embedded
in Kad. In doing so, Tsunami wants to (1) reach as many bots as possible, (2) be
fast in reaching them, and (3) stay relatively quiet in order not to appear suspicious
to ISPs.
Tsunami uses a tree-based command propagation mechanism. First, the
botmaster sends lookup messages toward a small number (e.g., 100) of target IDs.
Every bot that happens to receive a lookup message will repeat the same process. If
a bot discovers that a command is a duplicate (such as that caused by a loop), it
will simply drop the command. Note that the tree is constructed on-the-fly, and does
not require any coordination among the bots. Since the bots receive messages purely
by chance, the larger the bot population the higher the reachability of the command
(Section 4.5.).
As shown in Figure 4.2., this process will involve three different kinds of nodes:
– M represents the bot master.
– B represents a bot.
– K represent a regular Kad peer.
We emphasize that the botmaster of a Tsunami botnet can hide itself in two
measures: First, the botmaster hides itself behind regular bots. If a defender captures
a Tsunami bot binary and finds out the pattern of Tsunami commands, it could detect
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FIGURE 4.2. Sending commands to Tsunami bots embedded in Kad.
Tsunami commands and try to trace who sent the commands. However, there is no
way to distinguish between a message sent by the botmaster and a message from one
of thousands of bots. Furthermore, since lookup messages use UDP and their source
IP address can be spoofed without affecting message delivery, the botmaster (and a
regular bot as well) can fake its IP address at the last hop of the lookup message.
We introduce two forms of bot-bot communication:
– Whispering: For a bot, lookup messages simply provide a way to find other peers
in the network. A bot hopes (without knowing) that some of the discovered
peers are bots. As a result, the bot does not have to carry the command bits in
its lookup message. It can simply find a peer closest to any random ID. Then
it can send the actual command bits to the discovered peer using some other
Kad protocol message (e.g., publish or search). This approach saves the bot
from exposing itself. During the lookup, at intermediate hops, a bot cannot
fake its IP address because it expects replies to progress in routing. As a result,
if a lookup message is intercepted in the middle and if the lookup message is
carrying command bits, the bot itself can be exposed. This cautious approach,
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however, may reduce the efficiency of the botnet because after every lookup
only one peer is sent the command bits.
– Shouting: Shouting is opposite of whispering. In this approach, the lookup
messages issued by the bots carry the command bits. As a result, any bot along
the way will learn about the command. This efficiency comes at the possible
cost of exposure, as described above.
4.3.4. Receiving Response
A botmaster may wish to receive responses for certain commands, such as the
machine information of bots and the success rate of spam. Since Tsunami bots do
not know the identity of the botmaster, they cannot directly send responses to the
botmaster.
To solve this problem, Tsunami bots use logical overlay links that are created
during command dissemination. At each step of forwarding a Tsunami command,
a bot A will discover at least one bot B: when B forwards a command to A, A
immediately learns that B is a bot and is a parent of A. This information creates a
logical uni-directional link from A to B. Bot A sends its response to bot B, which
collects responses from all its children and propagates aggregated response to its
parents. Same as Tsunami command, the response messages are also delivered via
Kad protocol messages.
A bot’s parent(s) may depart, disconnecting it from the botmaster. However, the
botmaster can recreate the overlay by periodically rebroadcasting a command. Each
command may carry a nonce to distinguish command re-broadcasts from original
command broadcasts. Bots can respond at the first command-rebroadcast after the
fulfillment of the original command.
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Command responses can also help the botmaster to estimate the bot population.
(As described in Section 4.5., the botmaster can then determine the number of copies
that every bot needs to forward for a command.) Bots communicate this information
by embedding it in the aggregated responses, where every aggregated response carries
the number of responses merged. Note because the redundancy in the Kad network
may artificially inflate the bot population, this approach only provides an estimate
of bot population.
4.4. Tsunami Attack Examples
In this section we describe how Tsunami issues distributed denial of service
(DDoS) and spam commands.
4.4.1. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
A DDoS command can be delivered using either short commands or long
commands.
Short Commands: A short DDoS command consists of two parts: a 10-bit
unique command ID, and at least one target IP address. The command ID helps
the botmaster identify the response to a command, as described in Section 4.3.4..
The botmaster requires the command ID to be unique across unanswered commands
only. Thus, the botmaster can issue 1024 (210 = 1024) distinct commands in parallel.
Tsunami uses lookup messages to deliver short DDoS commands. It embeds the
command in the 106-bit suffix of the lookup ID, as described in Section 4.3.2.. It can
also embed a Tsunami signature (e.g., a particular bit string) for bots to recognize it
is a Tsunami command.
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Long Commands: A long DDoS command consists of four components: a 10-bit
unique command ID, IP address(es) or hostname(s) of the target, date and time of
the attack, and bot population. As the Kad lookup message does not provide enough
space to accommodate all components, Tsunami uses Kad’s storage/retrieval-phase
messages for these commands. It delivers long commands in two steps. First, it
uses lookup messages to find peers for storing commands. Next, it sends PUBLISH
messages (i.e., either PuK or PuF) to the discovered peers, with commands embedded
in the value portion. Tsunami prefers PUBLISH messages over SEARCH messages,
because SEARCH messages do not have a value portion, which limits the space for a
command.
Tsunami uses different keys for a given pair of LOOKUP and PUBLISH
messages. The keys share the prefix, but they differ in the suffix. The suffix of
the lookup key is completely random because it does not carry a command. On the
other hand, the suffix of the PUBLISH key must carry the command.
4.4.2. Spam
Because of the bulky nature of spam, issuing spam commands is more challenging
than issuing DDoS commands. Modern spam campaigns [62] typically consist of list
of email addresses, email template and a collection of values for macros in the text,
called a dictionary. Tsunami solves this problem by storing the spam information
as key-value pairs in Kad, and broadcasting only the keys to the bots.
The botmaster uses one PuK message for each component of spam information.
First, the botmaster randomly chooses three 128-bit IDs K1, K2, and K3 as the
keyword hashes for three PuK messagesM1,M2, andM3, respectively. The botmaster
uses the body of each PuK message to encode spam information. Next, it goes through
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the lookup phase to find the closest possible peers to K1, K2, and K3, as described in
Section 2.2.1.1.. After that, it sendsM1,M2 andM3 to the discovered closest possible
peers. Finally, the botmaster broadcasts K1, K2 and K3 using the same method as
DDoS.
As bots receive K1, K2 and K3, they retrieve each component of spam
information. First, each bot goes through the lookup phase to find the closest possible
peers to K1, K2 and K3. Next, each bot sends SeK messages to discovered peers and
retrieves spam information. Finally, they construct spam email messages using email
template and email dictionary, and start sending spam (e.g., every bot can randomly
choose a pre-determined number of email addresses for sending spam).
4.5. Evaluation
We have developed a discrete event simulator to evaluate the performance of
C&C in Tsunami when it runs on top of Kad. We now present the results for these
evaluations.
4.5.1. Issuing Commands
We use “time taken to reach maximum possible bots” as the main performance
metric, which is affected by the following two factors:
– Bot population
– Number of lookup messages issued by each bot
During our simulations, we vary these two factors to understand their impact on
command dissemination time. We use a real world churn model [63] to simulate the
arrival and departure of the bots.
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We keep peer population constant at 4,000,000 [61] and lookup latency constant
at 8 seconds [64]. Note that lookup latency takes into account the network latency
as well. We vary bot population and number of messages issued by each bot. Bots
are placed randomly in Kad, as they would be in a real-world scenario. During our
simulations each bot picks up a random ID and simulates a lookup. We check if the
lookup ID is registered as a bot. If it is then it is considered as a successful lookup.
Upon receiving a command, the bot simulates more lookups and the process continues
until there are no more pending messages in the botnet.
The results of our simulation are shown in Figure 4.3. and Figure 4.4..
Figure 4.3. shows the impact of varying the percentage of bot population on command
distribution time. The x-axis shows bot population as the percentage of total
population. The y-axis shows command distribution time in seconds for reaching
75% of bots. Each line in the figure represents different number of messages sent by a
single bot. If a given line does not show a value for a given j% of bots, it means that
with j% bot population and i messages, 75% of bots are not reachable. Figure 4.3.
demonstrates that increasing the bot population decreases command distribution
time. This observation follows the intuition that a larger bot population will distribute
commands more efficiently. Figure 4.3. also shows that increasing the number of
messages sent by each bot increases the command distribution time. For example,
for a bot population of 7% or more, sending 50 messages from each bot is the optimal
operating point. Sending 60 or 70 messages only increases command distribution time
without much gain. Sending more messages from each bot increases the likelihood
of discovering already contacted bots, thus wasting the message. Figure 4.3. also
indicates that for 6% bot population, at least 80 messages must be sent from each
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bot to reach 75% of bots. Figure 4.3. also shows if the bot population is less than
6% of total population, then 75% of bots cannot be reached.
Figure 4.4. shows maximum possible bots that can be reached under the current
churn model, while varying the bot population and number of messages sent by each
bot. The x-axis shows bot population as the percentage of total population. The
y-axis shows the percentage of bots that can be reached. Each line in the figure
represents different number of messages sent by each bot. Figure 4.4. shows increasing
the bot population increases the likelihood of reaching more bots. Figure 4.4. also
shows that increasing the number of messages sent from each bot increases command
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FIGURE 4.5. Simulation results without churn.
reachability but to a certain point only. For example, if the bot population is 7%
or more of the total population, then sending more than 50 messages from each bot
does not increase command reachability. This is because of the message overlap
phenomenon described earlier. Finally, we note from figure 4.4. that under the
current churn model, slightly more than 80% of bots can be reached at best. Thus, if
maximum bots need to be reached with minimum number of messages, then at least
9% of total population must be bots and at least 50 messages must be sent from each
bot.
In order to get an upper bound on bot performance we also conducted
experiments with a constant bot population. The results of this experiment are
shown in Figure 4.5.. This experiment was conducted with 100 messages per bot. We
only varied the bot population. Figure 4.5. shows that as long as 5% bots are present
in the system, all the bots can be easily reached. As bot population increases, the
time to reach all the bots decreases.
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4.5.2. Performance of Response Reachability
Figure 4.6. shows how many bots are able to respond to a Tsunami botmaster.
The x-axis shows bot population as percentage of total population. The y-axis shows
those bots that receive a command and have a response-route to the botmaster. Each
line in the figure shows the number of messages sent by each bot. Figure 4.6. shows
that for 30 or more messages, 99% of the bots have a response route to the botmaster,
and can successfully send the response. In other words, the bot population has no
impact on response route when each bot sends 30 or more messages. Figure 4.6. also
shows if each bot sends less than 30 messages, then response routes only exist when
the bot population is greater than or equal to 6% of total population. If the bot
population is less than 6% and each bot sends less than 30 messages, then under the
given churn model, no route exists from bots to the botmaster.
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4.6. Implementation of Tsunami
In addition to evaluating the performance of Tsunami via simulation
(Section 4.5.), we demonstrate its feasibility via emulation over Kad.
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We opted for emulation instead of a real-world implementation, because an
implementation would disrupt the normal operation of Kad. An implementation
would require deployment of modified Kad peers that can identify and propagate
malicious commands. Such peers would artificially inflate the peer population, and
their sudden departure at the end of the experiment would result in stale routing
table entries.
In order to avoid above-mentioned problem, we developed an emulator that uses
Planetlab [65] nodes as bot emulators, which inject malicious commands in the real-
world DHT. Specifically, the emulator chooses random Kad peers as artificial bots,
and assigns one bot emulator to each artificial bot. The botmaster injects a malicious
command at a random point in the Kad DHT. As artificial bots receive malicious
command traffic, bot emulators propagate commands in the DHT on their behalf.
The use of Planetlab nodes helps us in avoiding the artificial inflation of Kad peer
population, while still propagating malicious commands in the real-world Kad DHT.
The specific emulation steps are shown in Figure 4.7., and described below:
1. Crawler crawls a zone of the Kad DHT once every minute, and discovers all the
peers in that zone.
We define a zone as a collection of Kad IDs that share the same x bit prefix.
For example, a 12 bit zone, 0xacf, contains all the lookup IDs with 0xacf as
prefix. For the emulation, we crawl a 12 bit zone instead of the entire DHT, in
order to minimize the resource usage.
The crawler discovers all the peers in a given zone by issuing lookups for all the
Kad IDs in that zone, and finding all the closest peers. Finally, it chooses n%
of discovered peers at random as artificial bots. Similar to simulations, we vary
n from 1 to 15.
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2. The botmaster injects a command in the Tsunami botnet. In a real-world
implementation the botmaster would simply issue lookups, as described in
Section 4.3.. However, for emulation, the botmaster requests the controller
to issue lookups on its behalf. As the name indicates, the controller is the
central component of the emulator that coordinates its activity.
3. The controller requests identities of currently chosen bots from the crawler.
4. The crawler sends the Kad ID, IP address and port number of currently chosen
bots to the controller.
5. The controller chooses a random Planetlab node to perform lookups on behalf
of the botmaster.
6. The chosen Planetlab node performs lookups in the crawled 12 bit zone, and
sends the Kad ID, IP address and port number of all discovered peers to the
controller.
7. The controller compares the discovered peers from the previous step against
the bot identities received from the crawler. If a match is found, the controller
assumes that a bot received the command and it will propagate the command
further. For each match, the controller picks a random Planetlab node to
perform lookups in the crawled 12 bit zone. This process continues until all
lookups are complete on all Planetlab nodes and no more unique bots are found.
4.7. Defense Against Tsunami Botnet
In general, defense against a botnet may use the following approaches: (i)
patching the software or hardware vulnerabilities so that the botnet cannot recruit
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FIGURE 4.7. Tsunami emulator design.
new bots; (ii) protecting probable targets [66] from a botnet attack; and (iii)
disrupting the C&C of the botnet once it becomes active. In this chapter, we
focus on disrupting the C&C. Since unlike today’s botnets, Tsunami does not employ
bottleneck nodes for us to locate and shut down, we investigate how we may intercept
C&C traffic of Tsunami in Kad.
In this section, we first briefly describe our generic technique for capturing DHT
traffic. We then use this technique for defending Kad against Tsunami. After that,
we evaluate the effectiveness of defense. Finally, we describe the weaknesses in the
defense approach.
4.7.1. Capturing DHT Traffic
In order to capture DHT traffic, we extend Montra, described in Section 3.3..
Montra introduces a large number of passive peers—called monitors—to capture Kad
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traffic. The monitors are passive because they do not issue any queries. A single
monitor can capture the traffic received by a single peer. We modify these monitors
to capture the traffic destined towards a single lookup ID.
Monitoring a lookup ID is simpler than monitoring a peer, as described in
Section 3.3.1.. We simply set the ID of the monitor M same as the lookup ID T
in question, thus making M the closest peer T. As a result, M receives all the traffic
destined for T.
4.7.2. Protecting Kad Against Tsunami
In order to intercept Kad traffic that carry Tsunami commands, we must first
capture it and then redirect it, as described in the next two subsections.
Capturing Malicious Traffic:
We capture malicious traffic by monitoring all command-carrying lookup IDs
(i.e., use ID monitors), as described in Section 4.7.1.. In order to deploy ID monitors,
we must find the command-carrying IDs in advance. From the analysis of the bot
binary, we know that Tsunami bots issue lookups for 222 lookup IDs, varying high-
order 22 bits. Thus, we know all the 222 prefixes. However, we do not know the
106 bit command suffix that the botmaster is currently using to issue the command.
Without the command suffix, we cannot construct the lookup IDs and cannot deploy
the monitors.
We find the command suffix by monitoring a large number of individual peers
(i.e., use peer monitors), as described in Section 4.7.1.. Since bots send commands to
random peers, the larger the number of monitored peers, the higher the probability
of intercepting malicious traffic. As described in Section 3.4., we can use one desktop
machine to monitor 32,000 Kad peers with 90% accuracy. Thus the percentage of
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Tsunami’s 222 lookups that our monitors can receive is NumberofMonitors=32,000
TotalPopulation=2,000,000
= 0.016,
or 1.6%. In other words, we can receive 67, 109 lookup messages on average—more
than enough to find the command-carrying suffix (we only need one lookup for this
purpose). The monitors decrypt all the intercepted traffic, using Tsunami’s public
key. By examining the decrypted traffic for command signature, the monitors finally
discover the command suffix.
Upon finding command suffix, we construct 222 lookup IDs by combining 222
prefixes and one command suffix, and deploy 222 ID monitors. It may seem resource-
intensive to deploy such a large number of monitors. However, [61] demonstrates
that we can deploy 222 monitors using 64 desktop machines. Compared to the recent
botnet defense proposals [66], which have advocated the use of a multi-million-node,
non-malicious botnet to defend against a malicious botnet, 64 machines are negligible.
Redirecting Malicious Traffic:
We redirect malicious traffic by sending it towards a traffic sink. The traffic sink
consists of large number of modified Kad nodes, distributed across the world in order
to prevent the identification of traffic sink nodes by IP prefix. These nodes pretend
to be the closest peers to all the incoming traffic, preventing the traffic from going to
any other peer.
The task of traffic redirection is best-suited for traffic monitors that capture
malicious traffic. These monitors can mislead the traffic-sending bots and force them
to send the traffic to the traffic sink. Specifically, they use false IDs for traffic sink
nodes, such that those IDs appear to be closest to the lookup ID in the intercepted
traffic. (The traffic monitors construct false IDs by using the same 30-bit prefix as the
captured lookup ID, and choose the remaining 98 bits randomly. Usually a closest
peer and a lookup ID share a 22-bit prefix [67]; using 30 bits is simply to be more
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safe.) As a result, the bots regard traffic sink nodes as the closest and stop sending
further traffic.
4.7.3. Evaluation of Tsunami Defense
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our defense mechanism. Our
evaluation metric is the percentage of requests that we successfully intercept and
redirect. For evaluation, we emulate defense and C&C over the real Kad network, as
described below.
Emulating Defense:
We emulate the defense by deploying ID monitors in an 8 bit zone of the Kad ID
space. We deploy ID monitors by generating artificial command-carrying IDs. An 8-
bit zone contains 1
28
∗ 222 = 214 command-carrying lookup IDs. Thus, we generate 214
ID prefixes. We assume that we know the 106-bit command-carrying suffix without
monitoring a large number of Kad peers (Montra can capture destination traffic with
90% accuracy). By using 214 prefixes and one constant 106-bit suffix, we generate 214
lookup IDs and deploy 214 ID monitors.
Emulating C&C:
We emulate C&C over the real Kad network by issuing 2,000 command-carrying
lookups towards the 8-bit monitored zone. We construct command-carrying lookup
IDs as follows:
– We set the first 8 bits same as the prefix of the monitored zone, so that the
lookups can enter that zone.
– We set the next 14 bits randomly, because the bots issue commands randomly.
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– Finally, we use the same 106-bit command carrying suffix that we use for
deploying ID monitors.
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Results: The results of our evaluation are shown in Figure 4.8.. Figure 4.8.a shows
the distribution of the number of common bits between requested ID and destination
node under normal conditions. We borrowed this result from [67]. The two lines,
min and max, show the variability of results obtained from different zones of the ID
space; the results do not vary across different zones. Figure 4.8.a shows that for 20%
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of requests, the closest possible node and the lookup ID has 19 bits in common; for
the next 20% of the requests, the closest possible node and the lookup ID has 20 bits
in common; and the remaining 60% of requests have 21 or more bits in common with
the destination node.
Figure 4.8.b shows the distribution of the number of common bits between
requested ID and the last closest node that is contacted before the Montra monitors
intercept the request and mislead the request-issuing bot. The figure shows that 70%
of the requests are captured at the 19th bit. From this we can derive that 50% of
requests are captured before they reach their destination, since previously only 20%
of requests had destination at the 19th bit. In addition only 10% of the requests are
captured at 21 or more bits. Under normal conditions, 60% of the requests found
their destination at 21 or more bits.
4.7.4. Limitations of Proposed Defense
Although our proposed defense intercepts and re-directs 50% of traffic, it has the
following weaknesses:
– We must know the command signature a priori. Tsunami may further use
polymorphic commands [68] to hide its traffic.
– We capture traffic before it reaches destination, but bots at intermediate hops
may still receive commands.
– The proposed defense only works for short commands that are carried by first-
phase lookup messages. We cannot capture long commands that are carried by
second-phase storage/retrieval messages.
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4.8. Recap
In this chapter we presented Tsunami, a parasitic botnet over Kad, in order to
demonstrate the lethality of lack of membership management in P2P systems. If a
strict membership management system as in place, bots could be held accountable
for their actions, and their service from the network could be discontinued. Tsunami
establishes a parasitic relationship with Kad, embeds its bots in Kad, and uses its
communication channels for C&C traffic. Tsunami can disseminate a command to
75% of bots when the total bot population is only 6% of total Kad peer population.
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CHAPTER V
COMPASS: A CONTENT DISCOVERY SERVICE
ON THE INTERNET
5.1. Overview
Text from this chapter is based on work submitted to Infocom 2014. My advisor
Prof. Jun Li, Dr. Matteo Varvello and I were the primary contributors to this work.
Although originally designed for connecting machines, the Internet has become
the primary medium for producing and consuming content. Discovering the location
of content on the Internet, however, is still challenging. The scale of content is only
becoming larger as new content is continuously added. The location of content is
often not at a fixed location as content is becoming more and more mobile. Yet,
a client must still be able to locate content quickly and accurately, and should be
directed to the nearest copy of content as content is also often replicated at multiple
locations.
One key property from which an effective content discovery system can benefit is
the support for persistent content names. Persistent content names are only bound to
the content itself, and are independent of its location or ownership. With a persistent
name, even if content moves from one owner to another (e.g., different organizations)
or is replicated at a different location, it can always be referred by the same name,
thus naturally supporting content mobility and content replication. Although one
may consider using the Domain Name System (DNS) [16] for content discovery, DNS
does not support persistent content names. If content is specified using a Unique
Resource Identifier (URI) [53], DNS can map a content’s domain name (which is
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derived from its URI) into an IP address, but whenever content moves from one DNS
domain to another, its name must be changed. Furthermore DNS is not location-
aware. Name resolution with DNS does not consider the IP address of a requesting
client, thus not guaranteeing that the client will be directed to the closest copy of a
content.
Another salient property to have is the separation of content discovery and
delivery, to enable content recipients (or their ISPs) to have more control over the
quality of content discovery, such as choosing from whom and how their content should
be delivered. Use content distribution networks (CDNs) as a counter example, where
every CDN consists of a collection of geographically distributed content servers with
replicated content. Although CDNs alleviate the location-awareness problem of DNS
(typically by using a collection of DNS servers and measurement tools), it does not
support persistent names either. Worse, every CDN tightly couples content discovery
and delivery: Not only does it deliver content to end-hosts, it also decides which
content server an end-host should contact to retrieve content needed, even if that
may not be a good choice for the end-host or its ISP. Instead, if content discovery
were separated from content delivery, users would be better served since they would
be able to choose which CDN or which CDN server is the most preferred when content
is replicated at multiple locations, and individual CDNs could also be relieved from
discovering content.
Recently, the networking research community has started a new initiative called
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [69–71]. It uses content names as end-points
of communication, instead of IP addresses, and clients directly ask for content using
content names, with no need of IP addresses and DNS resolution. ICN, however, is a
clean-slate design for the future Internet, and requires a complete revamp of today’s
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network infrastructure. Keeping this in view, another property that content discovery
systems must possess is support for incremental deployment.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networking technologies, especially their distributed hash
table (DHT) design, appear to support all aforementioned properties - i.e., persistent
content names, separation of content discovery from content delivery, and incremental
deployment. Recent proposals (e.g., P4P [72] and DHT-based localization [73]) have
also shown that P2P networks can integrate new mechanisms for location awareness.
However, P2P networks have their own weaknesses, as described in Section 3.6., which
hamper their use as an Internet-scale content discovery service.
In this chapter, we design and evaluate a P2P-based content discovery service
for today’s Internet, called Compass. Since Compass is based on P2P networks,
it naturally supports persistent content names, separates content discovery from
content delivery, is scalable and is incrementally deployable. Furthermore, Compass
introduces new mechanisms to address the weaknesses of P2P systems (Section 3.6.).
In Compass, content is uniquely identified by content-ID, a cryptographic hash of
content name. Content names, and thus content-IDs, are persistent. Compass
consists of content discovery agents (CDAs), which resolve content identifiers into
their locations, i.e., IP addresses. CDAs are application level servers, similar to DNS
resolvers, which do not require changes to the underlying Internet infrastructure and
are incrementally deployable.
CDAs control their participation in Compass by announcing the set of content-
ID prefixes for which they are willing to store resolution information. The length of
the prefix determines the number of supported content IDs: the longer the prefix, the
less the burden on their infrastructure. Prefix announcements propagate through the
Internet using a BGP-like protocol. CDAs can also wthdraw an already-announced
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prefix if the resource requirements become too high. This flexibility of Compass
addresses the heterogenity weakness of P2P networks: each CDA announces prefixes
according to their own storage and bandwidth capacity, instead of those requirements
being dictated by the system. Furthermore, this property also makes Compass
scalable.
Compass leverages replication of content ID prefixes in order to both ensure
resilience and lower the resolution latency (i.e., stretch). Neighboring CDAs can
partner with each other to resolve the entire content ID space, ensuring minimal
resolution latency to their collective customers. We refer to such partnerships as
realms. A CDA can join one or multiple realms, provided that it reaches an agreement
with one of the realm’s current members to be responsible for a content ID prefix.
Realms address the stretch weakness of P2P systems.
Compass supports publish and search operations. In the publish operation, a
content provider uses a CDA to inform all the relevant CDAs about the mapping
from content ID to IP address. We have designed the publish operation such that it
assumes transient failures of Compass nodes instead of churn. In the search operation,
an end host uses a CDA to find a closest possible CDA that may store the mapping
from a given content ID to an IP address.
Finally Compass addresses the membership management weakness of P2P
systems by using public key cryptography to establish strong identities for CDAs,
and by creating chains of trust. Specifically, a new CDA can only join Compass if
an existing CDA trusts the new CDA and they establish a business relationship with
each other.
We evaluate Compass via our simulation framework based on real Internet
topologies. We show that Compass can conduct its two primary operations efficiently:
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a random CDA can resolve a content name into an IP address in 5 or less hops, which
in ballpark numbers is 55 ms, and significantly better than 382 ms seen by DNS
resolution on average. Compass can publish the mapping between a content name
and an IP address in 15 or less hops, which translates in approximately 10 seconds for
publishing to the whole Internet. This is significantly lower than what CDNs expect
today (100 seconds on average). The storage cost of Compass is also manageable.
For example, a tier-1 CDA may need to store 48, 500 entries in its forwarding table,
which is negligible.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2. presents
an extensive literature review of relevant content discovery solutions. Section 5.3.
designs Compass, and Section 5.4. addresses security challenges faced by Compass.
5.2. Related Work
5.2.1. Content Distribution Networks
Content distribution networks unify the content dissemination and content
discovery processes: content is discovered via a CDN’s own content discovery
mechanism, and content is disseminated via CDN’s own dissemination mechanism.
CDNs were primarily designed to decrease the latency of content delivery, in order to
satisfy end hosts. In this chapter we review the various mechanisms that CDNs
employ to distribute content, and then highlight their limitations with focus on
content discovery.
Several CDNs exist today, and are used for downloading content (e.g., web pages,
large software updates, multimedia files), or streaming content (e.g., on-demand
movies, live television). Some of the CDNs use P2P technology to provide service.
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As of 2012, Akamai [74] owns 48% of market share [75]., Level 3 [76] 25%,
and Limelight [77] 18%. In this section, we use Akamai and Limelight as examples,
because they are two of the top three CDNs, and are most widely studied.
CDNs consist of large number of geographically distributed machines that
replicate content, called content servers. CDNs also run large number of DNS servers,
either on the same machines as content servers or separately. This infrastructure is
divided in to 3 logical components, as follows:
– Content Discovery: This component is responsible for discovering the best
possible content server. It consists of CDN’s DNS servers.
– Content Dissemination: This component is responsible for strategically
replicating content across the world. It consists of content servers.
– Network Monitoring: This component is responsible for monitoring Internet
paths and content servers to rank the content servers based on their availability
and congestion along the paths.
We describe each of the above-mentioned components in the following sections.
5.2.1.1. Content Discovery
As mentioned above, instead of designing a new content discovery mechanism,
CDNs rely on DNS for content discovery in order to maintain backward compatibility.
CDNs cannot rely on the authoritative servers of content providers to provide the IP
address(es) of a CDN server, because the IP address of a CDN server depends on the
IP address of the DNS resolver that sent the content discovery request. Furthermore,
even if the same DNS resolver repeatedly sends the same DNS query, the IP address
of the content provider would vary, because CDNs continuously monitor the path and
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load on their content servers, in order to choose the best possible content server at the
moment. For these reasons, each CDN deploys its own content discovery component,
which consists of a large network of DNS servers.
CDNs require a hook, through which a DNS query can enter their network of
DNS servers. This hook is provided by the authoritative DNS server of the original
content provider. When a DNS resolver contacts the authoritative server for a
domain to retrieve its IP address on behalf of a content consumer, the authoritative
server, instead of responding with the IP address for the domain name, responds
with a canonical name (CNAME) for a CDN. For example, if a content resolver
queries www.cnn.com, the authoritative server for www.cnn.com may respond with
the canonical name a11105.b.akamai.net (Akamai), or dns11.llnwd.net (Limelight),
depending on CNN’s CDN.
The above-mentioned hook, allows a DNS query to enter a CDN’s network of
DNS servers. Upon receiving the canonical name for a domain from its authoritative
server, a DNS resolver attempts to resolve the canonical name, as stated by the
DNS protocol [16]. Since the canonical name belongs to a CDN (e.g., *.akami.net,
*.llnwd.net), the DNS resolver contacts CDN’s authoritative server. As the DNS
query enters CDN’s network of DNS servers, the CDN determines the current best
server for a given DNS resolver, and in turn the content consumer.
CDNs organize their DNS servers into different topologies. Akamai uses a two-
layer architecture [78], whereas Limelight uses a flat one-layer architecture [79]. With
regard to Akamai, a DNS resolver first reaches the top layer of Akamai’s DNS servers
by resolving the CNAME (e.g., a11105.b.akamai.net), received from the authoritative
name server of a domain. Specifically, when the content resolver sends a DNS query to
the authoritative name server of .net to resolve .akamai.net, it receives the IP address
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of a top layer Akamai nameserver. The top layer Akamai server resolves a query from
a DNS resolver for .b.akamai.net by considering the IP address of the resolver, and
responding with an IP address for .b.akamai.net that is closest to the DNS resolver.
This IP address for .b.akamai.net belongs to a second layer DNS server. Finally,
the second layer DNS resolver returns the IP address of a content server that is the
current best for the DNS resolver. The above-mentioned process shows that Akamai
uses a two-layer architecture for its DNS servers so that it can direct a DNS resolver to
its closest possible DNS server. The IP addresses discovered through Akamai’s two-
level DNS infrastructure are cached for approximately 30 seconds [80], so that the
best content servers can be repeatedly discovered. Unlike Akamai, however, Limelight
uses a flat one-layer architecture, because it does not use its DNS servers to determine
the closest possible DNS server for a DNS resolver (described next).
CDNs use different addressing schemes for their DNS servers. Akamai uses
unicast addressing, whereas Limelight uses anycast addressing. IP anycast [81]
allows the same address to be assigned to different hosts. When forwarding packets,
intermediate routers forward packets to the closest possible host. Every DNS server
in Akamai has its own IP address, whereas DNS servers in Limelight can have the
same IP address. By using IP anycast, Limelight is relieved from the responsibility of
finding the closest possible DNS server for a given DNS resolver. This approach saves
Limelight from the overhead of discovering and maintaining the closest possible DNS
servers for DNS resolvers, but Limelight loses fine-grained control over the choice of
DNS servers for DNS resolvers. For example, at a certain point in time, some DNS
servers and the associated content servers could be overloaded or on a congested path.
Limelight cannot redirect content resolvers away from such DNS servers and content
servers. Akamai’s use of unicast addressing, on the other hand, gives it fine-grained
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control over its selection of DNS servers, at the cost of discovering and maintaining
the closest possible servers for a given DNS resolver.
5.2.1.2. Content Dissemination
Content dissemination is the process of strategically placing content replicas
around the world, so that content can reach maximum end hosts with minimum
possible replicas. There are two prevailing approaches in this regard:
Deep into ISP:
In this approach, a CDN deploys content servers inside an ISP’s Point of Presence
(PoP). The key idea is to get as close to the end hosts as possible, in order to decrease
the content retrieval latency. While this approach decreases latency for end hosts, it
requires that CDNs develop sophisticated techniques to manage a globally distributed
system of content servers. Furthermore, content between these servers is transported
via the public Internet, which requires sophisticated algorithms. The deep into ISP
approach is utilized by Akamai. Akamai owns 60, 000 servers in 1, 400 data-centers
on 900 networks across the world [82]. Geographically, Akamai covers 650 cities in
76 countries.
Bring ISP Home:
In this approach, a CDN builds small number of large content distribution centers
close to PoPs of multiple ISPs1. Furthermore, content between content distribution
centers is transported via private high-speed connections. This architecture is easier
to manage than “deep into ISP” approach, at the expense of slightly higher end host
latency. Limelight uses this approach for content distribution. Limelight controls 18
content distribution centers across the world [79].
1PoPs of multiple ISPs may be co-located in the same building [83]
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5.2.1.3. Network Monitoring
Few details of CDNs’ monitoring infrastructures are publicly available. However
from the little existing public information [84], it is clear that CDNs use servers
from their discovery and dissemination infrastructure to probe each other, in order
to discover uncongested network paths and lightly-loaded content servers. Using the
information from probing, CDNs construct a map of the Internet, which is used when
responding to DNS queries from DNS resolvers. Specifically, depending on the IP
address of the DNS resolver, CDN’s DNS server maps the content consumer to a
content server that is is most available and lies on an uncongested network path.
5.2.1.4. Weaknesses
In this section we discuss the weaknesses of CDNs, which make them unsuitable
for content discovery.
The first and foremost problem of CDNs is the lack of support for persistent
names. Different CDNs may host the same content, but it cannot be discovered
because the content names vary with CDNs. For example, Netflix [85] and Hulu [86]
both employ 3 CDNs [87, 88], in order to ensure availability. However, both Netflix
and Hulu have devised sophisticated architectures so that end hosts can switch
between CDNs. When a video player (i.e., client) on an end host connects with Netflix
or Hulu server to stream a video, it receives a manifest file that lists the CDNs that
can be contacted along with other information. The client retrieves video from a single
CDN at a given time, and continuously measures the observed performance. When
a CDN’s performance drops below 100 Kbps, the client switches to another CDN, as
mentioned in the manifest file. If CDNs supported persistent content names, then
Netflix and Hulu would only need to provide a content name. The end hosts could
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then resolve content names, and download from any content server that possesses the
content.
Furthermore, at present, no single CDN covers the entire world well. For
example, 61% of Akamai servers, and 68% of Limelight servers are located in the
United States [79]. This unevenness in coverage leads to several different issues. First,
in countries where a CDN’s presence is sparse, the end hosts will not be able to retrieve
content with low latency [80]. Unfortunately, the decision to use a particular CDN
is made by the content provider, and the end hosts have to suffer the consequences.
Furthermore, CDNs use their presence in different ISPs around the world to perform
network monitoring, as discussed above. The uneven coverage implies that CDNs can
obtain rich measurements in the US, but outside the US, the measurements are fairly
sparse. Finally, unless CDNs have a presence in every AS around the world, they
cannot determine last-mile performance. Because of the above-mentioned reasons,
CDNs rarely select the best possible content server [89].
Finally, CDNs dictate to ISPs the content server that its end hosts must use.
However, the choice made by a CDN for an ISP maybe costly, if the ISP has to
repeatedly send the traffic through its provider. The recent explosion in video
traffic [90] is only going to get worse [91], thus making it more challenging for ISPs
to co-exist with CDNs. Unlike CDNs, peer-to-peer networks do not dictate which
peer to use for downloading content. Instead P2P networks give end hosts (and thus
ISPs) choice among multiple hosts. Because of these options, a cooperation between
ISPs and P2P networks is beginning to emerge [72, 92].
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5.2.2. Information Centric Networks
Information-centric networking is a new networking paradigm that proposes a
natural solution to content discovery: content is requested by its name instead of by
its host. This novel networking paradigm requires a groundbreaking change in the
way content is delivered. Content is retrieved via name-based routing, where the final
destination of packet is “content name” instead of “content host”. Information-centric
networking offers multiple benefits: (1) the network provides full DNS functionality,
in favor of fault tolerance, speed and scalability, (2) content can be naturally cached
along the path providing better network utilization, (3) content itself can be secured,
instead of the paths where it flows.
In this section, we discuss each ICN architecture in detail and highlight its
limitations.
5.2.2.1. TRIAD
TRIAD [93–95] was the very first ICN design, introduced in 2001. TRIAD uses
DNS-style hierarchical URLs to discover content. It is built on top of the IP network,
which means it resolves content names into IP addresses. TRIAD suffers from the
lack of persistent names, and lack of scalability. In the following subsections, we first
describe the architectural elements of TRIAD and then its weaknesses.
Architectural Elements:
– Naming: TRIAD replaces IP addresses with DNS style domain names -
i.e., end hosts have DNS style names. Intermediate routers maintain server
names and their next hop mappings. Just like IP addresses, TRIAD routers
also aggregate those names that have common elements and common next
hop information into a single unit. However, IP addresses are grouped using
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common prefixes, whereas TRIAD names are grouped using common suffixes.
For example, cs.uoregon.edu and math.uoregon.edu will be aggregated into
uoregon.edu.
– Content Router: TRIAD replaces IP routers with content routers.
Content routers also possess a forwarding information base (FIB) and routing
information base (RIB), similar to IP routers. In IP routers, the FIB table
contains IP prefix x and the router interface y on which an incoming packet
with destination prefix x must be forwarded. The RIB table, on the other
hand, contains complete AS-level paths to different prefixes. The RIB table is
used to construct the FIB, by finding the best possible path from RIB for each
prefix. Instead of storing the next hop and AS path for prefixes in FIB and RIB
respectively, TRIAD stores domain name prefixes.
– Routing and Forwarding: TRIAD introduces two new protocols for routing
and forwarding:
∗ Internet Name Resolution Protocol (INRP): This protocol is a replacement
for the Internet Protocol (IP) [96]. As the name suggests, this protocol
is responsible for resolving names at the network level. However, as
mentioned earlier, TRIAD only has DNS style names. Thus, INRP resolves
each name into next hop, just like IP resolves IP addresses into next hops.
Similar to IP, INRP also performs longest name matching. However, INRP
performs longest suffix matching instead of longest prefix matching.
Name-based forwarding is different from IP forwarding in at least one
respect. For IP addresses, a given prefix can be announced from only
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one location 2. DNS style suffixes, on the other hand, can be announced
from multiple locations. For example, a collection of uoregon.edu servers
might be hosted at the Oregon State University (OSU). Thus, intermediate
routers must possess a notion of best server, when choosing among the
common suffixes with differing routing. TRIAD routers use number of
intermediate hops to determine the best server. In addition, intermediate
routers may also use server load and other performance metrics for making
the decisions.
INRP responses either carry the data or the name of a specific host that
possesses the data. The responses may carry the data if the content is
small. If the content is large, then the responses carry the name of a specific
host. For example, when accessing www.cnn.com, clients may receive
host1.cnn.com as response. The client can establish a TCP connection
with that host to exchange data.
INRP responses are carried along the same path through which the request
came in. Each INRP request accumulates router information along the
path, which is used to send the responses back. Use of the same path for
request and response helps intermediate routers in the following ways:
· Intermediate routers may detect that the best content server has failed
if they do not receive a response.
· Intermediate routers can deduce the performance of a content server
based on the response rate.
∗ Name-Based Routing Protocol (NBRP): This is an application level
protocol, which provides a replacement for BGP. It operates just like BGP,
2Anycast addresses can be announced from multiple locations, but that is a special case
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i.e., it is a distance vector routing algorithm and it carries the path of
content routers towards a content server.
As mentioned earlier, TRIAD uses DNS style names, instead of IP
addresses. As a result, NBRP also advertises DNS style names.
Specifically, each AS advertises the name prefix that is reachable through
it.
Weaknesses: TRIAD’s focus has been on supporting DNS style names at the
network level so that the best possible content replica can be retrieved. However,
TRIAD binds content to domain names, and resolves domain names into IP addresses.
As a result, TRIAD does not support persistent content names, which implies if a
replica of the same content exists but is bound to a different domain name, then
TRIAD will not be able to discover it.
TRIAD also suffers from lack of scalability. TRIAD supports human-readable
names at the network layer. Unlike IP addresses, human readable names belong to
an almost infinite namespace, and thus may overwhelm the memory in the content
router.
5.2.2.2. Named Data Networking (NDN)
Named Data Networking (NDN) [71] is the most recent ICN design. NDN
uses hierarchical, human-readable names to address content, and name-based anycast
routing over a completely new network infrastructure. However, NDN suffers from
the problem of scalability, because NDN routers must handle forwarding tables with
hundreds of millions of extremely long content prefixes [97, 98]. In the following
subsections, we first discuss architectural elements of NDN, and then its weaknesses
in detail.
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Architectural Elements: NDN introduces the following architectural components:
– Content Names: NDN uses human-readable content names at the network
layer, instead of IP addresses. The content names are hierarchical, which
allows logical grouping of the content. Specifically, NDN requires that human-
readable strings be separated by ’/’ in order to construct NDN name. For
example, /uoregon/edu/cs/ghulam/index.html is an acceptable NDN name.
NDN network expects the content names to fall under various prefixes (e.g.,
/uoregon.edu/cs) by convention. However, this requirement is not imposed by
the architecture.
NDN names also support segmentation of content. NDN data is divided into
segments, similar to packets in today’s IP networks. Information about the
segments is also carried in the content names. For example, a content name
of the form /uoregon.edu/cs/ghulam/index.html/1, indicates the first segment
of the index.html page. The segment numbering is not dictated by NDN. It is
left entirely upto the applications. For example, a client may send a request
for /uoregon/edu/cs/ghulam/index.html and the server may send the data for
/uoregon.edu/cs/ghulam/index.html/1. Looking at that name, the client may
infer that the segments start from number 1, and based on a previous agreement
by an application level protocol, increases monotonically. Thus, the client will
start sending requests for /uoregon/edu/cs/ghulam/index.html/2 and so on.
– Packets: NDN introduces the following two types of packets:
∗ Interest: These are the request packets issued by a client to indicate that
it is interested in receiving data. In NDN, one interest packet corresponds
to one data segment. The communication in NDN is entirely driven by
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the data recipient. Thus, if a data packet is lost, the client times out and
issues another interest packet.
∗ Data: The data packet carries actual data in response to an Interest packet.
In addition, each data packet in NDN also carries the name of the requested
data segment. The data packet also carries a signature that binds the data
name to the data segment. Because of these properties, a data packet is an
independent entity, i.e., it can be independently transported and verified.
– NDN Router: NDN requires that today’s traditional IP-based routers be
replaced by NDN routers. An NDN router consists of three components,
described below:
∗ Forwarding Information Base (FIB): Similar to today’s IP routers, the
FIB in an NDN router stores prefixes and the next hops through which
those prefixes are reachable. Of course, in the case of NDN routers, the
prefixes are for content, instead of IP addresses. For example, a single FIB
entry maybe of the form: < /uoregon/edu, IF1 >, where /uoregon/edu is
the prefix and IF1 is the interface through which the router should send
the packet to the next hop.
∗ Content Store: NDN routers use the content store for caching the data
segments. Upon receiving an interest packet, an NDN router checks
whether the requested segment exists in its content store. If the segment
exists in the content store, then it is served right away. If not, then the
interest packet is forwarded.
∗ Pending Interest Table (PIT): A PIT holds the interest packets that are
pending to be served. Whenever an NDN router receives an interest packet,
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it logs the data name and the incoming interface in the PIT. If an entry
with the exact same name already exists, then the router simply appends
the new incoming interface to the entry. However, if the entry does not
exist, then it means that the router received this interest for the first time,
and forwards it according to the forwarding strategy.
A PIT automatically builds the multicast capability into the architecture.
When an NDN router receives a data packet, it consults its PIT to find the
interfaces on which the interest packets were received. Then it forwards the
data packets on all those interfaces, thus mimicking the multicast behavior.
The size of the PIT allows the router to indicate the load a router can
tolerate: the larger the PIT, the larger the number of packets that the
router can handle. It also allows the router to prevent a DoS attack in the
form of an interest flood. If the router receives more Interest packets than
it can handle, it simply drops those packets.
PIT also prevents the router from an unsolicited data packet flood, which
is another form of DoS. If the router receives a data packet for which there
is no interest, the router simply drops that packet without propagating it
further.
– Routing and Forwarding: In NDN, routing and forwarding mostly pertains
to Interest packets, because data segments follow the same path as the Interest
packets, but in reverse direction. Routing and forwarding in NDN is similar to
today’s IP routing and forwarding. For building the routing tables, different
ASes announce the content prefixes that they can serve, instead of the IP
prefixes.
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For forwarding Interest packets, the routers find a longest prefix match in their
FIB, and forward the packet to the next hop. When the data segment comes
back from the content provider, at each hop the content router consults its PIT
and sends the data segment on the interface on which the Interest packet was
received, thus consuming the PIT entry. This process of symmetric routing is
referred to as bread-crumb routing in NDN.
– Security As content is the focus of this architecture, security is focused on
the content as well, i.e., data-centric security. By embedding security in the
content, the architecture saves the end hosts from trusting the end points or
the network paths. NDN employs the following two mechanisms for data-centric
security:
∗ Data Signatures: The NDN architecture’s main security contribution is
that it securely binds the content names with the content. This is a direct
benefit of using the content names for routing. As a result of this approach,
each packet can be independently verified whether it carries the data for
the name that it purports.
Each data packet carries a data signature that is computed over the data
name and the content. The signature is computed using a standard
signature generation algorithm. The packet also carries the information
about the key that is used to generate the signature. That information
may carry the name of the key or the location from where the key can be
obtained.
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NDN treats the signature keys just as any other data. The name of the key
is the name of the key provider, and the content is the key itself. These
packets are signed by a well known source of trust (e.g., Verisign).
At the lower layers, NDN only checks the binding and the integrity of
the data via the signatures. The trust in the signature (i.e., whether
the signatory can be trusted) is managed at the higher layers, where it
depends on the context of the trust. For example, for a banking website, it
is important that the signatory is verified to be the bank itself. However,
for a blog, only verifying the integrity of the data might be enough. This
verification is performed by NDN routers.
This form of data-centric security helps in preserving the integrity of the
data and in verifying the origin of the data. Thus, data-centric security
satisfies the requirement of security being built into the architecture.
∗ Data Encryption: Data encryption is used as an access control mechanism
in NDN. Only the end hosts that possess the decryption key can access
the data. However, the protocol does not impose any restrictions on the
decryption keys. In addition, the protocol does not specify any means of
obtaining the decryption keys.
Weakness: The biggest weakness of NDN is its use of human-readable content names
at the network layer, which results in lack of scalability. The human readable names,
unlike IP addresses, come from an almost infinite namespace, which implies that the
number of prefixes stored in the FIB of tier-1 AS maybe infinite. Even by conservative
estimates [97], a backbone NDN router would consume extra 3,302 W of power, and
additional $130,000 to build.
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Another problem that NDN faces is the possible lack of aggregation in names.
ISPs are allowed to announce completely arbitrary names, and in the worst possible
case there may not be any aggregation of names at all. Furthermore, the hosts are
allowed to move to other ASes and simply announce their prefixes as they move. This
provision for mobility implies that even if aggregation among prefixes is possible, it
may not be applied because different prefixes maybe served from different interfaces.
5.2.2.3. Data-Oriented Network Architecture
DONA [69] is a more recent ICN design that leverages flat, self-certifying names
and name-based anycast routing built on top of IP. DONA suffers from the problem
of lack of scalability and lack of persistent names, as per the requirements mentioned
in Section 1.3.1.. In the following subsections, we first describe architectural elements
of DONA and then its weaknesses.
Architectural Elements: DONA introduces the following architectural elements:
– Content Names: Content names in DONA are of the form P:L, where P
is the hash of public key of the content provider, and L is a human-readable
label. Content consumers use P to verify the integrity and authenticity of
content. Whenever a content consumer retrieves content, it receives the triplet
< data, publickey, signature >. The content consumer verifies the integrity by
using the signature and the public key. The consumer verifies the authenticity
of the content by hashing the public key and comparing it against P. If the two
values match, then it shows the content came from the original provider.
Embedding the public key in content names makes the names user-unfriendly.
For example, URLs can be passed verbally because they are very user-
friendly. But, DONA names cannot be passed verbally. DONA expects
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that content consumers will learn DONA names via search engines, personal
recommendations through digital means (e.g., email), and social networks (e.g.,
Facebook [99], Twitter [100]).
– Packets: DONA uses the following two types of packets:
∗ REGISTER: The content provider uses the REGISTER packet to inform
all the relevant RHs about the availability of its content. The register
packet either carries the name P:L, which specifies a specific content item,
or P:*, which indicates that all of P’s content is available at this content
provider. REGISTER packets are DONA’s control plane packets, similar
to BGP, because they set up the state for later content discovery.
∗ FIND: The content consumer uses the FIND packet to reach the closest
possible replica for content name P:L. The FIND packets constitute the
data plane traffic in DONA. These packets are carried within the IP
packets, by creating a shim layer between IP and transport headers.
– Resolution Handlers: DONA introduces a new class of network entities,
called resolution handlers (RHs). Each autonomous system (AS) in today’s
Internet must run an RH to be part of DONA. Each RH maintains registration
table, which stores name to next RH hop mapping. Names can be of the form
P:L or P:*, as described above. The registration table also maintains distance
to the copy of the content in terms of RH hops. In addition to maintaining
registration tables, RHs are also responsible for forwarding REGISTER and
FIND packets, as described below. In order to forward traffic, RHs maintain
the same relationships with other RHs, as their respective ASes.
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– Routing and Forwarding: Each RH forwards a packet depending on packet’s
type. Whenever an RH receives a REGISTER packet from its customer or
peer, it forwards the packet to its provider(s) and peer(s), only if either no such
record exists or the REGISTER message carries the name of a closer replica.
Whenever an RH receives a FIND packet, it first performs a longest prefix
match on its own registration table. DONA’s longest prefix match mechanism
is different from the longest prefix match in IP: instead of comparing bits,
DONA compares components. Specifically, the queried name, P:L, carried in
the FIND packet, may match just P or P:L in the registration table. If the
packet matches P:L, then that next hop is chosen, otherwise the next hop that
matches P is chosen. At each next hop, the respective RH forwards the packet
further, until it reaches the content provider. When a FIND packet reaches a
content provider, it establishes a transport connection with the sender of the
FIND packet, after which the data is transmitted using the IP network.
On the other hand, if no match is found in the registration table, then the RH
forwards the FIND packet to its provider. If the FIND packet reaches a tier-1
RH, and does not find a match, then the name is considered to be absent, and
the tier-1 RH returns an error to the source of the packet.
Weaknesses: In this subsection, we discuss the weaknesses of DONA, as per the
requirements mentioned in Section 1.3.1.. The key problem that DONA faces is
that of scalability. Specifically, each tier-1 RH is required to store the next hop for
all content items that exist. According to Google’s measurements, approximately 1
trillion web pages are in existence [2]. Furthermore, everyday approximately 150, 000
new domains are announced [101], and a single domain consists of 5, 000 pages on
average [102]. If content providers REGISTER individual web pages, then the tier-1
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RH has to pay significant storage and bandwidth cost. In addition, given the flat
nature of content names, they cannot be aggregated, unlike today’s IP addresses.
DONA also lacks persistent content names. Specifically, the human readable L in
each content name is bound to content provider’s public key P. If the provider of the
content changes, then the name of the content must change is well. Furthermore, if
the same content is provided by two different providers, it cannot be retrieved without
making a decision about the content provider first. In other words, the presence of
public key in content name is equivalent of today’s domain names in content names.
5.2.2.4. Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP)
PSIRP [70] is an ICN approach centered around the publish-subscribe model:
publishers publish the location of content in the network, and consumers subscribe to
content names. While PSIRP builds an extensive architecture for content distribution,
its rendezvous layer is responsible for resolving content names into addresses, and thus
is the most relevant component to our research. Consisting of an overlay network and
several rendezvous networks, it mainly uses distributed hash table (DHT) for resolving
content names.
Architectural Elements: PSIRP introduces the following architectural components:
– Naming: PSIRP uses three types of names for different levels of the
architecture:
∗ Application IDs: As the name indicates, these identifiers are specific to
a given application. Such identifiers exist in today’s Internet as well.
Examples include URLs for the world wide web, and file names for the
file sharing peer-to-peer networks. These identifiers hold meaning inside
the application only, and are not understood by the network.
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∗ Rendezvous IDs: Publishers and subscribers use rendezvous IDs to inform
the network that they are exchanging information of mutual interest.
While application IDs are understood by the applications, rendezvous IDs
are understood by the network.
∗ Forwarding IDs: As the name indicates, forwarding IDs are used for
forwarding packets. Each link in PSIRP is identified by a forwarding ID.
As mentioned earlier, all the above-mentioned IDs are used at different levels
of the architecture. Application IDs are resolved into rendezvous IDs and
rendezvous IDs are resolved into forwarding IDs.
– Rendezvous Nodes and Rendezvous Networks: Rendezvous nodes
provide a meeting point for publishers and subscribers. Each autonomous
system (AS) in the PISRP architecture runs at least one rendezvous node.
Rendezvous nodes create an overlay similar to the BGP border routers. Such
an overlay is called rendezvous network.
Multiple rendezvous networks exist in a PSIRP Internet. Each rendezvous
network is rooted at a provider ISP. PSIRP faces the challenge of connecting
multiple rendezvous networks. PSIRP creates a distributed hash table
(DHT) [26, 103] using the root of each rendezvous network. The rendezvous
IDs are the keys in the DHT, and the forwarding IDs are the values.
– Routing and Forwarding: In order to publish a rendezvous ID, a publisher
informs its upstream router about the ID. Information about the rendezvous ID
propagates until it reaches the root of the rendezvous network. The root, then
publishes the rendezvous ID in the top-level DHT. When a subscriber wishes
to subscribe to a rendezvous ID, it informs its upstream router. The subscribe
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requests keeps propagating upstream until either a provider for rendezvous ID
is found or the the request reaches the top-level DHT. In the top-level DHT,
the search is performed using the well-known DHT mechanisms.
As described earlier, publish and subscribe mechanisms at the rendezvous
layer match publishers and subscribers with each other. In order to allow the
publishers and subscribers to communicate with each other, each AS also runs a
topology manager. The high level goal of topology construction is to construct
logical multicast tress for efficient content delivery. Whenever a rendezvous
node matches a publisher and subscriber, it requests the topology manager to
either add the node to an existing multicast tree or construct a new tree.
Rendezvous and topology formation constitute PSIRP’s control plane, whereas
forwarding (described next) makes PSIRP’s data plane. The end result of
rendezvous and topology construction is a set of forwarding IDs.
– Security: PSIRP uses public key cryptography to identify each host i.e., each
host possesses a public/private key pair. These keys are different from self-
certifying names, because they cannot be used for routing. In order to use public
key cryptography, PSIRP proposes the use of Packet Level Authentication
(PLA) [104]. PLA includes a certificate in each packet, which binds the identity
of a host with its public key. In addition, the packet also carries a signature,
which is a hash of the packet signed by the sender’s private key. Presence of
this certificate means that the host is legitimate, because it must have acquired
the certificate from a trusted third party. In addition, presence of the signature
means the sender cannot deny that it sent the packet. Combination of the
certificate and the signature creates accountability, which can deter end hosts
from malicious acts (e.g., DoS attacks).
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Currently, PLA cannot be deployed because today’s hardware cannot verify
signatures and certificates at line speed. The designers of PSIRP believe that
during the next few decades, such hardware will be available.
Weaknesses: PSIRP’s rendezvous networks and the DHT that connects the
rendezvous networks are the closest components to content discovery. We believe that
the DHT can cause scalability problems. Specifically, the root of each rendezvous
network is required to participate in the DHT, without regard to its capacity
and infrastructure. A DHT equally distributes the resolution state across all the
participating nodes. As a result, each AS is required to store the same resolution
state, whether it is a tier-1 AS or a tier-n AS. In other words, the ASes do not have
autonomy over the resolution state they must store.
5.3. Design
Compass is a content discovery service for the Internet. An end-host on the
Internet, or a content consumer, can query Compass and learn the locations of
content. For example, a consumer can first use a search engine and input some
keywords to obtain a content name, and then use Compass to locate the content
based on its name. Content is originally generated by a content provider, but can
be replicated and hosted at multiple content servers. For simplicity, in this section
every content location is an IP address. But, in Section 6.1. we provide concrete
details of how different entities in Compass communicate with each other. Below we
explain the design details of Compass and how it meets the key properties outlined
in Sec. 5.1..
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5.3.1. Content Name and ID
Compass distinguishes between content name and content identifier or content-
ID. Used by higher-level applications such as search engines, a content name is a
human readable name assigned to a content item by its content provider. (We do
not dictate how these names are chosen and how these names are kept unique, in
order to avoid tussle [105].) A content-ID is a cryptographic hash of a content name
(e.g., SHA-1 [37]). The conversion from content name to content-ID happens at the
consumer. Compass works on the content-IDs only.
Compass uses content-IDs rather than content names for publication and
resolution operations, in order to put a bound on the content name space and
improve storage efficiency. While the name space for human-readable names is almost
infinite, content-IDs are of a fixed length (128 bits), and the space with content-IDs in
Compass is 2128 content items. Based on cryptographic hash functions, content-IDs
also has a low collision probability. Even for 1 trillion content items [2], the collision
probability of a hash function is p ≤ n(n−1)
2(b+1)
, where n is the total number of items
that are hashed, and b is length of each content-ID in bits. Assuming n = 1012 and
b = 128, we then have p ∼ 10−16.
As shown above, there is a vanishingly small probability that collisions may
occur. In order to avoid collisions altogether, content providers include the human-
readable content name in content metadata during the content-ID publication process,
and the resolution request also carries the human-readable content name along with
the content-ID.
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5.3.2. Compass Operation Overview
The main player in Compass is Content Discovery Agents (CDAs). When
a network administrator would like her users to be able to resolve content names
quickly, she can set up a CDA for her users. Similar to today’s DNS resolvers, this
CDA is also called the local CDA for her users.
At its own discretion, every CDA can further choose to store location information
for certain content, usually for all content sharing the same content-ID prefixes. We
call such CDA a resolving CDA. Specifically, the CDA maintains a resolution
table (RT) to store a list of <content-ID, IP address> tuples for those content-
IDs that the CDA maintains. For simplicity, we assume every resolving CDA is
responsible for one content prefix, and our design can easily be extended to allow
more than one content prefix per resolving CDA.
Compass consists of multiple CDAs, and these CDAs can form two overlay
networks: One is an unstructured overlay formed by all CDAs. It is designed for
resolving the locations of content, and we call it the resolution overlay. The other
is a structured overlay formed by all resolving CDAs. It is designed for publishing
content locations at resolving CDAs, and we call it the publication overlay. In other
words, every CDA joins Compass by becoming a node on the resolution overlay, and
if it is a resolving CDA, it will also need to join the publication overlay. We describe
the management of these two overlays in Sec. 5.3.3. and 5.3.4., respectively.
With the two overlay networks, Compass supports three fundamental operations:
announcement, resolution, and publication. Below we first provide a high-level
overview of these operations, and then illustrate them in detail in Sec. 5.3.5.,5.3.6.,
and 5.3.7., respectively.
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• Announcement: A resolving CDA uses the announcement operation to advertise its
willingness to help resolve a particular portion of the content-ID space, as indicated
by a content-ID prefix. It generates a content prefix announcement to propagate
through the resolution overlay, in the same way as today’s BGP (Border Gateway
Protocol) announcements propagate through today’s ASes (autonomous systems).
As prefix announcements propagate through the resolution overlay, every CDA en
route learns its path for reaching a resolving CDA in charge of the content prefix in
question.
• Resolution: A content consumer uses the resolution operation to find the “best”
CDA and learn all the locations of a content item, where “best” may mean the closest
CDA or the one least costly. When resolving a content-ID, a content consumer
contacts its local CDA with a resolution request. The local CDA finds the next
hop where it should forward the resolution request. The next hop repeats the same
process and forwards the resolution request further. In this way, the resolution
request eventually reaches a CDA that can resolve the given content-ID.
• Publication: When a content provider creates new content, or moves content to a
new location, the provider uses the publication operation to inform all resolving
CDAs that need to maintain the mapping between a given content-ID and its
locations. Like the resolution operation, the content provider also first contacts
a local CDA, which then further routes its publication request on top of the
publication overlay to all the resolving CDAs responsible for the content in question.
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5.3.3. Resolution Overlay
We now describe how the resolution overlay is formed. For every new CDA that
wants to join Compass, it chooses one or more existing CDAs to establish connections
with. In doing so, it must first seek authorization from such existing CDAs in the form
of out-of-band agreements. Similar to today’s AS (autonomous system) relationships
on the Internet [106], these agreements can be of a peer-to-peer or customer-provider
nature. An existing CDA may agree to be a new CDA’s provider in return for
payment, or it may agree to be a new CDA’s peer and they may exchange similar
amounts of Compass traffic between themselves.
After a CDA joins the resolution overlay, if it is further a resolving CDA
responsible for a particular sub-space of the entire content-ID space, neighboring
resolving CDAs can form partnerships with each other to share the content resolution
workload, thus being able to resolve the entire content ID space collectively. We call
such a set of neighboring CDAs a content resolution realm. Figure 5.1. shows an
example with 11 CDAs and 3 realms.
A CDA can initiate a realm with itself as the sole member, and then have more
CDAs join the realm. The CDA that initiates a realm is called realm root, or root.
The root of a realm is initially responsible for storing the resolution information for
the entire space. As more CDAs join the realm, the resolution state is distributed
from the root to all member CDAs.
We believe that a CDA will initiate or join a realm only if it has a strong incentive.
While real-world Compass deployment will reveal real-world incentives for CDAs, in
this chapter we can only speculate. We believe a CDA would start a new realm to
reduce resolution latency for its customers. On the other hand, a CDA may join an
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FIGURE 5.1. A Compass resolution overlay. CDAs with a double-arrowed link
between them form a peer-to-peer relationship, but otherwise a customer-provider
relationship. It has three content resolution realms, with each realm storing the
resolution information for the entire content-ID space, while four CDAs are not part
of any realm.
existing realm for monetary gain. For example, a CDA may join the realm of its
transit CDA and share the resolution load in exchange for reduction in transit cost.
CDA Realm Prefix
A 3 0x0/2
B 3 0x1/2
C 3 0x2/2
D 3 0x3/2
H 1 0x0/0
I 2 0x0/2
J 2 0x1/1
K 2 0x1/2
TABLE 5.1. Content Prefixes Announced by Different CDAs
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Table 5.1. shows possible prefixes for CDAs shown in Figure 5.1.. The prefixes
are shown in CIDR notation [107]. For example, Table 5.1. shows that CDA K
belongs to resolution realm 2, and announces 2 bit prefix 0x1.
5.3.4. Publication Overlay
The goal of the publication process is to disseminate the publication information
to a subset of relevant CDAs. This problem can be reduced to application-level
multicast. There has been plenty of work in the area of application-level multicast,
especially after the inception of Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). Following this line
of work, we also use structured network for publication.
Application-level multicast roughly falls into two categories: create a multicast
group and then broadcast over that group [108], or construct a spanning tree, and
then multicast messages within the tree [109]. Both the approaches incur significant
group-creation overhead, but it is bearable because multicast sessions last for several
minutes/hours.
Compass faces a challenging problem because the multicast sessions consist of
disseminating a particular publication announcement, and must conclude as soon as
possible. In this regard, if the multicast members repeatedly join different groups,
then the overhead may become unbearable. Thus, we use a slightly different approach
for multicast than regular group formation and message dissemination.
All resolving CDAs in Compass form a publication overlay to facilitate the
publication operation. The overlay is a tree, and every CDA is positioned on the
tree according to its responsibility. If a CDA is responsible for a larger content-ID
space, it will be at a higher level of the tree. For example, if a CDA X announces
a 4-bit long prefix 0xc and CDA Y announces an 8-bit long prefix 0xc8, X will be
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at a higher level than Y , thus an ancestor of Y . When two CDAs announce the
same prefix, however, they are peers, and we treat them collectively as one logical
node on the tree. For all CDAs that announce content prefix 0x0/0—i.e., each is a
resolving-CDA for all content-IDs, they will collectively form the root of the tree as
a single logical node.
Every resolving CDA maintains a Publish Neighbor Table (PNT) to store
information about its ancestors, descendants and peers in the tree. Every entry in a
PNT is a <content-ID prefix, IP address of CDA, type of neighbor> tuple,
where the type of neighbor can be parent, child, or peer. This way, the CDA can
know what content-ID prefixes its parents, children, or peers have announced, and
their IP addresses. Note peering CDAs will have identical PNTs.
A resolving CDA Z that is responsible for a content prefix P joins the publication
overlay by finding its parents, peers and children in the overlay. To do so, Z resolves a
random content-ID contained within P (e.g., if P=0xde/8, Z may resolve content-ID
0xdeff..ff) and finds a resolving CDA J for the random content-ID. Depending on J ′s
announced prefix, J will be either an ancestor, a peer, or a descendant of Z. Compass
can then use J as an anchor to walk through the tree and retrieve Z ′s parents, peers
and children. The insertion process is completed once Z informs its parents, peers
and children about its presence in the tree, along with the prefix P it is serving.
Using the above-above mentioned methodology, we arrange the prefixes
mentioned in Table 5.1. in a binary tree, which is shown in Figure 5.2.. Figure 5.2.
shows one node for each announced prefix. However, there could be multiple CDAs
that announce the same prefix. For example, as shown in Table 5.1., CDA B and
CDA K announce the same prefix (i.e., 0x1/2). In Figure 5.2., both the CDAs are
represented by the same node 0x1/2, and are thus considered as peers. The labels
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FIGURE 5.2. Publication Overlay
on edges indicate the bit value of a particular prefix and the level of the tree indicate
the bit index in a particular prefix. Both the values combined (i.e., bit value and
bit index) together determine a prefix’s position in the tree. Figure 5.2. also shows
that prefix 0x0/0 have two children along the left branch (i.e., branch 0). This is
possible because the tree is not a balanced binary tree. Specifically, none of the
CDAs announced the prefix 0x0/1, which is the direct parent of 0x0/2 and 0x1/2. As
a result, both the prefixes are stored as children by the grandparent 0x0/0.
The publication overlay also needs to be maintained in presence of the failures of
CDAs. If a CDA notices a neighboring CDA has departed from the publication overlay
(e.g., its communication with that CDA continues to fail), it will then mark that CDA
as “departed” in its PNT, and further inform its neighbors about the departure, until
the parents, peers, and children of the departed CDA are all informed.
5.3.5. Announcement Operation
When a resolving CDA announces the content prefix it is responsible for, the
prefix announcement message propagates through the resolution overlay in a way
similar to BGP routing announcement on today’s Internet [110]. The announcement
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message includes the content prefix in question, as well as a CDA path that is an
ordered list of all the CDAs to go through in order to reach the resolving CDA.
If a CDA receives a content prefix announcement from a neighboring CDA, it
will record the content prefix and the CDA path contained in the announcement.
Moreover, it constructs or updates a resolution forwarding table (RFT) to
maintain the next-hop CDA for the announced prefix. Every entry in the RFT is
a tuple in the form of <content-ID prefix, next-hop CDA>. If the CDA decides
this newly learned path is the best path for resolving the content prefix in question,
it will prepend itself to the path, and further notify its other neighbors about the new
path.
Multiple CDAs can announce the same content prefix, thus multiple CDAs can
store the same resolution information for the same content prefix. The direct benefit
in doing so is that content consumers can discover the location of content through
the nearest resolving CDA for the content, thus a latency reduction, and the whole
system will be more fault-tolerant.
A CDA may also withdraw an existing prefix (or its path to the prefix) by
announcing the withdrawal of the prefix. The withdrawal announcement propagates
the same way through the CDA network as an announcement for a new prefix.
When a CDA receives a withdrawal announcement, it checks whether its path for
the withdrawn prefix needs to be updated. If the CDA appears to have no path to
the prefix any more, it will forward the withdrawal announcement to its neighbors. If
it appears to have to use a new path, it will update its RFT and send an announcement
of new path to its neighbors.
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FIGURE 5.3. Search Flow
5.3.6. Resolution Operation
The high-level process of searching content name to location mapping is shown
in Figure 5.3.. In the first step, a content-consuming host sends a content name to
the content discovery layer so that it can be resolved into location. Each end host
is configured with the IP address of a first-hop content discovery agent, similar to a
first hop DNS server. End hosts contact the content discovery layer through first hop
content discovery agents. In the second step Content discovery layer searches for the
given content name, and returns the IP address of the best possible content server. In
the third step, the end hosts establishes a TCP connection with the content server
given by content discovery layer. In the fourth step, the end host starts retrieving
content.
When a CDA receives a resolution request from a content consumer for a content-
ID, if the CDA is a resolver for the content-ID, it consults its resolution table (RT) and
resolves the content-ID to an IP address. The CDA then sends a resolution response
towards the content consumer. Otherwise, it performs a longest prefix match on its
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FIGURE 5.4. Content-ID resolution operation in Compass. A resolution request
originates from CDA G and is forwarded via CDA E toward CDA J , which is the
closest resolver to the consumer.
resolution forwarding table (RFT) to determine the next-hop CDA for the resolution
request.
The resolution request can be either iterative or recursive. If iterative, the CDA
sends the next-hop CDA information to the content consumer, who then further
contacts the next-hop CDA. If recursive, the CDA will directly forward the request
to the next-hop CDA. Either way, the process continues until the content consumer
receives a resolution response. Once the content consumer receives the resolution
response, it then can retrieve the content. Figure 5.4. shows an example of recursive
resolution operation.
In Figure 5.4., we show the resolution process for a request for content ID 1110
which originates in CDA G. The RFTs for CDAs G and E are shown in Table 5.2.
and Table 5.3., respectively. When the resolution request is received at CDA G, it
performs longest prefix match (LPM) on its RFT. G′s RFT contains only one entry -
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Prefix Next Hop
0x0/0 E
TABLE 5.2. RFT for G
Prefix Next Hop
0x0/1 B
0x1/1 J
TABLE 5.3. RFT for E
i.e., prefix 0x0/0, which is reachable through E. This is because G is not part of any
realm, does not announce any prefix and has only one provider. As a result, G always
forwards all the resolution requests to its provider, E. When E receives the resolution
request from G, it also performs LPM on its RFT. E ′s RFT contains only two entries
because it aggregates the prefix announcements that come to it. For example, in
this case, prefix announcements 0x0/2 and 0x1/2, from CDAs A and B respectively,
are aggregated into 0x0/1, which is reachable through B. After performing LPM
on its RT, E determines that the next hop for the request is J . Since J announces
0x1/1 (see Table 5.1.), it is the best possible CDA for content ID 1110, given that
the content ID exists in J ′s resolution table.
During resolution, if a CDA finds that multiple IP addresses exist for a given
content-ID, then instead of making a choice, the CDA sends all the IP addresses to
the content consumer. Then, it is upto the application running at the consumer’s
end how it uses these IP addresses. For example, the application may send initial
hand-shake packets to all the IPs, and the one that responds first is the host with
lowest latency, and thus most desirable. An application may also communicate with
all the IPs in parallel, and receive different blocks of data from different hosts. In
doing so, Compass pushes the decision to choose proper host content retrieval to the
end host.
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5.3.7. Publication Operation
The high-level process of publishing content name to location mapping is shown
in Figure 5.5.. In the first step, the content provider hires a CDN (e.g., Akamai),
which replicates content on its servers. In the second step, the content delivery layer
distributes content name to location mapping in the content discovery layer.
We now explain the publication operation that a content provider uses in order
to publish a content with content-ID “C” to all resolving CDAs for C. The content
provider sends a publication message for C to its local CDA, e.g., CDA X. X looks
up in its resolution forwarding table (RFT) the longest content prefix that matches C,
and identifies the next-hop CDA toward which it forwards the publication message.
This procedure continues until it finds a CDA Y that is responsible for a prefix that
contains C, i.e., Y should store the location of content-ID C.
Y then further forwards the publication message to all its peer CDAs in the
publication overlay, and one randomly chosen parent. The parent also forwards the
publication message to its own peers and one randomly chosen parent. This process
continues until the root of the tree is reached. Furthermore, Y also forwards the
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publication messages to a randomly chosen child which is also a resolving CDA for C
(i.e., its content prefix matches C). This process continues until a leaf in the tree is
found or there are no more children that are a resolving CDA of C.
Compass uses the same procedure above to update an existing content-ID-to-
location mapping or delete an existing content-ID-to-location mapping. An update
message carries a content-ID, an old location, and a new location. A delete message
carries a content-ID and a location.
5.4. Security
In this section we outline and address the fundamental security issues that
Compass faces. Before outlining security challenges, we first clarify the terminology
used in the rest of the section:
– Content Publisher: A host that is the original contributor of the content.
– Content Replicator: A host that replicates the content contributed by the
content publisher (e.g., CDNs).
– Content Name Resolver: A CDA that resolves content names into their
locations.
Compass faces two major security challenges, and they are described in the next
two subsections.
5.4.1. Protecting the Binding
Compass must protect the binding between content names and their locations.
Specifically, a content name resolver may change the binding from what the publisher
publishes - i.e., it may change the name of the content or the location of the content.
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We solve this problem by using public key cryptography, certificates and a
certificate authority. Each publisher generates its own public/private key pair, and
obtains a certificate from a certificate authority that carries its public key. The
publisher uses the private key to sign the content name to location binding, as
described below, and the certificate vouches for the public key of the publisher.
So far, the Compass design only requires the publisher to publish the location
of the content, and content metadata, which includes content name along with other
information (e.g., content type, content encoding). However, in order to solve the
binding problem, mentioned above, content publisher must also publish and content
name resolver must store the following additional information:
– Signature
– Certificate
In addition, Compass also requires that content publishers must include the IP
address or IP prefix of the content in the content metadata.
In order to generate the signature, the content publisher computes a
cryptographic hash (e.g, SHA-1, MD5) of the content metadata, and encrypts the
hash with its own private key The inclusion of the IP address or IP prefix and content
name in content metadata essentially means that the publisher itself signs the binding
between content name and its location.
5.4.2. Protecting Prefix Announcements
Compass faces another security challenge that an intermediate CDA A may
tamper with a prefix announcement in the following ways:
– Modify the prefix that was originally announced.
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– Modify the path that the announcement has taken to reach A.
In order to solve the above-mentioned problem, Compass requires that each CDA
must do the following:
– Generate a public/private key pair.
– Acquire a certificate from a certification authority that vouches for the CDA’s
IP address, port number and public key.
A certificate authority may employ several different mechanisms to confirm that
the IP address, port number and public key belong to the claimed CDA before issuing
a certificate. One simple way to vouch for this information is to send a challenge (e.g.,
what is the sum of 2 and 2), which is encrypted with the claimed public key of the
CDA, to the claimed IP address and port number. If the CDA is able to receive
the message and able to correctly answer the challenge, then that means the claimed
information is correct, and the CA can vouch for the CDA.
When a CDA announces a prefix, it signs the prefix and the path attribute of
the packet with its private key. It then includes the signature and its certificate in the
packet. Each CDA along the path repeats the same process: adds its own IP address
and port number to the path attribute, signs the prefix and the path attribute with its
own private key, and includes the signature and its own certification. In order for this
approach to work, each CDA must carry the public keys of all existing certification
authorities, so that the integrity of the certificate can be verified. This is a requirement
because CDAs can acquire their certificates from any certification authority.
Since each CDA along the path signs the prefix announcement, and the signatures
from all CDAs are included in the prefix announcement packet, the integrity of the
packet can be verified at any CDA. In order to verify the integrity of the packet,
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a CDA Z would go through all the signatures and certificates in the packet one by
one, starting from the first signature. In order to begin the verification process, Z
first removes all the CDAs from the path attribute, except for the first CDA A that
announced the prefix. Then, Z computes a cryptographic hash over the announced
prefix and the path attribute. Next, it decrypts the signature of the CDA A by using
the public key from A’s certificate, and retrieves the cryptographic hash computed
by A. If the two hashes match, then it means that prefix that Z received is valid
along with the path attribute until the second CDA. In addition, if the IP address
and port number in the path attribute match the IP address and port number in A’s
certificate, then it also means that A did not falsify its own identity. CDA Z repeats
the same process from second CDA, and continues until the integrity of the prefix
announcement is verified for all preceding CDAs.
Our proposed approach is similar to BGPSEC [111], with difference in the level
of security. Compass requires that the certificates must include the identity of a CDA
(i.e., IP address and port number), and the public key is mapped to the identity of a
CDA. BGPSEC, on the other hand, requires that the certificates must map IP prefixes
to public keys. Keeping this in mind, our proposed mechanism enables accountability,
whereas BGPSEC enables authorization. More specifically, in Compass, if a CDA is
involved in a malicious activity regarding prefix announcements (e.g., tampering with
announcement packets), then it can be held accountable for that activity. BGPSEC
provides the same level of accountability, but it also enables authorization, because
no AS can announce a prefix unless it is authorized by a central authority (e.g.,
RPKI [112]). This authorization comes in the form of the certificate: an AS cannot
posses a certificate that maps its prefix to a public key, unless it is authorized.
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The level of security provided by Compass is weaker than BGPSEC, and for
good reason. BGPSEC assumes that if an AS announces a prefix, then no other AS
can announce the same prefix. However, Compass allows multiple CDAs to announce
the same prefix. Thus, Compass does not require authorization; it only requires
accountability. Moreover, a weaker security model allows Compass to rely only on
certificate authorities, rather a centralized root of trust, which has been the major
hurdle in the deployment of BGPSEC.
5.4.3. Reputation
Compass faces the problem of determining the reputation of a content provider
(i.e., publisher). In today’s domain-oriented naming system, end hosts might prefer
one domain over another to retrieve content. For example, content from CNN might
be considered more reliable and trustworthy than content from FOX.
As mentioned in Section 5.3.1., such a naming scheme tangles the name of content
provider with actual content, which affects the name persistence of content - i.e., as
content moves to another domain it needs to be renamed. As a result, Compass
advocates a clean separation between content provider and content name, using only
content name to discover its location. However, in doing so, Compass loses the built-in
trust model that today’s domain-oriented naming provides.
We solve the problem of reputation by including the name of publisher in the
certificate, which is issued to the publisher by a certification authority. Compass does
not dictate any structure on the name; the name can be anything that the publisher
wants, as long as it is unique. In order to ensure uniqueness of names, a global registry
can be employed, similar to today’s DNS registry. With this addition of publisher
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name, the certification authority vouches for a publisher’s name as well as its public
key.
The simple approach of including publisher name in the certificate solves the
reputation problem, because when during the resolution process, end hosts receive
multiple certificates for various publishers offering the same content, it can choose
based on its own preference.
5.4.3.1. Content Distribution Networks
The simple approach of including the name of a publisher in the certificate
fails when the content publisher uses a content distribution network to replicate its
content. Our approach of protecting content name to location binding, as described
in Section 5.4. does not distinguish between an original content publisher and a
content replicator. Specifically, if a CDN replicates the content of a content provider,
the CDN would use its own certificate to sign the content name to address mapping.
While this approach works to protect the binding between content name and location,
it does not give any clue to the end host about who originally created the content.
Thus, the end host may have trouble trusting the content.
To solve this problem, we create an authorization mechanism through which the
original content publisher authorizes content replicators to replicate content. In order
to seek the authorization, the content replicator sends all the IP prefixes, which may
replicate content, to the content publisher out-of-band. The content publisher signs
the binding between content name and each IP prefix, and sends all the signatures
to content replicator out-of-band. These signatures constitute the authorization from
the original content publisher to the content replicator. From this point onwards, the
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content replicator can publish the content by using the signatures provided by the
original content provider, and the certificate of the original content provider.
As a result of this authorization mechanism, when an end host retrieves content
name to location mapping from a content name resolver, it gets the certificate of
original content provider along with other information. As discussed above, this
certificate may help the user in deciding which content to trust more.
5.5. Recap
In this chapter we presented Compass, a new content discovery service for the
Internet. Compass supports persistent content names, which is the key requirement
for any content discovery service. Specifically, Compass resolves content identifiers
(cryptographic hashes of human readable content names) into locations (i.e., IP
addresses). Furthermore, Compass is scalable because it allows CDAs to decide the
extent of their participation in storing content ID resolution information. Specifically,
a CDA that stores content ID resolution information announces a content ID prefix,
which indicates the range and amount of stored resolution information. In addition,
Compass maintains tight control over system membership, by forcing CDAs to form
agreements before joining the system. Finally, Compass is deployable over today’s
Internet without requiring any changes in the underlying infrastructure.
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CHAPTER VI
COMPASS: IMPLEMENTATION, EVALUATION
AND ADDITIONAL ISSUES
Text from this chapter is based on work submitted to Infocom 2014. My advisor
Prof. Jun Li, Dr. Matteo Varvello and I were the primary contributors to this work.
In this chapter we present the implementation of Compass, evaluate Compass
using our simulation framework, and present additional issues related to the
deployment of Compass.
6.1. Implementation
In this section we discuss the implementation of Compass, including the
communication protocols used and the format of messages exchanged. Our goal in
this section is to explore the feasibility of Compass operations.
We have implemented a single CDA in python in 900 lines of code. The
program takes local host information (i.e., IP address, TCP port number and
UDP port number), prefixes announced by the CDA, and the host information for
CDA neighbors as parameters. CDA neighbor information also includes the type
of relationship, which can be either peer-to-peer, provider-consumer or consumer-
provider. The code is single-threaded and uses asynchronous network communication.
In this section, we describe the implementation and operation of Compass
protocol from the perspective of a newly joining CDA < A >. We < A > first
starts, it binds the local IP address, UDP port and TCP port, which are provided
as parameters. Next, it establishes TCP connections with its neighbors. Once the
connections are successfully established, < A > sends HELLO messages to all the
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neighbors. The format of the HELLO message is shown in Figure 6.1.. Figure 6.1.
shows that a HELLO message is 4 bytes long, and it only carries a 4 byte code that
identifies a HELLO message. The purpose of a HELLO message is to establish that
the CDA and its neighbor use the same protocol and that the TCP connection was
not accidental.
Each neighbor of < A > responds with a HELLO RES message. The format of
the HELLO RES message is shown in Figure 6.2.. Similar to a HELLO message, a
HELLO RES message is also 4 bytes long, and carries a 4 byte code that identifies a
HELLO RES message.
Each CDA maintains three neighbor tables, one for each type of neighbor - i.e.,
peer, consumer, provider. Once HELLO and HELLO RES messages are successfully
exchanged between < A > and its neighbors, < A > adds neighbors in appropriate
neighbor tables, and neighbors add < A > in proper neighbor table.
CDAs also use HELLO and HELLO RES messages as ping messages to check
the liveliness of its neighbors. Every 60 seconds, a CDA sends HELLO messages to all
its neighbors. If a neighbor fails to respond to 5 consecutive HELLO messages with
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a HELLO RES message, then the CDA considers the neighbor dead, and discards it
from the neighbor table.
Once a neighbor adds < A > in its neighbor table, it sends an announcement
message to the CDA. An announcement message from a neighbor to < A >
communicates all the prefixes that are reachable through the neighbor. Figure 6.3.
shows the structure of the announcement message. The announcement message starts
with a 4 byte number that identifies the announcement message. The next 4 byte
number indicates the number of prefixes n that the message carries. After that there
is a list of n prefix/length pairs; each prefix is 16 bytes long and each length is 4 bytes
long. After the list of prefix/length pairs comes a 4 byte number that indicates the
number of cda hops m through which the announcement message originally passed to
reach < A >’s neighbor. Finally, the message contains a list of m IP/udp port/tcp
port tuples. Each IP address is 4 bytes long and udp and tcp ports are 2 bytes long
each.
When < A > receives an announcement message from its neighbor, it extracts
the prefix/length pairs and inserts the pairs in its global forwarding table. In our
implementation, each CDA organizes its global forwarding table as a binary tree for
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high-speed longest prefix match. The CDA also extracts the CDA hops from the
announcement message and stores the hops with the prefix in the global forwarding
table.
Once a new CDA successfully establishes connections with its neighbors and
receives prefix announcements from its neighbors, it inserts itself in the publication
tree, as described in Section 5.3.4.. The first step in the insertion process is to perform
a lookup for a random ID that contains the prefix that < A > will later announce.
Our implementation supports UDP as well as TCP protocols for lookup. UDP-
based lookup is fast, but unreliable. TCP-based lookup, on the other hand, is
relatively slower but reliable. We believe that end hosts may use UDP for lookup,
whereas CDAs may use TCP for lookup.
The structure of the lookup message is shown in Figure 6.4.. Similar to other
messages, the lookup message also starts with a 4 byte number that identifies that
lookup message. After that, the lookup message carries the 16 byte ID that the sender
of the lookup message is querying.
We implement the lookup operation as an iterative process, so that the originator
of the lookup request (either end host or a CDA has complete control over how the
request proceeds further). In order to insert itself in the publish tree, < A > starts
the lookup process on a random ID that contains < A >’s prefix by performing a
longest prefix match on its global forwarding table. The result of the longest prefix
match on the global forwarding table is a prefix, an IP address, UDP port number,
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and TCP port number of the next hop. Before sending a lookup message to its
neighbor, < A > checks whether it has already found an ancestor or a descendant in
the publish tree. We refer to this test as the ancestor/descendant test. If the n bit long
prefix of the neighboring CDA matches the n high order bits of the randomly chosen
ID, then the neighboring CDA passes the ancestor/descendant (i.e., the neighboring
CDA is either an ancestor or a descendant of < A > in the publish tree), and the
CDA does not perform any lookup. On the other hand, if the neighboring CDA fails
the ancestor/descendant test, then the CDA starts the lookup process, by sending a
lookup message to the neighboring CDA, using the existing TCP connection. The
next hop neighbor performs a longest prefix match on its global forwarding table, and
sends the next hop information to the CDA.
The format of the lookup response message is shown in Figure 6.5.. The first
4 bytes of the lookup response message contains a 4 byte number that identifies the
lookup response message. The next 16 bytes contain the queried ID. Following the
ID, the message contains a 4 byte length field, which indicates the length of the prefix
of the next hop in bits. Following the length, the lookup response message reserves
16 bytes for the prefix. Finally, the lookup response message contains 8 bytes of host
information, which includes 4 bytes of IP address, 2 bytes of TCP port number, and
2 bytes of UDP port number.
Once the CDA receives a lookup response message from its neighbor (or other
hops that are farther away), it performs the ancestor/descendant test on the next hop.
If the next hop CDA fails the test, then the new CDA establishes a TCP connection
with the next hop, and sends the lookup message. This process continues, until < A >
finds a CDA < Z > that passes the ancestor/descendant test. Once < A > finds an
ancestor or a descendant, it starts the insertion process.
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OPCODE LOOKUP ID
4 BYTES 16 BYTES
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
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FIGURE 6.5. Lookup Response
As described in Section 5.3.4., < A > further classifies the CDA < Z > that
passes the ancestor/descendant test into an ancestor, peer or descendant, depending
on the following criteria:
– If < Z >’s announced prefix is smaller in length than new CDA’s prefix, then
< Z > is new CDA’s ancestor.
– If < Z >’s announced prefix is equal in length to new CDA’s prefix, then < Z >
is new CDA’s peer.
– If < Z >’s announced prefix is larger in length than new CDA’s prefix then
< Z > is new CDA’s descendant.
After classifying the CDA < Z >, < A > establishes a TCP connection with
< Z >, and sends a request for CDAs(RC) message. The structure of RC message is
shown in Figure 6.6.. First four bytes of the RC message identify the RC message.
Next one byte is a bitmask in which the lower order three bits are used and high
order five bits are unused. If bit 0 is set, then the request is for < Z >’s parents, if
bit 1 is set, then the request is for < Z >’s peers, and if bit 2 is set, then the request
is for < Z >’s children. If multiple bits are set then the request is for multiple types
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OPCODE RC BITMASK
4 BYTES 1 BYTE
FIGURE 6.6. RC
of CDAs. For example, if bits 0 and 2 are set, then the request is for < Z >’s parents
and children.
Depending on < Z >’s classification (i.e., ancestor, peer or descendant), < A >
sends an RC message with following bits set in the bitmask:
– If < Z > is a descendant, then bit 0 is set in RC message, requesting < Z >’s
immediate parents.
– If < Z > is an ancestor, then bit 2 is set in RC message, requesting < Z >’s
immediate children.
– If < Z > is a peer, then all 3 bits are set, requesting < Z >’s children, peers
and parents, because in case of a peer, < A >’s parent, peer and children tables
will be same as < Z >’s tables.
Upon receiving RC, CDA < Z > responds with CDAs from its publish neighbor
table. The structure of the response message is shown in Figure 6.7.. The response
message starts with a 4 byte code that identifies the response message. Next, the
response message carries a 4 byte number that specifies the number of CDAs that
are embedded in the response message. For each CDA, the response message carries
a 4 byte number that indicates the length of the CDA prefix in bits, the CDA prefix,
CDA IP address, TCP and UDP port numbers for the CDA, and 1 byte bitmask,
which indicates < A >’s relationship with the CDA < Z >. As before, 5 high order
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OPCODE # OF CDAs
4 BYTES 4 BYTES
CDA 
PREFIX
CDA PREFIX 
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CDA 
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FIGURE 6.7. RC Response
bits in bitmask are unused, and lower order 3 bits indicate either parent (bit 0), peer
(bit 1) and child (bit 2).
When the CDA < A > receives an RC Response from a CDA < Z >, and if Z
is either a descendant or an ancestor than < A > randomly chooses one CDA and
sends an RC message. The CDA < A > continues this process to find its immediate
parent. However, if < Z > is a peer of < A >, then < A > has already found its
proper position in the tree, and does not need to search for its immediate parents,
because < Z >’s parents are < A >’s parents. The CDA < A > continues its search
for immediate parent until it finds a CDA < K > that satisfies the following two
properties:
– < K >’s prefix length is smaller than A’s.
– The difference between prefix lengths of A and K is the smallest across all the
CDAs that A contacts.
At the end of this search, either < A > finds its peer < Z >, or it finds its
immediate parent < K >. In both the cases, < A > sends an RC message to either
< Z > or < K > with all 3 bits set, thus requesting their entire neighbor tables.
However, it uses the responses different as follows:
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– If< A > contacts its peer< Z >, then< Z >’s neighbor table becomes< A >’s
neighbor table - i.e., < Z >’s ancestors are < A >’s ancestors, < Z >’s peers
are < A >’s peers, and < Z >’s descendants are < A >’s descendants.
– If < A > contacts its immediate parent < K >, then < K >’s ancestors
become < A >’s ancestors, < K >’s peers become < A >’s parents, and a
subset of < K >’s descendants become < A >’s peers or descendants. All those
descendants of < K > that have the exact same prefix and prefix length as
< A >, become < A >’s peers. All those descendants of < K > whose prefix
length is larger than < A >’s and whose high order n bits of the prefix match
the n bit prefix of < A >, become < A >’s descendants.
It is certainly possible that A may fail to find a CDA K which satisfies the above two
properties. If that is the case, then it means that A is the new root of the tree.
Once < A > completes the process of learning about its immediate parents,
ancestors, peers, immediate children, and descendants, it establishes a TCP
connection with all of them and sends TREE HELLO messages. The structure of the
TREE HELLO message is shown in Figure 6.10.. First 4 bytes of the TREE HELLO
message identifies the message. The next 4 bytes contain the length of the prefix
announced by the new CDA in bits. The next 16 bytes contain the new CDA’s
prefix, and the following 8 bytes contain new CDAs IP address (4 bytes), UDP port
number (2 bytes), and TCP port number (2 bytes). As CDAs in the publish tree
receive TREE HELLO message, they add the new CDA as an ancestor if the CDA’s
prefix length is smaller, as a peer if the CDA’s prefix length is the same, and as a
descendant if CDA’s prefix length is larger.
Once < A > has successfully inserted itself in the publish tree, it retrieves its
share of resolution information from one of the following:
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OPCODE
4 BYTES
PREFIX
PREFIX 
LENGTH
16 BYTES 4 BYTES
FIGURE 6.8. RR Message
– If < A >’s peers exist, then it can retrieve all the resolution information from
one of its peers, because the peers carry the same resolution information as
< A >.
– If no peer of < A > exists, then < A > retrieves the resolution information
from its immediate parents and its immediate children.
In order to retrieve the resolution information from either its parents and children
or its peers, < A > establishes a TCP connection and sends an RR message. The
structure of an RR message is shown in Figure 6.8.. First 4 bytes of the RR message
identify the message. Next 16 bytes contain < A >’s announced prefix. Finally 4
bytes contain length of prefix in bits.
When CDA < I > receives an RR message from < A > it performs one of the
following actions:
– If < I > is < A >’s peer or child, then I sends its entire resolution table to
< A > in an RS message.
– If < I > is < A >’s parent, then < I > responds with only those resolution
entries whose n high order bits match < A >’s n bit prefix. Our CDA
implementation uses a hashtable to implement the resolution table. In order
to find relevant resolution entries for < A >, < I > iterates over its entire
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resolution table and finds those entries whose n high order bits match < A >’s
n bit prefix.
Implementing the resolution table as a hashtable is a design choice to support
resolution in O(1) time. Of course this design choice implies that the
construction of an RS message requires O(m) time, where m is the number
of resolution table entries, because < I > must iterate over the entire resolution
table.
Another way to implement the resolution table is as a binary tree, in which
case both the operations of resolution and RS message construction will take
log(m) time, where m is the number of entries in the resolution table. However,
we believe that the resolution operation will be far more frequent than the
construction of an RS message. Thus, it is important to perform resolution in
constant time.
The structure of an RS message is shown in Figure 6.9.. The first 4 bytes identify
the RS message. Next 4 bytes indicate the number n of resolution entries contained
in the message. After that, the message contains n resolution entries. Each resolution
entry consists of a 16 byte content ID, a 4 byte number m that indicates the number
of content publishers that carry the content for the content ID, and m IP address (4
bytes), TCP port number (2 bytes) tuples.
After being completely inserted in the publish tree, the new CDA announces its
prefix through its neighbors, using the announcement message shown in Figure 6.3..
When an end host conducts a lookup, it sends a lookup message (shown in
Figure 6.4.) to its first hop CDA. The first hop CDA responds with a lookup response
message (shown in Figure 6.5.), which contains information about the next hop. The
end host then sends a lookup message to the next hop. This process continues until
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FIGURE 6.9. RS Message
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FIGURE 6.10. Tree HELLO
the request reaches a CDA whose n bit prefix matches the n high order bits in the
queried ID. If the last CDA possesses information about the queried ID, then it sends
a LOOKUP MAPPING message, which is shown in Figure 6.11.. Otherwise, it sends
a LOOKUP NULL message, which is shown in Figure 6.12..
As shown in Figure 6.11., LOOKUP MAPPING message starts with 4 byte
number that identifies the LOOKUP MAPPING message. Next, it contains the 16
byte ID that the end host queried. After that, the message contains a 4 byte number,
which indicates the number of publishers carried in the message. Finally, for each
OPCODE LOOKUP ID
4 BYTES 16 BYTES
# OF 
PUBLISHERS
4 BYTES 4 BYTES
PUBLISHER 
IP ADDRESS
PUBLISHER 
TCP PORT
2 BYTES
ADDITIONAL 
PUBLISHERS
............
FIGURE 6.11. Lookup Mapping
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TCP PORT
2 BYTES
FIGURE 6.13. Publish
publisher, the message carries 6 bytes of information; 4 bytes for IP address and 2
bytes for TCP port number.
As the name indicates, LOOKUP NULL message is an empty message that only
carries a 4 byte code, which identifies the message.
When an end host wishes to publish the name to location mapping, it starts the
publish process by performing a lookup. At the end of the lookup process, it first
finds the first CDA that should store the name to location mapping. The next step
in publish process is to send a publish message to the discovered CDA. The structure
of the publish message is shown in Figure 6.13.
As shown in Figure 6.13., the publish message starts with a 4 byte number that
identifies the publish message. Next, it contains the 16 byte ID, which is the hash of
the content name. Finally, the message contains 6 byte information for the publisher,
which includes 4 byte IP address and 2 byte port number.
The end host establishes a TCP connection with the discovered CDA, and sends
the publish message. The discovered CDA propagates the publish message along the
publish tree, as described in Section 5.3.7..
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6.2. Evaluation Methodology
6.2.1. Metrics
We evaluate Compass in terms of resolution latency, publication latency, storage
cost, and networking cost. We measure the latency as the number of CDA hops
required to complete an operation. We focus on the latency of publication and
resolution operations; we do not evaluate the latency of the announcement operation
as this is similar to BGP, which is well-studied in the existing literature [113]. We
measure the storage cost as the number of entries to be stored in the Resolution
Forwarding Table (RFT), Resolution Table (RT), and Publish Neighbor Table (PNT),
respectively. Finally, we measure the networking cost as the bandwidth required for
publication operations.
6.2.2. Simulator, CDA Topology, and Realm Construction
We evaluate Compass using our own discrete event simulator. Our simulator
implements Compass’s operations (cf. Section 5.3.) and uses the real-world Internet
topology from CAIDA [114] as the topology for the CDAs. We assume that each AS
(autonomous system) in the CAIDA topology runs a CDA.
By considering how much a CDA participates in the resolution process, we
investigate two scenarios for realm construction: selfish and altruistic. In the selfish
scenario, a realm only consists of the root CDA that stores the entire RT. This scenario
represents the worst case for Compass, where CDAs are not willing to share the
resolution load. In the altruistic scenario, a CDA joins all the realms of its “provider
CDA.” The altruistic scenario represents a more realistic adoption of Compass in the
current Internet topology.
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We further need to select realm roots and assign content prefixes to CDAs in
every realm. A realm root eventually stores the resolution information for all the
content items in existence. Thus, CDAs with a large infrastructure should be more
likely to become realm roots. We select as realm roots the CDAs with the highest
ranking in the CAIDA topology (CAIDA ranks ASes by the size of the customer
cone of every AS, where an AS’s customer cone consist of its direct and indirect
customers [115].) In our simulations, we specify the number of realms roots (and
thus realms) as a fraction r of the total number of CDAs, where r varies from 0.001
to 0.01. Finally, we assign prefixes to CDAs by evenly dividing the content-ID space
among realm members. We assume that 1 trillion content items have to be indexed
and resolved, as this is Google’s estimated size of the Web [2].
6.2.3. Measuring Resolution and Publication Latency
To evaluate resolution latency and publication latency, we select 10 CDAs as
vantage points, i.e., local CDAs for resolution requests or publication requests. Since
content consumers and providers are located at the edge of the Internet, we expect
the majority of resolution and publication requests come from stub ASes, and we
therefore select these 10 CDAs from stub ASes as well.
Every resolution simulation starts by building an RFT for one of the 10 local
CDAs. Then for a random content-ID, the simulator can use the RFT to find the
RFT tuple <content prefix P, next hop CDA> that is the longest prefix match
for the content-ID. The simulator can then retrieve the CDA path corresponding to
P , and use the number of hops in the path as the resolution latency for the content-ID
in question.
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Every publication simulation first organizes all the CDAs into the publication
overlay based on their announced prefixes, and then propagates a publication message
about a random content-ID from a local CDA. The message will reach all those CDAs
whose prefix matches the random content-ID that is being published, as described in
Sec. 5.3.7..
6.2.4. Measuring Networking Cost
The publication simulations maintain per-link counters to measure link stress :
the number of times individual network links are used for publication operations.
This metric allows us to quantify the per-link bandwidth requirements for publication
operations. In order to compute link stress, the simulator uses the AS numbers of
the ASes in which CDAs are situated: when CDA A forwards a publication message
to a CDA B, the simulator uses C-BGP [116] to compute valley-free route from A′s
AS to B′s AS. Each successive AS pair of the form (X,Y ) in the above-mentioned
valley-free route represents an AS-level link from X to Y .
We convert link stress for each link into bandwidth requirements by computing
the following two numbers: 1) the maximum number of publication messages per link
per publication simulation across all publication simulations for a given number of
realms, and 2) the number of publication simulations for a given number of realms in
which a given link was used, normalized by the total number of publication simulations
for the given number of realms. We consider the first number as the worst case
usage for a link, and the second number as the probability that a single link will
be used during a publication session. Everyday approximately 150, 000 new domains
are announced [101], and a single domain consists of 5, 000 pages on average [102],
which results in 750 million publication announcement sessions per day. We use link
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participation probability to calculate the fraction of publication sessions that will pass
through a given link for a given number of realms. Next we multiply the total number
of publication sessions that pass through a link by the worst case usage for a single
publication session for a given number of realms, which gives the total number of
publication packets that pass through a link. Finally, we multiply the total number
of packets by publication packet size (i.e., 90 bytes, including payload and packet
headers) to calculate the total traffic that passes through a link in 1 day.
6.2.5. Measuring Storage Cost
We focus on the three main data structures when measuring the storage cost of
Compass:
RFT size—In order to evaluate RFT size, we construct RFTs of 10 CDAs whose
corresponding ASes have the largest customer cones [114]. Similar to today’s Internet,
these CDAs have the largest RFTs.
RT size—In order to evaluate this metric, we consider the RT size of all CDAs.
We compute the RT size for CDA A by dividing the total number of content items
by the total number of CDAs in A′s realm.
PNT size—We evaluate PNT size by considering PNTs of all the CDAs. First,
we use the announced prefixes to construct the publication overlay as described in
Section 5.3.4.. Then, we compute the size of each CDA’s PNT by summing up the
number of its peers, descendants and ancestors.
6.3. Evaluation Results
This section describes the results from our simulations. Before we discuss
results for our latency, storage and networking cost simulations, we first discuss two
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properties that emerge as a side-effect of our evaluation methodology. First, as the
number of realms increases, the average size (i.e., number of CDAs per realms) of a
realm decreases. For example, with 36 realms (r = 0.001), the average realm size is
21, 000 CDAs, and with 360 realms (r = 0.01), the average realm size is 1, 200 CDAs.
This phenomenon is observed because when a CDA becomes a realm root, it cuts
all ties with all other realms. Since the CDA does not belong to any other realm,
its customers do not belong to other realms either, unless either a customer becomes
a root itself, or the customer is multi-homed. Second, as the number of realms
increases, the average prefix length of announced prefixes decreases. For example,
with 36 realms, the average announced prefix length is 14 bits, and with 360 realms,
the average announced prefix length is 11 bits. This phenomenon is observed because
as the size of realms decreases, CDAs in the realms have increased responsibility for
prefix announcements.
Next, we discuss the results for latency, storage and networking cost metrics.
6.3.1. Latency
Figure 6.14. and Figure 6.15. show results for publication and resolution latency
respectively for both altruistic and selfish scenario. Each subfigure in Figure 6.14.
and Figure 6.15. shows the number of realms on the x-axis and number of CDA hops
on the y-axis. Each subfigure also shows min, max, 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles as
box and whiskers plot, which represents variance in the number of CDA hops for a
given number of realms.
Figure 6.14.a shows that in the altruistic scenario, as the number of realms
increases, publication latency increases as well. This is because, the larger the number
of realms, the larger the number of resolving-CDAs, which means the publication
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(a) Altruistic
(b) Selfish
FIGURE 6.14. Publication Latency
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(a) Altruistic
(b) Selfish
FIGURE 6.15. Resolution Latency
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packets have to travel for more hops. Figure 6.14.b shows that in the selfish scenario
the increase in number of realms does not have a significant impact on publication
latency. This is because in selfish scenario, all the CDAs are peers. Once any CDA
in the publication overlay is found, the other CDAs are contacted in parallel, which
counts as one hop. Thus, the only variable is the number of hops required to find a
CDA in the publication overlay, which is slightly higher for smaller numbers of realms
but becomes constant as the number of realms increases.
We convert the CDA hop latency, shown in Figure 6.14.a, into time latency
by using Padhye et al.’s [117] TCP throughput model to provide approximate
numbers. Padhye et al.’s model takes three parameters as input: round trip time
(RTT), probability of packet loss and maximum TCP window size. Since content
providers and CDAs send only one packet to the next hop, we keep maximum
window size constant and compute it as follows: TCP DEFAULT WINDOW SIZE
TCP MAXIMUM SEGMENT SIZE
.
On Linux distributions, TCP DEFAULT WINDOW SIZE = 56KB and
TCP MAXIMUM SEGMENT SIZE = 1460B. We vary the RTT value from
10 ms to 1,000 ms, based on recent measurements [118, 119]. Finally, we use
three different values for loss probability, 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1, as used by Padhye
et al. [117]. Using the TCP throughput model and the above-mentioned values,
we generate several values of TCP throughput in packets/second. For example,
in the best case (RTT=10 ms, packet loss probability=0.001), TCP throughput is
1, 635 packets/second or 0.61 milliseconds/packet. Figure 6.14.a shows that largest
publication latency is 13 hops, which converts to 8.54 milliseconds. In the worst
case (RTT = 1, 000 ms, packet loss probability=0.1), TCP throughput is 1.45
packets/second or 0.7 seconds/packet, which converts to 9.8 seconds for publication
latency.
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We compare the above-mentioned publication time latency numbers against
CDNs’ requirements to assess the feasibility of Compass. CDNs are the most frequent
publishers because they repeatedly change the location of their content servers.
Recent measurements [120] have shown that CDNs change location of their content
servers every 100 seconds on average. Our numbers are well below what CDNs require.
Figure 6.15.a and Figure 6.15.b show that under altruistic and selfish scenarios
respectively, the resolution latency decreases as the number of realms increases. This
is because the increase in number of realms increases the number of CDAs that can
resolve a given content-ID to IP address, which increases the probability of finding a
CDA that is close-by.
Similar to publication latency, we convert resolution latency from hops to time.
However, instead of varying RTT between 10 ms and 1, 000 ms, we fix it at 40 ms.
For resolution operation, CDAs use their geographical neighbors. Recall that for our
simulations, we use the CAIDA AS-level topology and replace each AS with a CDA.
According to [108], worst case one way inter-AS latency is 20 ms. We use twice
this value to convert into RTT. Using 40 ms as the RTT and 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 as
values for loss probability, we get the following three values for TCP throughput in
packets/second: 585.79(0.001), 80.4(0.01) and 2.94(0.1). When we multiply these
values by the largest resolution latency in hops (i.e., 4.5), we get the following
resolution latency values in milliseconds 7.68(0.001), 55(0.01) and 1, 530(0.1). In order
to assess the feasibility of Compass, we compare the above-mentioned approximate
numbers against DNS resolution latency, which is 382 ms on average [121]. These
numbers show that Compass performs significantly better than DNS, as long as less
than 10% of packets are lost.
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FIGURE 6.16. CDAs Contacted
6.3.2. Networking Cost
In this subsection we evaluate networking cost associated with the publication
operation.
We first evaluate whether today’s outgoing link bandwidths per CDA can support
the publication operation. Figure 6.16. shows the minimum, maximum, 25th, 50th and
75th percentiles as box and whiskers plot, which represents variance in the number
of CDAs that a single CDA contacts for a given number of realms. The x-axis in
the figure shows the number of realms, and the y-axis shows the number of CDAs
contacted by a single CDA. The figure shows that as the number of realms increases,
the number of CDAs contacted increases as well. Recall that when propagating a
publication message, a single CDA contacts only one of its parents and only one of its
children, but contacts all of its peers. The variation in the number of CDAs contacted
with increasing number of realms is because of the variation in the number of peers
per CDA. As the number of realms increases, average size of realms and average
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(a) Altruistic
(b) Selfish
FIGURE 6.17. Bandwidth Consumption per Link
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(a) Altruistic
(b) Selfish
FIGURE 6.18. Resolution Request Cost
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length of announced prefixes decreases, which increases the similarity in prefixes and
thus the number of CDA peers in the publication tree.
Figure 6.16. shows that at max, a CDA may contact 76 other CDAs. Each
publication message is 90 bytes long (16 bytes for content-ID, 4 bytes for IP address,
2 bytes for TCP port number, 6 bytes for opcode that identifies publication message,
and 62 bytes for packet overhead). In order to contact 76 CDAs in parallel, a single
CDA’s outgoing link must be able to transmit at 54Kbps. Given that today’s outgoing
links can easily handle transmission rates on the order of several Mb/s, 54Kbps is a
negligible requirement.
We assess whether today’s network links possess enough bandwidth to carry
publication traffic. The results are shown in Figure 6.17.a (altruistic scenario) and
Figure 6.17.b (selfish scenario). The x-axis of the figure shows number of realms and
the y-axis shows bandwidth requirement in Mbps using log-scale. Both the figures
also show min, max, 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles as as box and whiskers plot, which
represents variance in bandwidth requirements for a given number of realms. Both
the figures show little variance in bandwidth requirements, which implies that most
links are used infrequently. Both the figures also show that for each realm setting
(i.e., different number of realms), there are outlier links that observe large bandwidth
requirement, and the bandwidth requirements increase with the number of realms -
for the altruistic scenario the maximum capacity requirement is 54 Mbps, and for
selfish scenario the maximum capacity requirement is 378 Mbps. As the number of
realms increases, the number of resolving-CDAs increases as well, which increases
the probability that a single link will be used multiple times, resulting in larger
capacity requirements. While the capacity requirements for the altruistic scenario are
manageable, the requirements are significantly high for the selfish scenario. In the
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selfish scenario, the first CDA in the publication overlay that receives the publication
message is responsible for contacting all other CDAs, because all the CDAs are peers.
This process excessively uses the first CDA’s outgoing links. Thus, the CDAs that
announce 0x0/0 as their prefix must be aware that the bandwidth requirements are
significantly high.
Finally, we measure the number of resolution requests that individual CDAs
serve, which represents the cost incurred by each CDA. The results are shown in
Figure 6.18.a (Altruistic scenario) and Figure 6.18.b (Selfish scenario). Both the
figures show the number of realms on the x-axis and the number of resolution requests
received by an individual CDA as a percentage of total resolution requests on the y-
axis. Both the figures also show min, max, 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles as as
box and whiskers plot, which represent variance in percentage of received resolution
requests for a given number of realms. Figure 6.18.a shows that as the number of
realms increases, the percentage of received resolution requests increases as well. As
the number of realms increases, average realm size and average announced prefix
length decreases, and, as a result, individual CDAs receive more resolution traffic.
Figure 6.18.a also shows that at max, an individual CDA receives 0.16% of total
resolution requests, which is negligible. Figure 6.18.b does not show a particular
pattern as the number of realms increases. This is because in the selfish scenario all
the CDAs announce exactly the same prefix, and the resolution traffic received by a
CDA depends on the origin of the request and the CDA’s position in the topology.
Figure 6.18.b shows at max a CDA receives 4% of total resolve requests, which is also
a negligible number. To the best of our knowledge, no measurement study quantifies
the total number of resolution requests in today’s Internet, and, as a result, we cannot
convert the above-mentioned percentages into exact resource requirements.
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6.3.3. Storage
(a) Resolution Table (b) Resolution Forwarding Table
(c) Publish Neighbor Table
FIGURE 6.19. Storage
Figure 6.19. shows results for resolution table (RT), resolution forwarding table
(RFT) and publish neighbor table (PNT) in the altruistic scenario. We do not show
results for selfish scenario, because in the selfish scenario each RT contains the entire
content-ID space, each RFT has only one entry because only one prefix is announced,
and each PNT contains all the other CDAs because all CDAs announce the same
prefix. Figures 6.19.a, 6.19.b and 6.19.c show the number of realms on the x-axis
and number of entries in respective tables on the y-axis. Each subfigure also shows
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min, max, 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles as box and whiskers plot, which represents
variance in the number of table entries for a given number of realms.
Figure 6.19.a shows that as the number of realms increases, the size of the
resolution table increases as well. The increase in the size of resolution table entries
is because of the decrease in realm size - in smaller realms each CDA stores more
resolution table entries. Figure 6.19.a further shows that at minimum a single CDA
stores less than 100 million resolution table entries, and at maximum a single CDA
stores approximately 500 billion resolution table entries. Each resolution table entry
is 22 bytes long at minimum (16 bytes for content-ID, 4 bytes for IP address and
2 bytes for TCP port number). Assuming a machine with 32 GB of RAM, a CDA
would require a cluster of approximately 344 machines to store 500 billion resolution
table entries1. On the other hand, the CDA that stores less than 100 million entries
requires only 2 GB RAM, which can easily be stored in one machine.
Figure 6.19.b shows that the number of RFT entries decreases as the number of
realms increases. The decrease in number of RFT entries is because of the decrease
in average realm size: CDAs announce lesser number of prefixes as average realm size
decreases, which results in smaller RFTs.
Figure 6.19.b further shows that at max a CDA may store 24,000 entries in its
RFT. Below we estimate the memory cost for storing the largest possible RFT in our
simulations. Since we use the RFT for longest prefix matches, it is implemented as
a binary tree. Assuming all the 24, 000 entries lie at the leaves of the binary tree, a
15 level binary tree would be enough to accommodate all 24, 000 entries. Each leaf
of the RFT binary tree is 8 bytes long (4 bytes for IP address, 2 bytes for TCP port
1We realize that using a cluster of machines to store the resolution table in a distributed fashion is
not straightforward. However, here our goal is to provide an estimate on infrastructure requirements
to assess the feasibility of Compass.
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number and 2 bytes for UDP port number). Each intermediate node of the RFT
is also 8 bytes long, because it contains 2 pointers, one for each branch, and each
pointer is 4 bytes long. The total number of intermediate entries that lie at levels
1-14 is 32766. Thus, the total number of nodes in the RFT is 65, 534, which require
512 KB of RAM. Given today’s modern machines, 512 KB is negligible.
Figure 6.19.c shows that as the number of realms increases, the number of PNT
entries increases as well. The increase in the number of PNT entries is because of the
decrease in average prefix length: as CDAs announce shorter prefixes, they are placed
higher in the publication overlay and have to store larger number of descendants.
The figure shows that there is a fairly small variance, and majority of the nodes store
less than 400 entries across all simulations. The figure further shows that, in our
simulations, the largest number of PNT entries stored is 16, 738. Each PNT entry
consists of the following fields: prefix announced (16 bytes), length of the announced
prefix (4 bytes), IP address (4 bytes), TCP port number (2 bytes) and UDP port
number (2 bytes), which totals at 28 bytes per entry. In the worst possible case of
16, 738 entries, the total table size in bytes is 458 KB. Given today’s machines, 458
KB is a negligible memory requirement.
6.4. Results With Security
In this section, we revisit some of the metrics, which we evaluated in Section 6.3.,
and measure the overhead of our proposed security mechanisms. Specifically, we
evaluate Compass in terms of number of entries stored in the Resolution Table
(RT), and the bandwidth required for publish operations. We have chosen these
metrics because these are the ones most affected by the addition of Compass’s security
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FIGURE 6.20. Resolution Table
mechanisms. In this section, we present results for r = 0.01 (i.e., number of realms)
because it represents the worst possible scenario of security overhead.
Figure 6.20. shows results for resolution table (RT) for altruistic scenario.
Figure 6.20. shows the number of machines required to store resolution table on
x-axis, and the CDF on y-axis. The figure also shows two lines - one for resolution
table storage cost with security mechanisms added and the other without security
mechanisms added. As before, we calculate the number of machines assuming 32 GB
of memory per machine.The figure shows that in the worst case, without security,
a cluster of 344 machines is required to store the entire resolution table, and with
security, in the worst case, 15, 000 (assuming 1 KB per table entry, adding extra length
for the certificate) machines are required to store the resolution table. These numbers
seem fairly high. However, these resources are required when CDAs announce 1 bit
prefix and store half of content-ID space. If a CDA announces such a small prefix,
then it must be prepared to contribute large amount of resources. Furthermore, we
have reported these numbers assuming that CDAs will keep entire resolution table
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FIGURE 6.21. CDAs Contacted
in the main memory. However, a CDA may choose to keep only popular resolution
table entries in the main memory, and the remainder on the disk.
Next, we evaluate whether today’s outgoing link bandwidths per CDA can
support the publish operation. Figure 6.21. shows CDFs for publish operations with
and without security mechanisms. The x-axis shows the required bandwidth and the
y-axis shows the CDF. The figure shows that in the worst case, without security,
a CDA only requires 54Kbps of outgoing bandwidth, which is easily manageable,
given today’s link bandwidths. The figure also shows that in the worst case, with
security, a CDA requires approximately 682Kbps of outgoing bandwidth, which is
also manageable, given today’s multi Mbps links.
Finally, we assess whether today’s network links possess enough bandwidth to
carry publication traffic. The results are shown in Figure 6.22.a (altruistic scenario)
and Figure 6.22.b (selfish scenario). The x-axis of the figure shows required link
bandwidth and the y-axis shows the CDF for links. Both the figures show that
for large number of links the bandwidth requirements are extremely low. However,
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(a) Altruistic
(b) Selfish
FIGURE 6.22. Bandwith Consumption Per Link
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some links do observe significantly high bandwidth requirements. For the altruistic
scenario, small number of links require 54 Mbps without security, and 690 Mbps with
security. Closer investigation shows that these links are between tier 2 ASes. Recent
work on IXPs [122, 123] show that tier 2 ASes already exchange 10s of Gbps of traffic,
and 690 Mbps is well within the range of these numbers. Furthermore, for the selfish
scenario, small number of links require 378 Mbps without security, and 4.7 Gbps with
security. As discussed in Section 6.3.2., these are the outgoing links of the source
CDA. While 4.7 Gbps sounds very high, but the technology for 10 Gbps ethernet is
available as a commodity, and can be easily employed. As before, the observation
from this number is that if a CDA announces a prefix 0x0/0, which means it stores
resolution information for all the content in existence, then it must be prepared to
employ technology for high bandwidth.
6.5. Deployment of Compass
The content distribution ecosystem consists of the following members:
– Content Providers
– Content Distribution Networks (CDNs)
– Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
– Content Consumers
While the ecosystem itself is not changing, but the definition of content is
continuously changing. Not so long ago, content distribution meant replicating static
and dynamic web pages on CDN servers so that they were readily available to content
consumers. However, recently that definition has shifted, and now majority of content
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distribution consists of replicating and distributing video content. In 2010, Limelight
showed that 51% of total Internet traffic in the U.S. consisted of video [124]. According
to Sandvine’s Global Internet Phenomenon report for 2013 [90], 68% of downstream
peak traffic for North America consists of Real-Time entertainment traffic, and only
12.2% is web traffic. According the same report, Netflix [85] is the leader in generating
video traffic with 32.3% share of downstream peak traffic, and Youtube [125] is the
far second with 17.1% share of downstream peak traffic in North America. Finally,
according to Cisco’s Visual Networking Index (VNI) forecast [91], by the end of 2016,
86% of global consumer traffic will consist of video.
The above-mentioned numbers portray a pleasant picture for CDNs, who, despite
decreasing their prices, are profitable [126]. These numbers also represent consumers’
interest in video, who are free from scheduled programming, and have everything
available on-demand. However, the numbers are troubling for content providers who
have to foot the CDN bill, which increases with the amount of content that CDNs
serve on content providers’ behalf. Finally, the numbers are particularly worrisome
for ISPs who have to upgrade their infrastructure to serve the increasing bandwidth
demands, and also pay transit costs to bring the content to their consumers. We
believe that content providers and ISPs can be mutually beneficial to each other
in alleviating their video traffic problems, and Compass can play a key role in this
process.
Content providers (e.g., Netflix [85], Hulu [86]) pay large amount of money to
CDNs to deliver their content. For example, Netflix pays 6 cents per Gigabyte [127].
Furthermore, both Netflix and Hulu employ 3 CDNs [87, 88] instead of 1, so that if
the performance of one CDN decreases other can be used immediately. Both Netflix
and Hulu use fairly sophisticated architecture to use multiple CDNs [87, 88]. Netflix
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is finally building its own CDN [128]. But, that is only because Netflix’s traffic volume
is higher than anyone else. Other content providers refrain from building their own
CDNs because the entry barrier for deploying a global distributed system is very high,
in terms of cost and engineering challenges. Even Netflix is still few years away from
having a fully functional CDN [128]. Other content providers continue to pay large
sums of money to CDNs, and they would certainly like to avoid large bills without
building their own CDNs.
In order to keep up with video traffic, ISPs must add more bandwidth to their
infrastructure, and bear the cost of transit traffic. To alleviate this problem, ISPs
prefer that the content resides within their own network. In order to achieve this,
ISPs may adopt two different approaches:
– Launch their own CDN (e.g., AT&T CDN [129])
– Use transparency caches [130]
In order to launch its own CDN, an ISP deploys content replication servers in
its own network, and partner with content providers so that their data is available
through ISPs content replication servers. However, for this strategy to work, an
ISP must partner with all the major content providers, and the business dynamics
may not always work out. The other option is to use transparent caching. As the
name indicates, with transparent caching, an ISP maintains a content cache, and
depending on caching policy, the content items are cached. Then the ISP examines
every outgoing TCP packet, and in the case of HTTP, compares it against content
items that exist in its cache. If the ISP finds a match, then it serves the content from
its cache, else use the usual content retrieval process. However, examination of every
outgoing TCP packet may add delay to the content retrieval process. Furthermore, if
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the HTTP traffic is encrypted, then even if the content exists in ISPs cache, it cannot
be served.
We believe that ISPs can be the early adapters of Compass, in order to enhance
their approach towards transparent caches. With Compass, ISPs can check for a
cache hit or a miss at the time of name resolution, instead of the time of the actual
HTTP request. With DNS, it is not possible to discover a cache hit or a miss at the
time of name resolution, because DNS packets do no carry full content names; they
only carry domain names. More specifically, an ISP may run a CDA and become part
of Compass. Next, it may publish the names and locations of cached content items
in Compass. When a customer of Compass sends a name resolution request, using
Compass the ISP can determine whether the queried content exists in its own cache,
or the cache of its neighbor(s) or at the original content provider.
Once ISPs become part of Compass, then content providers also have an incentive
to join Compass. Compass essentially allows ISPs to replicate and discover content
in each others caches on content providers’ behalf. This is beneficial for the ISPs
because they will use the transit links only as last resort to retrieve content. This
approach is also beneficial for the content providers because they will have to serve
lesser and lesser content traffic. However, to enable this approach, content providers
must publish content with persistent names in Compass, because without persistent
names, the above-mentioned approach will not work.
Once content providers and ISPs adopt Compass, end users may adopt it as well.
As mentioned above, video traffic is only going to increase as years go by. If end users
can retrieve high quality video faster, which will be possible because of transparent
caching, then it will be in their interest to adopt Compass.
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Finally, the above-mentioned approach will drastically affect CDNs. As described
in Chapter 5.2.1., CDNs consist of the following three components:
– Content Discovery
– Content Replication
– Monitoring
After adopting the above-mentioned approach, CDN’s own content discovery
service will be replaced by the Compass global content discovery service. Content
will be replicated on-demand in ISPs’ transparent caches. Finally, monitoring will no
longer be necessary, because most of the time the ISP will serve the content from its
own cache within the network, and ISPs already possess extensive knowledge of their
networks because of traffic engineering [131]. Thus, adoption of Compass along with
caching inside ISPs may emerge as a competitive threat for CDN businesses.
6.5.1. Coexistence With DNS and CDNs
In order to be deployed, Compass does not require elimination of DNS. However,
in order to coexist with DNS, there must be a distinction between Compass names
and DNS names. To establish that distinction, we expect that content providers will
add the prefix ”compass://” to the content names to distinguish them from DNS
names.
6.5.2. Path to Adoption of Compass
In order for Compass to be adopted, several entities will have to play their part,
as described below:
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6.5.2.1. Name Discovery
As described in Section 5.3.1., Compass allows arbitrary human-readable names
for content discovery. Similar to today’s domain names, Compass content names
need a means to be discovered. Compass content names can exchanged via digital
communication (e.g., email) or word of mouth.
Compass content names can also be discovered via search engines. Similar
to DNS names, content documents in Compass can also be connected via hyper-
references. Thus, search engines can use their existing crawl approaches to
discover and index content. Furthermore, use of persistent names may allow
search engines to group similar content, which is not possible with today’s
domain-based names. For example, www.youtube.com/cricket worldcup and
www.dailymotion.com/cricket worldcup maybe names of exactly same content. But,
these names cannot be grouped together and presented as one because of presence of
domain names.
6.5.2.2. Content Discovery Agents (CDAs)
As discussed in Section 5.3., all participants of Compass must run CDAs. Thus,
ISPs, organizations and content providers must run CDAs. Furthermore, all the
participants must form business relationships and realms to agree upon policy.
6.5.2.3. End Hosts
The operating system at the end host must be patched to add a new system
call gethostbyname compass, which will implement the Compass protocol at the end
host. Furthermore, any application (e.g., a web browser) that wishes to use Compass
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must be patched so it can use gethostbyname compass system call, and retrieve IP
addresses via Compass.
6.6. Open Issues
In Chapter V and Chapter VI, we have designed, implemented and evaluated
Compass. Just like any other work, there are still open issues, which if addressed,
can further improve the Compass design.
The first and foremost issue is the grouping of content-IDs. Compass uses flat,
non-hierarchical, fixed-length hashes of names as content-IDs. While this approach
puts a bound on the content namespace (Section 5.3.1.), it eliminates the possibility
of grouping content names together. For example, there is no way for a CDA to
announce a prefix such that it can only store the resolution information for a particular
content provider (e.g., google), or for a particular content type (e.g., video) e.t.c.
DONA [69] allows flat content names to be bound to flat content provider names.
But, this approach violates the requirement for persistent names, as described in
Section 5.2.2.3.. NDN [71] allows a natural grouping of names by announcing prefixes
of human-readable names. However, the use of human-readable names violates the
scalability requirement. Thus, the issue of grouping flat content-IDs remains open.
Another open issue is that currently, the security mechanism for prefix
announcement in Compass relies on accountability - i.e., if a CDA does not resolve
content-IDs for its announced prefix, then it will be held accountable. As described in
Section 5.4.2., this approach is different BGPSEC, which relies on authorization - i.e.,
an AS cannot announce a prefix, unless it is authorized to do so. While authorization
is a stronger property than accountability, BGPSEC requires the deployment of a
centrally-controlled public-key infrastructure, which has been the major hurdle in
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the adoption of BGPSEC. Compass, on the other hand, only require autonomous
certificate authorities, which already exist today. However, it is still an open issue
that whether the flexibility of Compass (i.e., use of certificate authorities) justifies it
weaker security guarantee.
Compass also requires more work in understanding the CDA economy and
their incentives. Specifically, to facilitate the deployment of Compass, it must be
understood what are the incentives for a CDA to announce a prefix, to start a new
realm, to join an existing realm and to not announce a prefix at all. Furthermore, we
also must understand the nature of agreements between CDAs.
Compass evaluation results show that the deployment of Compass is feasible,
given today’s technology. However, the results can still be improved. For example,
if a CDA announces 1 bit prefix, then it requires 344 machines without security
overhead, and 15, 000 machines with security mechanisms enabled. However, this
resource requirement can be decreased if the CDAs do not store everything in the
main memory of the machine. Instead, if CDAs store only popular content-IDs in
the main memory (i.e., cache), and unpopular content-IDs on disk, then this resource
usage can be decreased significantly. Furthermore, Compass also imposes excessive
bandwidth overhead, which is within today’s bandwidth usage limits. The primary
reason for excessive bandwidth usage is that the certificates are carried inside the
publication packets. Thus, it remains an open issue whether an out-of-band certificate
distribution mechanism or self-certifying names [132] can solve this problem.
6.7. Recap
In this chapter we evaluated Compass using simulations over a real-world Internet
topology. We explored the impact of Compass deployment on CDAs in terms
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of storage, latency and networking cost, and found that Compass is feasible for
deployment. In addition, we also discussed how Compass can be deployed in real-
world, and open issues that should be addressed.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
Content discovery is a challenging problem faced by today’s Internet. The only
globally deployed content discovery service is domain name system (DNS), and it only
discovers domain names, instead of content names. Content names are persistent,
and does not change when content moves from one location to another. Today’s
domain names, however, change as content moves. After the invention of DNS,
content distribution networks (CDNs) came into being to augment DNS with location
awareness. However, CDNs do not address content names either, and continue
addressing domain names. During the last few years, the research community has
proposed several infrastructure level solutions to address the problem of content
discovery. However, these new solutions do not respect the autonomy of participants
of the system, and cannot be incrementally deployed.
In this dissertation, we demonstrated that a peer-to-peer (P2P) network is an
ideal candidate for building an Internet-scale content discovery service, provided
certain weaknesses are addressed. Specifically, we addressed lack of heterogeneity,
stretch, membership management, and management of churn in P2P networks.
Furthermore, use of P2P networks gave us the advantages of scalability and
incremental deployment as well.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first summarize our research, then discuss
additional thoughts, and finally describe future work that can be done in this
direction.
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7.1. Summary
In this dissertation, we first presented Montra, a technique for capturing DHT
traffic, in order to understand the characteristics and weaknesses of structured
P2P systems. Montra captures DHT traffic without disrupting the network. The
cornerstone of Montra is Minimally Visible Monitors (MVMs). MVMs resolve the
following dilemma: a small number of monitors cannot capture a comprehensive view
of the traffic and a large number of monitors may cause disruption. MVMs, because
of their limited visibility, can be deployed in large numbers without changing or
disrupting the system.
We validated Montra using measurements on Kad and Azureus networks. By
comparing Montra’s observations with those of instrumented source and instrumented
destination peers, we established that Montra can accurately capture 90% of query
traffic. Using Montra, we present several example observations of destination traffic in
Kad and Azureus, based on simultaneously monitoring approximately 32,000 peers.
The data includes an examination of file and keyword popularity, how popularity
changes over time, file size, and geographic distribution.
To further demonstrate the weaknesses of P2P systems, we identified and created
a new type of botnet, called Tsunami. Tsunami bots establish a parasitic relationship
with a widely deployed DHT. Tsunami can successfully issue commands to its bots,
launch various attacks, including distributed denial of service (DDoS) and spam, at
ease, as well as receive responses from the bots, all without relying on any kind of
central server or bootstrap nodes as current botnets do. The primary cause behind
Tsunami’s successful operation is the lack of membership management in widely
deployed P2P systems.
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Tsunami is not only theoretically feasible, but also operational in the real-world.
In a Kad network with four million nodes and 6% of them being embedded Tsunami
bots, it can reach 75% of its bots in about 240 seconds. Meanwhile, defending a
system such as Kad against Tsunami necessitate a systematic approach. A solid
defense must be able to effectively intercept Tsunami traffic with low cost, and do so
without being intrusive to the system in question.
Finally, in this dissertation, we address the weaknesses of P2P systems, and
design a new P2P content discovery service for the Internet, called Compass, which
can fulfill all the requirements of a content discovery system.
Compass resolves content identifiers (cryptographic hashes of human readable
content names) into locations (i.e., IP addresses). Compass does not impose any
restrictions on the structure of human-readable content names, which implies that
the names are not bound to domains and remain persistent. This approach solves
the problem of existing globally deployed content discovery systems - i.e., DNS and
CDNs.
Compass is secure because it maintains tight control over who can join the
system. Specifically, a new content discovery agent (CDA) cannot join the system
until an existing CDA allows the entry. Furthermore, existing CDAs are accountable
to the CDAs that allowed their entry in the system. This chain of responsibility
constitutes the entry mechanism for Compass. This approach is different from P2P’s
content discovery, in which any new host can join the network and can fatally destroy
it.
Compass allows CDAs to decide the extent of their participation in storing
content-ID resolution information. CDAs can store resolution information depending
upon the capacity of their infrastructure. A CDA that stores content-ID resolution
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information announces a content-ID prefix, which indicates the range and amount of
stored resolution information. Compass introduces the concept of a realm, which is
a collection of neighboring CDAs that can collectively resolve the entire content ID
space. Realms allow a collection of CDAs to decrease the resolution latency for their
customers, while keeping resolution state feasible. These approaches make Compass
scalable, which is different from existing information-centric network designs. ICN
designs either do not respect the autonomy of ASes (e.g., DONA, PSIRP), or use
human-readable names inside routers (e.g., NDN, TRIAD). Both the approaches
severely affect the scalability of ICNs.
7.2. Additional Thoughts
In addition to above-mentioned contributions, I also learned several lessons.
Some of the most important lessons are highlighted in this section.
The first and foremost lesson I learned was that when dealing with a real-world
system, it is extremely important to understand the actual implementation of a
protocol. I learned this lesson during our work on Montra. While working on Montra,
I read through large pieces of eMule [38], aMule [133] and Vuze [134] source codes. I
found that even though all the three P2P clients implement the Kad protocol, but they
make their own variations to suit the needs of their own application. Thus, reading
the paper only gives a high-level view of the protocol. It is extremely important to be
able to understand others’ source code, and connect it with the high-level description
of the protocol from the research paper. It is because of the understanding of how
the source code worked, I was able to conceive the idea of minimally visible monitors.
I also learned the importance of applying knowledge across fields. At the time
when I read the CCNx paper [71], I had accumulated significant knowledge about
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P2P networks. I saw the CCNx work as an example of unstructured P2P network, in
which content discovery requests were flooded. Since the next step after unstructured
networks in the evolution of P2P networks was structured P2P networks, we applied
the same thinking to CCNx. This way of thinking was the basis for our Compass
work.
While working on Compass, I learned that naming is one of the most critical
components in the design of an Internet architecture, and it is extremely hard to get
it right. For example, designers of DNS did their best to design an appropriate naming
scheme. However, we have seen that the DNS way of naming content is a deterrent to
persistent names, and can lead to tussle [105]. Thus, one must be extremely careful
when designing the naming scheme for an Internet architecture.
Finally, while working on Compass, I learned the importance of a properly
decoupled architecture that assigns proper responsibilities. For example, all the ICN
approaches require that autonomous systems (AS) should be involved in the content
discovery process. We believe that it is an additional responsibility that does not
belong there. An AS’s responsibility is to carry traffic, and it should not be required
to participate in the content discovery process. Therefore, for our Compass work, we
created content distribution agents (CDAs), which can be owned by any entity (e.g.,
ISP, organization) that is interested in content discovery.
7.3. Future Work
For future work, I would like to make efforts to deploy Compass in real-world.
In doing so, I would serve college campuses as examples of running Compass to
commercial ISPs and content providers. If Compass proves to be beneficial to college
campuses, then slowly commercial ISPs and content providers may adopt it as well.
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For example, the University of Oregon (UO), Oregon State University (OSU) and
Portland State University (PSU) may collectively form one Compass realm. In the
beginning Compass may only be used to serve video traffic, as discussed in Chapter VI.
In order to serve video traffic cheaply (i.e., without using transit links), UO, OSU
and PSU may deploy transparency caches, as described in Chapter VI. All the three
campuses must also deploy Compass CDAs. In addition to implementing the Compass
protocol, the Compass CDAs must also implement the DNS protocol. Furthermore,
all the three campuses may modify their campus machines as follows:
– Patch the operating systems so that they support gethostbyname compass
system calls.
– Patch the browsers so that for a pre-defined list of video websites (e.g., Netflix,
Youtube, Hulu), the browsers use Compass instead of DNS.
When a user requests a video from a pre-defined list, the web browser hashes
the entire name, and sends a resolution request to its first-hop Compass CDA, using
gethostbyname compass system call. The hashes include the domain name as well,
which voids the benefit of persistent names. However, until Compass attracts the
cooperation of content providers, this is the best that the initial deployment can do.
The Compass CDA uses the Compass protocol to resolve name of video into location.
If a match is found, then it means the video exists in one of transparency caches,
and can be served from there. Otherwise, the Compass CDA uses DNS to find the
location of video. As the video is downloaded, it maybe cached according to the
caching policy. If any of the campuses cache the video, then it publishes the location
of the video using Compass.
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Using, the above-mentioned approach, if the three campuses can demonstrate
a decreases in their transit bandwidth usage cost, then other commercial ISPs may
becomes interested because they would like to decrease their transit bandwidth cost
as well. Furthermore, the above-mentioned approach may attract content providers as
well, because they have to pay large sums of money to content distribution networks
(CDNs), based on the bandwidth used. If an ISP can serve a content provider’s
content locally, then it can be a win-win situation for content providers and ISPs.
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